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PREFACE 
In the eighteenth century Bengal was tlie first major region to ieel the brunt ol 
colonial intrusion. For this important reason alone the agrarian history of lienga! 
has remained a subject of continuing interest. 
To add to this large scholarly literature needs some justification. The Permanent 
Settlement has dominated the debate and the period 1765-90 has been seen mainly 
as a prelude to it. In other words, one has tended to analyse the successive revenue 
arrangements with the Permanent* Settlement as the concluding measure, what 
this dissertation tries to do is to alter the initial point. I have tried to see how 
the agrarian society of Bengal was reshaped and altered under the fiscal pressure 
exerted by the East India ('ompaiiy during tiiis period. It it might illumine some 
aspects relevant to the Permanent Settlement this would be only incidental to my 
purpose. 
The first chapter of the dissertation, delineates the power position and rights of 
the zamindars as these came from the Nizamai times. 
The second chapter is concerned with the actual producers, the peasants 
The tiiird chapter deals with the crucial cogs in the revenue realization machinery, 
the service gentry. There is much evidence regarding the involvement of zamindars 
in the bureaucracy of the Nizamat. During the colonial period, the service - gentry 
acquired a new dimension, by their intricate knowledge of the local set-up. 
The fourth chapter deals with the great Bengal Famine of 1769-70 and its conse-
quences for the agrarian Society. The demographic dislocation and its spatial impact 
has been particulaily investigated. 
In Iheiiflh (•hai)t(M' we have studied the post- famine agrarian conditions Basically 
our treatment is woven around the problem of exacting revenue rigorously from the 
desolated country. I 'he impact of the enhancement and rigidity in collection on the 
old landed aristocracy, and the gradual waning out of their position and status: 
its reflection on the old patron- client relation, the rise of the new service gentry 
who acted as collaborators and co'nfidents of tiie colonial officials, the ojjening of a 
nascent market in land rights forged by auction sale of the defaulting estates are all 
dealt in this chapter. 
Chapter six deals with the coming of the Permanent Settlement. Here we have 
surveyed the actual rural set up on the eve of the settlement, the impact of the 
revenue experiments of the Company on the collection and the controversies among 
the Company's officials regarding the status of the land right in India. Our anal-
ysis suggests that maximization and stabilization of the income from land v/as the 
primary motive behind the settlement. We have put this in the perspective of the 
turbulent atmosphere prevailing in the agrarian society where each occupational 
m 
group from the zamindar to the tiller were trying to adjust to the changes imposed 
by the colonial state. 
The study thus fits into the ongoing debate on the actual impact of colonialism 
in eighteenth century India. The investigation suggests that to see the eighteenth 
century as a continuation of the old order is not justified at all. 
The validity of the "revisionist" postulate, that the colonial government was a 
weak structure that managed to position itself at the top ruling rung of the polity 
with neither the potency nor the penetrability^change the indigeneous patterns of 
socio economic growth, has been offered a serious scrutiny. 
Up to date research on the agrarian history of eighteenth century Bengal, pi-
oneered by N.K.Sinha and his students had concentrated on the English language 
materials. While the official texts*of the revenue regulations and relevant letters of 
the English officials are of course relevant, on at tempt is here made to use Persian 
and Bengal language sources, the records of the zamindari estates, sale deeds etc, 
which are mostly unpublished More stress is also laid on the local records lodged 
in the District Collectorate record rooms, which till now had been only sporadically 
used.The important new documents used in this study are Persian sanads and par-
wanas regarding pre- Permanent Settlement land sale, and Teriz Rakha documents 
in Bengali of the Mahishadal zamindari^ lodged in West Bengal State Archives; 
the Mughal Parwanas to qanungoes of Kutchbehar and Kamrup lodged in National 
Archive New Delhi; the private papers of the several zamindari of Birbhum and 
iv 
documents from Jaidev Math and other Beiigah manuscripts from Viswabharati col-
lections, Taidad and land grant papers of the Nadia zamindars lodged in Krish-
nanagar Collectorate Record Room Nadia, and the documents in the series called 
Haqiqai-i- Mahallat -i- Sobah- Bangala. ( lOR Mss, Photocopy) lodged in Research 
Library CAS, History Aligarh Muslim University. A detailed list of the sources is 
available in the bibliography. 1 can however, claim for my efforts only the status of 
a preliminary exploration. 
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Chapter 1 
THE ZAMINDARS 
The institution of zamindari occupied a central position in the agrarian structure of 
Bengal, when the British obtained the Dewani in 1765. The zaviindars position was 
dual one: as a sharer in the land tax collected by him on behalf of the government, 
and as aproprieter of a set of rights to cesses, perquisites and produce of forest, tanks, 
rivers etc. The existence of zamindar ihws depended upon the manner in which they 
could ensure undisrupted availability of a sizeable portion of the peasants' surplus 
which they controlled by their intermediate position in agrarian society. Smoothness 
of the collection mechanism ensured little interference by the state in the internal 
microcosm of the zamindari. 
During the period of Nizamat the revenue administration was based on the 
development of professional expertise confined to select families from whom subor-
dinate administrative officers were recruited'. Though not pursued vigorously as 
state policy, for all practical purposes this practice ensured the allegiance of selected 
'R. B. Ramsbotham, J<«rfic« in the land revenue History of Bengal P. 2 
families. These revenue officers had by their intricate knowledge of the local taxa-
tion resources, evolved themselves as local elites in the rural agrarian society. Many 
of them bacame zamindars or were originally zamindars. This development far from 
being typical of the Nizamat period, probably dates back to the high mughal days^. 
Some of them might also have obtained zamindaris by mughal grants (sanads)^. But 
their power and position seem to have been accentuated during the troubled days 
of the Nizamat. 
About the time of the assumption of the dewani by the English East India Com-
pany there is general evidence of the involvement of zamindars in the revenue bureau-
cracy from thr highest. (Naib Dewan of Dacca, Rajballav who held the zamindari 
of Rajnagar) to the lowest level (viz smaller mufussil Qanungoes etc.). 
While the ranks of zamindars and bureaucrats were thus extremely intermixed, 
there was a set of large zamindars who were formally subject to peskash or tribute, 
such as the Rajas of Vishnupur, Cooch behar and Susang" They were designated 
zamindars but in essence were semiautonomous chiefs. 
The zamindars held their position normally by a sanad, issued by the imperial 
^Bharat Chandra Annada Mangal kabya P. 31 
^Jbid. For example, the case of Nadia Raj. The founder of the zamindart Bhabanand Majumdar 
(Mazumdar a revenue service gentry) obtained the zamindart as tnam for supplying Raja Mansingh 
garrison for the military during the mughal conquest of Bengal. 
^Irfan Habib Agrarian system of Mughal India P. 184 The difference between ordinary and 
peshkash zamindars was not only about their military power and territorial hold but customs 
prescribed different principles of succession. 
power or his agency, authorising ihe collection of revenue of scheduled areas, a 
specified portion of which he claimed as his remuneration. Generaly the sanad 
conveyed no right of transference or inheritance*. But for all virtual effects it was 
a hereditary affair*'. The usual practice however was to get the sanad issued in the 
son's name. The custom as evidenced in the Rayrayan's answers to the Committee of 
Revenue, was that a daughter had a claim over the zamindari oi a deceased father, if 
t h e r e is no son. This claim ])receds the claims of her father's brothers and nephews^. 
The traditional zamindari right did not imply a unilinear right over land as an 
artifact of private property. It was a hierarchy of superior rights over the produce of 
soil as is evidenced by their claims other than their share of the revenue collected. If 
the zammrfar-performed the customer duties attached to his rights it was practically 
impossible to dislodge him. In trying to make the new dewan i.e. the company) 
understand what exactly were the« rights incorporated in the ubicjuitous category of 
revenue intermediaries called the zamindar: Muhammad Reza Khan as their 
deputy, sought to clarify the issue^. According the Muhammad Reza Khan sanadi 
(i.e. sanad- holder) zaviindars can get their zamindari through different methods. 
1. The zamindar »nd his dependants brought jungle lands into the cultivation 
'W . W. Hinter Bengal Manuscript Records Vol 1, P. 30 
^Opinion of Rayrayan to the Committee of revenue, BORP dt 27th nApril 1773. 
^Jbtd 
*BORP Extract from the Miscelleneaus Progs. Vol 1 pp 337- 38translated enclosure date not 
mentioned. 
after which he pays rent to the Government. (These zamindars called jungle-
bari zamindars were numerous in the lower deltaic tracts of the southern Ben-
gal. From the high Mughal days as an intensive to bring vergin land under 
cultivation these zamindars were assesses lightly and irregularities such as de-
ferred claim for a proper title were generally treated leniently). 
2. It might happen that the king or the ruling magistrate turns out a zamindar 
either for defalcation or for recalcitrant (h'alnntaran) nature gives sanad to 
another zamindar. Then the later is <Mititled to the rights and perequisites of 
the former title, or any thing which is specified in the sanad. 
3. If a zamindar died without any heir, some person could make representation 
to the king through the ruling magistrate and obtain sanad for that zamindar 
for the time till proper heir arrives. 
4. If a zamindar arbitrarily usurped the possession of other small zamindars 
and afterwards applied to the King or magistrate for a sanad in exchange 
of nazruna. 
5. If a zamindar died without an heir, the king kept the zamindari in khas but 
later grants it to some after receiving a nazrana^. 
It thus appears that the position of the zaminrfar partly depended on his relations 
with his superiors; the later on their part had to consider the zamindars' social 
Ibid. The'state and its agencies accepted a bribe to legitimize a non- legitimate claim. 
standing and consequent hold over the local community. Under these circumstances, 
the zamindars were even allowed magisterial power which ensured the states' ability 
to enlarge collection. 
The power and position of the zamindars were thus strongly entreched in the 
rural agrarian society on the double basis of title based upon sanad and customs'". 
The emoluments that were equated with the right of zamindari were very lucrative. 
During the imperial Mughal days, the remuneration of the zamivdon as iiral-
guzart or revenue collectors in Bengal came essentially out of the difference between 
the actual collection and the amount he has to pay the s t a t e " . Besides this le-
gal claim, there were also other claims made by the zamindar on the appropriated 
surplus. In Dacca the share of the zamindar as a percentage of assessed land rev-
enue was nominally ten percent in 1774^^. In Chittagong the ^ammt/aj's claims were 
catagorized into khorakee (subsistence) and dastoor (custom) which was computed 
as follows:'"': 
1. On a jama of more than hundred rupees the khorakee was 20% of the jama. 
2. On a jama of more than hundred rupees to the limit of five hundred rupees, 
the khorakee was 15% of the jama. 
'"Ramsbotham op. nt. P. 3 
''Habib op. ctt. P. 145. 
'^PCR Dacca Progs, dt 9th Dec. 1774. 
3. On a jama of more than five hundred rupees the khorakee. was 10% of the jarna. 
The claims of dastoor are not given in figures, perhaps it varies greatly. 
The other perquisites and claims of the zamindar included certain special cat-
egories as well. For example nankar (lit. to make the bread i.e. subsistence al-
lowance). It was tax free lands allowed to each zamindar in liu of his service in 
collection of land revenue. This tended to become permanent {altainglia) tax- free 
grants enjoyed hereditarily. Documentary evidence for this can be cited Midnapur 
andjellasore' ' ' . It was also natural that the zamindar ieh free to augment his income 
by raising rents in the village offered to him as nankar. In most cases there were no 
exact evaluation, since the original grant (i.e. of the zamindar) preceded the revenue 
roll ascribed to Todar MalP^. 
In addition to nankar the zamindars were also allowed bankar and jalkar within 
their territory'*". Under bankar (tax on forest) jungle and waste were let out in farms 
to person who cut grass, reed, brushwood, for fodder thatching and fuel. Jalkar (tax 
on water) was the revenue from tanks and fishing which in the bigger zamindarioi 
Dacca ranged from rupees five hundred to rupees five hundred sixty annually'^. 
Over and above nankar there were lands held in nijjof^ (personally cultivated) 
and khamar (farm) by the zamindars for their private maintenance, on which (it 
'''Records of the Salt district. Midnapur CoUectorate, letter dated 28th April 1781 
'^Progs. PCRBurdwan Vol. 1 dt. 26 May 1774. 
'^Bengali HuktHinama of Md. Zaman Khan /Joja of Birbhum. 
' ' 'J. Taylor, A sketch of Hit lopograhy and statistics of Dacca P. 152. 
appears) no revenue was levied till the time of Decenial settlement of 1789 by the 
company^*. In the khamar, ryots were under engagements of receiving a share of the 
Crop (sanja) according to the sort of land they cultivated*^. The share which the 
zamindar goi from his khamar was not trifling sum as exemplified in the case of the 
zamindarioi Baksh Ali (Buxally in English Documents) in Dacca where out of total 
measured area of 67,968 bighas the khamar assigned was 2,446 bighas. Similarly in 
the zamindari of Manohar Gazi which paid revenue on 33,705 bighas , a.s many as 
1,211 bighas of land was kept as khamai-^^. 
The Dinajpur zamindari derived from its khamar approximately Rs. 30,000 
per annum, Vansittart found that this amount is smaller than what most of the 
big zammtfars enjoyed from this source'^'. In eastern Bengal these lands were also 
known alternatively as khannabadi (literaly food and shelter). 
'^Progs. CCRM Appendix to Vol. 1 P. 32 and Appendix to Vol. 2 P. 170. 
*®Progs. PCR, Burdwan dt 22 June 1776. 
2°Progs. PCR, Dacca Vol. XIV dt 28th Feb. 1777. 
"Progs. CCRM Vol. 2 P. 144, Vansittart to Council dt 16th Oct. 1770. Irfan Habib op. cit. 
pp 141- 143, opined that these lands correspond to khud khast holdings and zamtndars claim on 
the surplus tended to be higher than other types of land. 
The amount of land enjoyed by the :ainindars under this head in Chakla Ja-
hangirnagar around 1772 was^^-
Name of the khawar and khanabadi Nankar 
Pergannah Lands 
Jellaulpur 1003 Bighas 12589 Bighas 
Rajnapar 4200 Bighas 4158 Bighas 
Buzrag Gomedpur - 2195 Bighas 
Chandradurip 2492 Bighas 1694 Bighas 
Edelpur - 3285 Bighas 
For the mjjote land also, the valuation was according to the hypothetical hust-
0- bud oi 1582 and even the Company, otherwise meticulous in finding avenues of 
.enhancing collection, let them off with no interference till 1772". 
In the /k/iamar lands, there were no fixed rules about the division of the produce 
between the zamindar a,nd the tiller^''. In the absence of a vigorous administration 
virgin or waste lands when brought under the plough were concealed as far as pos 
sible from the notice of the government, as iiijjote land^^. Sometimes these tracts 
continued to be shown as waste land though actually cultivated. The evidence of 
this phenomena can be found from the actual cutcheri documents of the zamindari 
of Mahisadal pegunnah^^. Land concealed were shown in the zamindari documents 
^^Progs. Committee of Circuit Dacca lOR Range 70 Vol. 15 P. 292 Bazt zamin account of 
Jellaulpur, Chackla Jahaiigirnagar for the Bengal year UTH. 
^^Progs. CCRM Vol VII (30 March- 28 Aug 1772) Appendix f. 165, 
"PCR Burdwan Vol XI Prog, dt 29 Dec. 1775. 
^^Progs. CCRM Vol 1 and 98. Letter received from Alex Higginson dt 8. 10. 1770. 
"^^Teriz Rukba documents of the zamtndan of Rani Janaki W.B.SA Bengali Records Bundle. 
Mahisadal zamtndan papers folio 88a. 
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Enquiries by the supervisor Alexander Higginson revealed that in Birbhum there 
were villages, chauks and mahals which were never brought to account in the cutchery 
books^^. The quantity of land was unknown: 
Place Number of Chatds Mahal Rents 
Pergunnah/Toppa Villages Rs. Anna Ganda 
Shah Alampur 1 1 1 
Sen Bhoom 4 3 
Gurnee 4 I 
Bercondah "2 1 
Jennyjjol 1 i 
Nuneyr 1 3 
Echabirshi 1 
Mullarpur 2 2 1 
Collunga 1 - -
Total 18 11 2 6154 15 
3564 
802 
273 
166 
193 
421 
54 
671 
8 
1 
1 
6 
4 
15 
7 
7 
2 
17 
14 
7 
8 
3 
18 
-
3 
10 
Also there were grounds which apparently waste but for which the zamindar 
receives rents amounting Rs. 6,391 As 8 a2'^ '^ . 
Besides these direct claims, th*ere were different varieties of indirect claims tolls 
and cess which can be classified underthe umbrella terms abwab and mathaot. 
These claims showed variation from region to region. 
In Murshidabad^^ for example , mathaot was not considered a separate collection 
upon the ryot ; each revenue paying iinit had an established assal jama besides the 
due abwab. Mathaot was thus included in abwab. In Dinajpur however mathaot was 
levied as an additional tax completely distinct from the revenue demand for the 
^^Letters received dt 8th Oct. 1770 Supervisor Higginson to CCRM O. C. folio 98. 
"CCRM Vol 1 Progs, dt 16th May 1771. 
10 
private advantage of the zamindai^^. 
It would be wrong to assume that since the abwab were part of the exactions 
of Nizamat which were likely to grease tlie hand of the revenue officer of Murshid-
abad, the zamindar received no share at all from these abwabs. Some exactions like 
rasm-e-nizamat (commission of the head peon of the cuicharrxj on revenue brought 
from mufassil); rusm-e-kliazana (commission of the treasury officers) were for the 
mutasuddi and other petty officials of kha^a cvicliarry. But other exactions like baki 
khelat (ceremony at the beginning of the each revenue year) or Punia (from Sanskrit 
Punyaha= sacred day), pooslhbaiidi or poolbfindi (for repairing bridges and embank-
ments) and rusvi-t-dahanna (charge for allowing the boats to pass persian dahana 
meaning confluence of river) were classed under the term mathaot, and zamindars 
used to get a fixed share for these. For example out of Rs. 54,352 which was to 
be acquired from baki khelat and Punia Rs. 13,425 or '2A.1% was earmarked for 12 
important zamindarisln 1771. 
Over and above this there were zaxnindnri abwab which the zamindars extorted 
locally. In Chittagong there was the mamuly mangam. Mangam or mangan means 
alms. But actually it was a compulsory cess levied on ocassions of marriages, births 
and funerals in zamindari household, conspicuous expenditures necessary to main-
tain the social status of zamindars. A glaring example was m,angam levied by the 
Zamindaroi Cossijora (Midnapur) for his pilgrimmage to Puri in 1770 (when famine 
had already stricken) at the rate of 5 annas per bigha in the first year, 8 annas per 
^"Com. of circuit Dinajpur Progs, dt 20th Dec. 1772. 
11 
bigha in second year and 1 sicca in the thiid'^'. 
In Midnapur there was also the halbhaguni (tax on plough) levied on the tillers in 
proportion to the zemindars' own wants, especially at a time of payment of revenue 
instalments. It was reported that the zamindars were so severe that ryots took 
recourse to flight"''^. 
With the warning that a fresh survey would be made and the rent could be 
enhanced if the demand of the a new cess was not complied with, the Mookarjee 
jarib was commonly claimed in Rangpur. In 1769 Rs. 2,5036 15 annas was paid out 
of a total revenue of Rs. 12,37,376 14 anna.s l)y tlie cultivators of Rangpur to avoid 
a fresh hastobu^'^. 
Beside these, the zamindar used to impose diferent sorts of cesses on the local 
marts (hauls) held within their area of,operation. Rahandian was a rent on the use 
of the ground for putting shops ot the modec (gimcer) within the limits of the haul 
chappah mihal was a duty to be paid by the venders of coarse and yarn for the 
mark (chappah) of setting right. Without which the purchaser cannot take away 
their commodities. Than bazar &x\d tneen inahal were duties paid by the venders of 
fish, vegetables, fruits, milk etc. brought for sale in the hauls, whether sold or not. 
Dhooliet was a duty paid by the venders of rice and grains brought to be sold by 
the whole sale on if being deposited at a rate proportionate to the estimated value 
^'Firminger (ed) Mtdnapur Dtsi. Records Vol. 1 P. 34. 
^^pm. of circuit, Rangpur Prg. dt 29th Nov. 1772 
12 
thereof. Bihu was imposed on the same articles when sold by retail but payable 
after the commodity was sold off. Coyallee was the tax paid by weighman for the 
exclusive privilage of weighing and measuring the things sold in the haul for which 
they received trifling fees from both buyers and sellers. Apasee was thetax paid by 
the owners of bullocks that bring foods for sale to the haul. It was calculated at 
a certain fixed sum on each bullock on an yearly basts. Nakhas mahal was a duty 
collected on the sale of horses, elephants or catties at the local mart . The faujdar 
of the region used to get a share from this tax to allow the transaction^"*. Even for 
articles which were sold not in the premises of the haul proper, but outside mostly 
by the marginal vendors a cfess called Beerbundy was imposed on them. If this was 
the picture in the zamindaris under the Hooghly division it is likely that zamindars 
else where in Bengal were also levying similar dues on the markets. 
Besides there weretaxes like rnarriage fees which could be equated with feudal 
exactions. In Rangpur the amount collected under this head was Rs. 2123, annas 
7, ganda 7, pai 3 from seventeen pargunas under the zamindars' jurisdiction. 
^*A description of such cases are listed in: Revenue Governor General in Council, Progs. Vol. 
205 (19th- 28th May 1790) Appendix PP 46fF. 
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Baze adaye or extortions were part of the livelihood of the zamindar. This is 
exemplified in the report of the supervisor of Jessore about the collections of Srikant 
the zamindar oi Eusufpur from the raiyat^^. 
Head Rs. As. G P. 
Shyamroo (Krishna Briiii) Thakur 
Sadbrata or Good deeds 
Britti of Radha (deity) 
Nittya Puja (daily worship) 
Lobdea purah 
obea Naphur 
Dooreahbad 
Maal Connaljering 
Briiii of JaggemauUt 
BaltaonOQ 14 gonda on 
every rupee as per practice 
934 
6844 
111 
808 
63 
470 
6338 
10,481 
2,326 
6,491 
35,002 
-
7 
11 
7 
12 
3 
1 
14 
13711 
1 
-
5 
3 
10 
18 
-
13 
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
I 
-
-
3 
-
3 
-
-
Thus the social standing of the zamindar which was maintained through con-
spicuous consumption was actually depended upon the exaction from the raiyat. 
The zamindars^ entrenched position in the rural society can best be seen in their 
relationship with their immediate sub- ordinate the Halooqdars' . In Bengal the 
"term meant a sub- zamindar^^. In the Amini Report of 1774^^ , the persons who 
held land subject to the payment of revenue were classified into two categories. 
The zamindars and choudhuri belonged to the first while the talooqdar and raiyat 
were together placed in the second category. The position of the talooqdar was thus 
'^Letter received from the Supervisor of Jessore dt. 28 Nov. 1770 to the CCRM, 0 . 0 30th Nov. 
1770. 
^op. cit P. 144. 
^^Ramsbotham, op. ctt P. 103. 
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inferior to the rank of zamindar. The Amini Report states that , 
In order to bring wastelanads into cultivation, in consideration of a sum of 
money, the performance of particular services or to provide for a relation or depen-
dents zamindars were induced to parcel out portion of their districts to talooqdars, 
subject to their authority, who engage to collect and pay an annual revenue. But 
the relative state in which a zamindar and his vassal were thus placed, gave rise to 
circumstances which made it;the interest of the one to endeavour to dispossess his 
tenant and of the other to free himself from dependence on his superior"'"*. 
This passage very aptly describes the relationship between the zamindar and 
his talooqdar. The ialooqdar thus dealt with the raiyat on behai^f the zamindar. 
As Thomas Henchman the supervisor of Malda reported- "the dependence of the 
raiyat on talooqdar is too great for the farmer to run under the hazard of falling 
under the displeasure of . . . t h e Ititer'. The actual cause of this dependence can 
be understood, if we can understand the nature of talooq in Bengal. Unlike its 
counterpart in Awadh, a talooq in Bengal consisted of only a few villages or a small 
tract of ground^^. Hence the possessor of a talooq was able to attend the cultivation 
of every part of it. It improved by his care, the rent collection increjised and it 
became more populous and valuable than those part of the district which remained 
under the direct management of zamindar or his officers^". Obviously the relative 
^Ibtd P. 105. 
^^Ramsbotham, op. cti P. 105. 
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prosperity of the locality which comprehended the talooq implied that the ialooqdar 
also became relatively well off. The zamindar had their own reasons to parcel out 
lands to these sub- zamindar. As the board of Revenue of the Governor Generals' 
Council observed there were dual advantage of the zamindar hy this method*^. 
Firstly the creation of talooqdari would imply creation of a dependant group 
around him for better management of farflung zamindari especially in the reverine 
region of east Bengal. He could with the help of his talooqdari machinary know 
exactly what amount of land remained cultivable each year especially the calcula-
tion of Dariya shikast (land carried away or destroyed) and dariya buzurg (new land 
formed by the aluuvium locally called char jaga- awakening of land). In eastern 
Bengal where talooqdari system was practiced- ahad (habitation) and chash (culti-
vation) of new land in the river tract hcid been a source of traditional feud among 
ft 
the zamindars. 
The second benefit which the 2ammrfar derived from this parcellization was that 
through the ialooqdar he would receive the rent qists at an earlier period than that 
at which he was compelled to pay his revenue to the government. No doubt the 
zamindars of Jessore were adamant to assert their that a ialooqdar engaged to pay 
his revenue through the zaviindar cannot be allowed to pay his revenue directly to 
the government'*^. 
••iBOR Progs., Vol. 92 P. 441, Boards minute dt 24. 5. 1790. 
^^BOR Progs., dt 24. 5. 1790. Discussion on Thomeis law's minutes and enclosures. 
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However the practice of paying revenue directly to the government by the talooq-
dars was quite vogue in the eastern districts. In certain parts of Dacca, as N. K. 
Sinha had shown- zamindari jumma was quite insignificant in proportion to talooq-
dari jumma*'^.In the pergunnahs o{ Jalalpur, Chandradwip, Bikrampur, Rajinagar, 
Mysendee, Essakabad and Hyderabad, there were 4177 talooqdars, big and small. 
Talooqdari jumma was Rs. 142840 as compared to the meagre zamindari jumma of 
Rs. 21000"". 
••^ N. K. Sinha, Economic History of Bengal, Vol. II P. 125. 
""BOR Progs., Vol. 25 (14- 31May 1790). Enclosures. Excerpts of letters received from the 
collector of Dacca. 
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The collector oi Dacca wrote in 1790 that there were four kinds ol taloorjdars in 
the districf*^. 
Jungle bade Enterprising people undertook cultivation of swamps or jungle 
lands and when the tuckseem was made these newly cultivated lands were constituted 
talooqs and included in the jummabundij of the nearest zamindar'*'^. The zamindur 
only received the malgujari according to kisthundet. The succession was heriditary 
and if there were no heirs the zaniindar managed on behalf of Dtwaii. 
Jer Khareed- Those talooqdars were at, liberty to sell their talooqs by bills of 
sale with or without the permssion of tlie zaniindar. On failure of heirs. , zamindar 
could take possession or sell the lands. These talooqdars were subject to increase or 
entitled to remission proportionately with the c«7/).n;.<fa7-agreeabl(e:to their respective 
junima. 
Pattae- The zamindar could* grant heriditary talooqdari Patta to persons for 
lands belonging to themselves called neez (own)in which it was stipulated that man-
agement would descend to their heirs. Fiut the talooqdar could neither sell nor 
"'^H. Beveridge, Districts of Bakliurgunje, corroborates from instances from other districts also, 
that in case of jungle badi talooq, no revenue needed to be paid for first two years by the abadkar 
(i.e. who brought waste lands into cultivation). Jungle badi talooq was basically an incentive given 
to the enterprising people to take landless and destitute people from the other districts to the 
jungle areas mostly in Sunderbans (situated in the lower deltaic tract of the Ganga) where cliar 
were created. This practice continued even in the mid twentieth century as immortalized in Manik 
Bandopadhyaya in Pdma Nadir Majfit. 
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makeover by deeds of giil the lands of talooq. In case of failure of issue the land 
reverted to zamtndar. Pattat lalooqdars were subject to increase or entitled to re-
mission proportionately with the zamindars. 
There was a type oi small lalooqdars who may be classified as lalooqdars under 
other lalooqdars, the latter were perjietuaJ lease holders'*^. Basically the description 
of the lalooqddvs in Dacca would lead one to understand that there were no inde-
pendent lalooqdars in the district. But considering the vast amount ol talooqdari 
junnna realised from the district, independent lalooqs were in existence here as well 
as in other parts of Bengal, and some of them were really very small''*. In a list 
of independent lalooqs j)aying revenue at Krishiianagar, but under the zainindarioi 
Burdwan. there was one paying an annual jumma of Rs. 26. Similarly in Nadia there 
was one paying Rs. 24 as jumma. Sinha categorises the independent lalooqdars as 
Huzuri lalooqdars \~)&y\ng revenue tlirectly to the Khalsa. These tenure originated in 
the neighbourhood of the 'principal muslim cities' Murshidabad, Hooghly, Dacca. In 
the original (probably the one ascribed to Todar Mall) rent roll the huzuri talooqdari 
assessment was estimated at Hs. y-'3,000. 
Most of these lalooqdars were "rich and prominent individuals" (N. K. Sinha's 
description) who obtained these grants in the neighbourhood of administrative seats 
and business centres. Of the value of these taluqs there was a fixed assessment and 
••^N. K. Sinha, op. ctt P. 127. 
^'^Ibtd. P. 126. Sinha .suggested a qualification to documents in GGC progs., Vol. 152 and cites 
a letter by James Stuart in Vol. 129. 
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no provision was made for future increase, tlie owners were exempted from the za-
m?7((/o77 jurisdiction. Sinha thinks that perhaps they had purchased the privilege''^. 
They could therefore transfer by sale their right of property. According to Grant 
this was done only with the permission of the Dewani representative on the spot. 
What Sinha overlooks here is that by granting these talooqs the administrative and 
revenue bureacracy were allowed a footing in the landed society., who during the 
turmoils of mid- eighteenth centurj', were able to entrench themselves in more secure 
positions. 
In contrast to the Huzun ialooqdars, those who paid their public dues to the 
:amnidari> weie termed Mazkuri or Mxizkun (inazkin-^ recorded) by the Company's 
administration, incidentally, these persons were not seen in any other light than as 
ryots, holding in the usual form of a Paita or indefinite lease, a perfected right of 
occupancy while complying with-the assessed demands of the government^. But 
this cannot be taken to be the time honoured practice. .According to Sadar Qa-
nungo Mahendra Narayan, when a Mazkun talooqdar cova\-)\di\neA of oppression and 
injustice against the superior zainindar, the government always listened to his com-
plains and by way of redress to him and punishment to zamindar, separated his 
talooq&ad allowed him to pay directly to the government or placed him under some 
other zamindar&i his request. Hence it is erroneous to conclude that the difference 
between a huzuri and mazkuri ialooqdar lay in the fact that one had the capacity to 
*^Ibid. pp 125- 126 
"lOR Home Miscelleneous, Vol. 204, Bengal Revenue Consultations dt 12 May 1770. 
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extricate himself from the :ainiiid<ir and the otlier had not. Krishkaiita Nandy the 
banian of Warren Hastings when interrogated by Clavering said that huzvri talooq-
dars were like zainindarsin all respects. They normally enjoyed the privilege of even 
augmenting the rent. They were responsible for the administration of local justice 
and presided over the caste cutcherrx/^. 
In case of mitzkuri talooqdar. if he was driven out by the hakim for notorious 
bad conduct or for disputing the revenue, the talooq reverted back to the znnundar. 
Further it was not the zamindar but t-Ke nnizkun talooqdar who was res])onsible ior 
the payment of the revenue for the talooq in ca.se of natural calamity. 
The talooqdari lands on the other hand as the Collector of Hooghly noted were 
exempted from the settlement based on detailed enquiry^^. But this claim was 
controverted as it might be ielt that talooqs issuing from the zaniindaris must be 
subject to some conditions. Yet .in Hooglily custom seem to prevail in favour of 
talooqdars^. It is interesting to note that even a zamindar could assume talooqdari 
rights by purchase. In Dacca, the zamindnr o{ Tappa Zafarnatjar was talooqdar hy 
purchase of mouza Salkia, lappa .Alinagar and a part of viouza Conya in Tappa 
Haveli pergunnah Jehangirpur. 
The specificities of Bengal regarding talooqdari rights were unique, especially 
51 Ibtd. 
*^Shore in his iiiiiiute of 2iid April 1788 said t.liat lately they (i.e. the tatooqdars) have been 
made subject to an Piilianreiiient of rents, but he (i.e. Shore) believed this to be contrary to the 
regular practice and usage. Firminger (ed) 5ili report Vol. 11 P. 93. 
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when contrasted with Bihar where the ialooqddo had tl\e same rights a^  zamindars 
i.e. a milkiyat right of ten- percent (of the revenue)'"*. 
The talooqdai^s whose lands had not been separated from the ca7??7n(fan of which 
they were portions, paid their seats to zani/ndar at a fixed rate consisting of the 
toomar jama a.nd an addition for contingency expenses. But some were assessed 
according to the viable demands of the governmcMit upon the znmindar, and paid 
their proportion of all the rhaiges for which he was answerable. Talooq!, of later 
description were chiefly ac<iuired by purchase c;r gift or an condition of cultivating 
Wfiste or forest lands. In Bengal such lalii<i^ far exceeded the projiortion of those 
separated from ramnicfo?'? jurisdiction^''. 
All talooqdait^, unless restricted by the terms of their grants, held a right to 
dispose of their lands by sale, gift or otherwise, but these were subject to the same 
dues to which they themselves were liable. The customary right to alienate was so 
strong, says Shore, that it was being exerci.sed even "in opposition" to the terms of 
the pattas granted by the zamindar^^. 
The zamrndavb weilded power as local i)locks of authority and controller of cor-
porate resources in the area. .No where is it so explicitly evident as it is in their 
ability to alienate parcels of rent free grants. These grants were granted to Brah-
mins and favourites, the professionals serving in revenue collections, watchmen and 
^•*Habib op. ctt 
^^Firmuiger op cti, Shores minute of 2iid April 1788 
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also, personal servants for the zamindnr unci his family. Classified in the accounts as 
chakran Dastoor or Bazi Zamin. these g ran t s were m a d e under different heads like 
Virt (from Sanskr i t Vr i t t i= s t i pend ) , B r a h m o t t a r , Khosbash , Devo t t a r and Nazr 
I m a m . 
A m o n g the Bengal zamindars t he Ra jahs of Nadia , well known for their pa-
t ron iza t ion of Sanskr i t learning granted m a x i m u m lands for s u p p o r t i n g B r a h m a n s . 
Gran ted to set t le scholars of etiiic [Nyaij) and Kabya ( l i tc iat u ie) or even to mar ry 
off d e s t i t u t e women, a lmost a communi ty of pa t ronised persons evolved who were 
known as daanbhajan (grantees) of the Nadia Raja. Tiiis pa t rou iza t iou enabled the 
zamindario ob ta in social sanct ions which were o therwise not available ' . 
^ For exampk. Raja Krishiiadiaiidra by donating lands to high caste kulin Brahmins, got the 
sanction to marry his youngest wife (niotlier of Sambhuchandra) and atso tomarry ofTliis daughter 
which was otherwise not possible he being of bhanga (disturbed) htltn lineage. 
Mohit Roy, Nadtar Btdyasamajer Kahint.passnn. 
The details of the grants made are available in the Taidad registrars and Taidad bundles lodged in 
Nadia Collectorate Record Room, Krishnanagar. 
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Taidadof Nadia 
It 
i 
^ j^,3u%_;a^^< 
In chackla Jahanginiagar (in Dacca) the Bazi Zamin account for Bengali year 
1178 (i.e. 1171- 72) sl\o\vs that the grants under this head vary from about 0.06% 
(approx.) to ahiiost 50% of the total area of land^^. 
N n n i e o f t h e 
P e i - f ^ i i n i i n h 
J d 11 a u 1 p u I 
R-AJ na( (ar 
B u z z e r G o n i e d p u i 
E d e l p u r 
ChfcTidr&dwip 
[ ) e v o t t«!r 
U i g h -
2 7 7 0 
11 10 
1 0 2 0 
716 
9 * 0 
II 
C I 
r n l l l D o t t 
lii-AK n i l 
l l i g l i K 
( ; o 6 i 
2.',8 9 
<84.1 
1 6 4 0 
i 9 6 e 
n r 
r t . 
N a z i ' 
I n i n i i i 
Digha 
134 3 
8 3 
1111 
1 5 0 
4 0 2 
T o t a l 
n n i o u i i t 
nigha 
26406 
12880 
9557 
6233 
12070 
^^Compuletl from Prog.s. Com. of Circuit. Dacca 8tli Oct.. 1772 PP 292- 311. 
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In Birbhum, the land granted by Assad Zanian Khan, tlie Pathan zamindar 
between 1172 and 1175 amounted to 91227 l)ighas 16 katha, which fetched the rent 
of Rs. 64,537 14 annas, 19 gondas. The Pcnjuniiah- wise breal< up of his grants is 
as follows^'': 
Pergu l i i i n l i / 
Tft looq 
S w a r o o p S in j ^h 
T a l o o q S u p u r 
Pf^n S h a h A l a m p i i r 
P g n A k b a r s h a h i 
P ( i i B u r r a l i 
P R I I C o h o i i o j l 
P R I I K e i n e y 
I ' K I I ( > u t t a n f ( a l i 
I 'Kh U c r k a n d a h 
P g i i I r n i i i i a l 
P K I I M a l l a i p u i 
P R I I y u n i l > | > u i 
P R " Uar b a k i s i i if(l i*( 
I ' a l ooq H u k u i i i p u i 
Pf( i i A l i i i a ^ a r 
D a u r i M o u l i s h f i 
Sen B h o o r i i 
H u p o o i 
t o t a l 
La 
B i g ha 
bTb 
<29 
4^3 
130 
127 
239 
i 2 4 
90 < 
9 
122 7 
•,1 
139 
.'.20!, 
!>0 
4 1 7 7 4 9 
3 i 
1279 
17 
9 4 3 7 
lid? 
K a t h a 
8 
14 
14 
9 
.'. 4 
2 
7 
1 ' 
A 
• ' . 
7 
10 
K e n t 
Rs 
904 
624 
(137 
178 
331 
lOO 
f.2 7 
7 1.'. 
7 
134R 
' j 9 
442 
4 111 
74 
3 i 
l i 3 4 
C8 
12110 
A ni o It II t 
A 
i 
4 
8 
3 
12 
9 
l i 
14 
1 
13 
7 
3 
4 
10 
1 1 
12 
6 
13 
G 
1 
17 
2 
14 
6 
8 
1 
.'. 3 
8 
' j 
14 
8 
6 
6 
*^CCRM Progs, Letter received from Aexander Higginson Supervisor of Birbhuni 5th Oct. 1770. 
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In the abstract of CMiakeiaii Zamin of Birbliuni were furnished with the details 
about the number of j)ersons to whom grants were made, for what purpose they were 
employed, the amount of land alienated and the rent of those lands'^". A summary 
based on this abstract is given below: 
F o r w h a t p u r p o H C 
e m p l o y e d 
F o r t h e h e a d c u t c h e r r y 
( * e o p I e e i n p l o y t i d b y 
l l . n j n t i f o r h i i i o w n 
p u i ' p o r t u t i 
S o k e r i d Pi.^^A 
C a . - G c l e i b 
C a t K a i u l 
P e i g u n n a h C i i l c l i c r i i r s 
l'€)i- t . tu r pr -o l€M-t i o n 
<>r t h t ' i o w i i H 
< i 1.» Ml N r R a h i i n t i y \}o\>\ 
( l i o i i k c y |>IJ< oil 
(oi ( i i c i ly i>> l*a la 
( l a i i n t C l i o k v y 
I ' ^ f r h o i i k e y a h o u l 
l i i i l>hu iM K o l w a l i 
I V o p l f r i i i p l o y e r f fo l 
c o l l e c l i o n a n d C" 
R r a t i i k o l w a l i 
P e o p l e e m p l o y e d 
t o b e a n s w e r a b l e 
for f o b e r r i c s 
e t c t h a n a d a r r y 
G r a n d T o t a l 
N o . o l 
m e n 
9 3 1 
ion 
3 1 0 
0 7 
1 0 0 7 
24'J2 
H:K7 
127 2 
•iroo 
•20* 
12813 
Binha 
1 4 2 7 1 
1 9 0 8 
8 1 8 8 
2 0 H 
2 1 9 7 
21 77.1 
1 1 9 0 8 
14l'..<.'. 
4 :«• 1 9 
6 3 8 1 
1 1 0 2 3 7 
L a n d 
K 
3 
2 
3 
IC. 
11 
" 
19 
13 
:'. 
10 
10 
Ch 
9 
2 0 1 0 
7 1 3 7 
1 9 0 3 
10 
' • • 
10 
10 
19 
0 
4 
R e n t 
R i A 
1 2 6 3 0 1 
10 18 
:\ 1 
10 10 
2 2 1 2 8 12 
1 8 2 3 2 1.' 
10(^12 8 
2 3 1 8 0 11 
2. ' . ; ,38 
4 7 7 1 8 
1 2 8 3 4 6 8 
G 
1 
1 7 
2 
9 
i. 
4 
0 
13 
60 Ibtd. Letter received from Supervisor of Birbhuin lOtli Oct. 1770 
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Such elaborate data are also available for the zamindari of Edrekpur. The chak-
eran zamin given in lieu of wages in scattered forty three pergunnahs are classified 
under thirty nine heads which includes men performing different services, like cook-
ing, tailoring, washing etc. as also, those performing the duties of collection, watch 
and warn in the mujamil and maintaining the accounts in the sadar cutcherrrf'^. 
P A R T I C U L A R S OF T H E C H A K E R A N ZAMIN G I V E N T O T H E S E V E R A L S E R V A N T S O F T H E F O L L O W I N G 
P E R G U N N A H S OF E D R A C P O R E IN LIEU O F W A G E S 
pcTgunnat i? 
Casi Taluk 
Hoonchy 
Coi<y 
Chorchoy 
S o o h a r g o o z a r y 
Bogdoar 
Pa lUdossy 
K«tlol) 
A z e m p o r c 
C o m a r d o 
C h a t n a g o r r 
Malgoom l*lainpoip 
E d r a k p o r v 
M o a k t i p o r r 
Bflgaiti 
Bazvtpore 
C o h * r p o r « 
Bogleanpore 
Sonaiolah 
Moi«por« 
Sengariah 
Betnoporv 
Hosdiati 
B r a h m i n 
or cooks 
of lh« 
Kajah 
. ? 0 " l 3 
&0"8 
B u t d a r y 
o r 
i f ! v a n t s 
ol i h r 
Kajah 
1 5 2 " 3 
J 1 7 " l 9 
.?0"3 
Kidmutga rd 
of t he 
ra jah 
2 » " l 8 
• 
I 3 " 1 4 
V)r\\ve 
Ol Tailoi 
of I h r 
HAJAII 
1 9 " U 
ri urul Gu I 
or A man 
l o l i r a 11 
\\\r nun.-
io"o 
I 3 " J 0 
[ joohy 
o r 
W A s l i n IIIAII 
6 
b 
'\ 
' 
'« 
^'Committee of Circuit Rangpur Appendix to Progs. Vol. lOA (16- 21 Dec. 1772) f 217. 
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[co-nfiyiuedj 
pcrgunnahd 
Ganganagore 
Coosy 
Lolbarr y 
Woarigas^y 
Mullah 
Hayaiporc 
Catn nhow 
Kainciuilidei pore 
Loarlu nd 
Barat 
Bycaiitpore 
Bycaiitporc arnall 
Chcarygoiig 
Dormodo^pore 
Fullbarry 
Sontala 
Boyjagher 
Suneare 
Bardorp 
NoontoUah 
Torophigh Bezole 
Total Lands 
Ro«#iah 
Brahmin 
or cook< 
of the 
Rajah 
3 l " l 2 
67" l9 
b9"s 
240" 
Burdaty 
or 
*ervan(< 
of the 
Rajah 
47"T 
23" 18 
V'r. 
136"2 
M l " : 
Kidntutgar« 
of ihf 
rajah 
93"!» 
• 8"3 
UA" 
Drrjee 
or Tailor 
of the 
Rajah 
16"3 
40"6 
Surul Gur 
or a man 
to cl«an 
the guns 
4 " 9 
24"4 
Dooby 
or 
washerman 
o"o 
32 "3 
6 e " i 8 
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/ COniiTto&d J 
pet f,u n nah^ 
Ca«« Taluk 
Hoonchy 
Cosiy 
Chorchoy 
SoohATgoozaty 
Bogdoar 
Pallados.-^y 
Ketloll 
Azc inpor f 
C o m a r d o 
C h a t n a g o r e 
Malgoorn U l a n i p o r r 
E d r a k p o r f 
M o a k l i p o r f 
B^lgaiit 
B a z e t p o r e 
C o h a r p o r e 
B o g l e a n p o i c 
So i ia io lah 
Moispore 
Senga r i ah 
B e ^ n o p o r r 
Nai Of 
B a r b a r 
,-•."0 
2l"l7 
V.eWiiU 
OI 
Cooli 
' 
I f l "? 
Ma. -s rkhv 
OI .t i i i d r i 
foi c a n y >'iK 
\if,hx l>ffoi <• 
M " I 2 
f / ' o 
• 9"t ; 
M a1a ka r or 
a m a n who 
put? flowerr 
to H-Ajah'i 
T h a k u r s 
2 T " I I 
C h a p c r b u n d 
or a m a n 
who builde 
dlraw hou«« 
G a r r y wala 
o r 
watch-
make r 
\ti"l^ 
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/ QO'nfi'noed J 
p e r g u n n & h f l 
G & n g a n a g o r e 
C o o * y 
L o l b a r r y 
W o a r i g a s s y 
M « t t a h 
H & y a t p o r r 
C a m n how 
R a m c h u n d e i p o r e 
L o a r l u n d 
B a r a t 
B y c a n t p o r r 
B y c a n l p o r e s m a l l 
C h e a r y g o i i g 
D o r i n o d o i p o r « 
F u l l b a r r y 
b o n l a l a 
B o y j a g h c r 
S u n c a r c 
B a t d o r ^ 
N o o n l o i l a h 
T o r o p h i g h B e z o l e 
T o t a l L a n d s 
N a i or 
B a r b a r 
3 " 19 
l l " l 9 
4 0 " l 5 
Z c l l i a h 
or 
C o o i i 
l " 8 
4 0 " 0 
M a s s f I c l i y 
o r a r i iat t 
fo r c a r r y i n g 
l i g h t b f l o r r 
I h r R a j a h 
l " l 6 
3 3 " l S 
«"-
1 0 4 " l b 
Ma la l ca r or 
a m a n w h o 
p u t s f l o w e r i 
t o R a j a h ' j 
T h a k u r s 
1 0 " l 3 
* 4 " 0 
C h a p r r b u i i d 
or a n )a i i 
w h o b u i l d * 
i l r a w hou«? 
1 8 " 0 
3 0 " 0 
4 8 " 0 
Ci a 1 r y w a 1 a 
or 
w a l c h -
n i a k e r 
2 2 " l O 
ioo"o 
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^<^o?iii'fn)Q4j 
p e r g u n t ) A I I P 
C a s s T a l u k 
H o o n c h y 
C o f l s y 
C h o r c h o y 
S o o h a r | ; o o z a T y 
B o g d o a r 
P j l l a < l u . - - > 
K e i l o l l 
Azt*rii p o i (• 
( ' o i n At i t o 
( J h a V i i d R o i p 
M a l g o o n i 
I s t a i n p o r r 
E d r a k p o i c 
M o a k t i p o r e 
B r i g a r i t 
B a z f t pot<-
( J o h a r p o r r 
U o g l « A i i p o i r 
S o ri a I o 1 a h 
M o i s p o t c 
S e n g a r i a h 
B e « n o p o i e 
C h o h d A i . -
! . " 8 
M A 1 l i r r o r A 
i n a t i w h o 
c a n i f ? boAl .* 
i c .1 ^ t r a t n r i 
2 6 " 9 
K i 11 a ri i a 
o r 
C t i a r i t e i . -
7 " l -
B r a h m i n 
i t a t i o i i f d 
o n t h r 
w o r s h i p 
p l a c e 
W o m e n l o 
r n a i n l a i n 
w o r s h i p 
p l a c e 
C o a i n u l o r 
a r n a n w h o 
k i l t s i h e 
g o a l s 
I 2 " U 
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^ Corif'i'riij^J 
pergunnAhb 
Gang4.nagor« 
C006) 
Lolbar ry 
Woariga^i> 
M « l t a h 
H i y » t p o r f 
< a m iiliOM 
Kaiiichuiidf ( poie 
Loar lu iid 
Ba ra i 
13ycanl( oif 
B) c a i u p o i r 
Mnall 
C h e a r y g o n g 
D o r m o d o pot^ 
F u l l b a i r \ 
:>OI\\A\A 
B o y j a g h f t 
b u f i « a i r 
B a r d o T r 
N o o n t o l l a h 
T o r o p h t g h 
B e z o l « 
T o t a l L « n d < 
C h o b d a f s 
- t t>"9 
t . " 3 
4 8 " 0 
M a J h «• < o 1 a 
m a n w li o 
c A I l l e ^ b o a t p 
l o a * t e a i n e r 
• 
" 1 1 
2 7 " 0 
K ir t a t n a 
o r 
r h a n l r r ^ 
2 3 " 2 
1 3 4 " 0 
B r a h r n i n 
- ' l a l i o n r d 
o n t h e 
VI o r i( h 1 p 
p l a c e 
9 0 " l ! , 
2 1 t , " 0 
\ \ o m r i i t o 
m a i n t a i n 
w o r s h i p 
p l a c e 
2 4 " l 
< H " i 
C O A t n u l o i 
a m a n w h o 
l<ill^ I h r 
g o a l . 
l " l 
1 
3 0 " 
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jooyihyiviujJ 
p«rgu i inaha 
C a s s Taluk 
Hoonchy 
Coa*y 
Chorcl ioy 
S o o h a r g o o z a r y 
Bogdodt 
PaHado^=y 
KetloH 
Azernpo ip 
Coin ar do 
C h a t n a j j o r r 
Malgooii i 
U l a m p o r e 
E d i a k p o r e 
Moak t i p o i e 
Brlj^ant 
Bazc t por*-
C o h a r p o j c 
b o g l e a n p o i r 
S o n a t o l a h 
Moiiiporc 
S e n g a r i a h 
Be«nopore 
R a j n r a h or 
T o m ToiTi 
b«a l« rp 
MoHpyj 
Ol 
gardriipri-
Cool i fs for 
d r a i n i n g the 
grot ind/ of 
lh<> garden 
and lilt the 
gtoundi$> 
• 
M r r d a p i a d a 
c l c 
5irdar« 
o r 
Pyke* 
al i a d a i 
ChouJcpy-
dn.-^ 
w a t t h in All 
' , " 1 2 
i .V'o 
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[coTtfiTioaiJ 
p c r g u n n « h ? 
G a n g a n a g o r e 
Coosy 
Lolbar ry 
Woar iga t#y 
M e t t a h 
H a y a l p o r p 
Citii iiliow 
HariichuiiiJei poi e 
Loar lui id 
B a i a t 
Bye a n l p o t r 
Uyc a 111 po t f 
siiiall 
C h c a r y g o i i g 
Dor i i iodoopoff 
Kulll>at.> 
Soiitala 
Boyjaghrf 
Sunea r« 
BardoT? 
Noon to t l ah 
Toroph igh -
Bezol« 
T o t a l Land« 
Raj ncah or 
Torn Toni 
brat^ris 
2 6 " l 0 
« " 3 
Mollfy^ 
o r 
g a r d r n e r p 
2 " l T 
2 4 " 
(.'ooliei foi 
ricarriiiig the 
ground* o( i h e 
ga rden and till 
the ground. ' 
13C"12 
1 9 2 " 
M r i d a 
pi ad a 
e t c 
1 2 9 " 8 
4 0 i " 
S i rda i? 
ot 
Pykfs 
at s ada r 
2 1 2 l " e 
3 9 8 e " 8 
Choijfcry-
ilar,-
ol 
walch-
nif n 
^ " \ • J 
i"o 
KT"t 
C 3 " l i 
1 
1 1 6 " l 2 
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In other places of the Haiig|)ur division siicli as Sultaiipur we also have sporadic 
documentation of land grants bj' the zam.indars'^^. 
Desigiiaiton Lands 
Biglia-s 
14 
193 
137 
Gira 
Kallia 
15 
13 
12 
Mundols or men for collecting the revenue 
Cutwals to call the ratyai and Lasler Collection 
Pykes for bringing the Kbazana to Rungpur 
5«r</flrs stationed at the Shtkdars' unA zavitndars' 
houses 242 
Coohes for cultivating the zamindars' 
common grounds 42 
Bearers of the zamtndars' 56 
Haris (sweepers) for the use of the 
Ctit cherry 5 
Total 453" 
Alienation of land through chakran grants, s\^nii)olize<l two things. On one hand 
it showed the right of the zoininddv over the soil whose rent he can alienate in lieu 
of wages, a miniature replica of the Mughal system of Jagirdari but different from 
it because it was not tranlerable. 'On the other, the Bruhmottar or Dchotlar lands 
corresponded to the Badshahi grants of madad-i- mash. 7 he second importance of 
this right of granting lands was that by this the -rt/^n^rfor could create a gathering 
of yes- men around him and that helped him to get social sanction for his deeds. 
During the Nizamat there was little interference from the state in the internal affairs 
of the zamindari provided he paid his stipulated dues in time. 
The colonial rule however brought drastic change in the structure of the zamin-
dari as an institution and opened up the microcosm. When the British assumed 
revenue collection, a new rigidity and exactness in tlie collection mechanism was 
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introduced. Naturally tlu" social relations of property and jjroduction underwent 
a change. The zainind<ir''s actual status was defined and redefined by the colonial 
bureaucrats. Their actual position not onlv as rural intermediaries but also their 
influence on the local vorte.x of ])o\ver underwent crucial change. 
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Chapter 2 
THE PEASANTS 
Research on the history of early British revenue system in liengal has tended to con-
centrate on Government- zamrndar relations, with only incidental references to the 
raiyats. A fresh look from the perspectives of the peasants and their predicaments 
is hence worthwhile. 
From the grant of the Dewoni m 1765 to C'ompany's decision, to directly "stand-
forth as Dewan" (1772), the administration was conducted for the most part through 
the institutions and structures inherited from 'Nizamat' . Experimentations were 
however carried out to enhance the rigidity in collection and to maximize the extor-
tion of the social surplus in terms of land revenue. Fo imderstand the actual impact 
of the diverse experiments on the peasants and production, we need to survey the 
social relation of property and production of the period. 
The land was divided into raiyati and khamar as Shore had pointed ou t ' . The 
term khamar wa.s, according to Hunter, applied to lands which were originally waste 
' J . Shore, Minute of 7tli June 1789, rirmiuger (ed) ytli Report II Appendix 
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but have been reclaimed. Jlicsc lands were either retained by the zamindars or 
let out at grain rent^. He also thoughl that kJiamar lands (like Nijjote lands) were 
home farms from which it got itg nanie^. According to Shore principal 
difference between R.aiyatic\nd kliamar was that the rent of the former is paid in cash 
while the later in kind''. In some ca.ses as in Hurdwan, /c/iama?'lands were cultivated 
by tenants at will. This mode of holding was called Bhagjote and correspond to 
Bhaoli tenures of Bihar. Some times the arrangement was that the tiller had to 
deliver a certain amount of grain v\v\\ if \\\c crops failed. Land thus held was Dhan 
Thika tenure. It would not be appiopriate to borrow the western European term 
demesne to explain khamar tenure, because there were no labour services or labour 
rent involved^. This is evident from Bucharion's ob,servations on North Bengal that 
khamari raiyats were siiare croppers engaged in tilling other's land, the share being 
half of the produce. 
According to Verelst. the khamar lands had neither any settled tenures, nor were 
they regulated by any uniform terms of agreement*^. They were cultivated by contact 
whose customs and terms varied in different localities. In general, an advance was 
made by the zamnidar lo the tiller, after harvest the produce was divided between 
'^ Hunter, Statistical account of Bengal Vol. VII P82. 
Ibid., For more discussion on Khamar, see the chanter Q^ "['n^ Zamtndars 
''Shore, Ibtd. 
^As argued by Sugalo Bose. The new Cambridge Hisiory of India , Vol. III.2 p 69. 
^H. Verelst, A view n^e i>royre.s.s and prtstnt slait of English Government m Bengal^, 22f. 
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t h e m , t h e peasant ge t t i ng half or t i i i id. Tlio^ advance was a dire necessity for s ta r t ing 
t h e p roduc t ion . However, t h e interest on t he advance t ended to ea t up t h e t i l lers ' 
e a t e r sha re , which was itself set in an a rb i t r a ryva lua t ion far below t h e marke t price. 
In t h e twenty four Pargunnahs the khamar land was cu l t iva ted by t h e owners 
main ly wi th t he help of casual migran t laljour. Verelst 's e s t i m a t e d in 1787 tha t the 
khaviarXdind cons t i t u t e s 33 .5% of t he total cultivatcxl a rea in t h e said d i s t r i c t ' . T\\v 
size of t h e khamar lands indicated, as Prof. Beiun' Chondhur i has argned, labour 
scarcity in this district*^. Verelst 's report also suggests t h a t t he /,7j«7»«;'cultivation 
did not normal ly grow into a s tab le peasant agr icu l tu re , largely because the condit ion 
of l abour and were far from conducive to th is . 
T h e raiyati lands were t he peasan t ' s lioldings. T h e charac te r i s t i c feature of 
Bengals agrar ian economy was. inspit.e of t he exis tence of t h e big zamindaris, small 
peasan t cultivation"'. In t he ajjsence of deta i led a rea s ta t i s t i cs any idea abou t the 
s t a n d a r d size of t h e small peasan t ' s l ioldings. is bound to be t e n t a t i v e , because it is 
based on t h e scatter-ed references gleaned from our sources. G r a n t e s t ima ted t h a t 
a single peasant p ropr ie toe with a family of five can cu l t iva te a m a x i m u m of 25 
Ibid, p 221. for the amount of khamar lands in other districts see the chapter on Zamindars. 
*B. B. Choudhuri, "Agricultural growth in Bengal and Bihar 1770- 1860" in Bengal Past and 
Present Vol. 95 p 290. also CEHI Vol. II pp 297- 298. 
*The classic case of marginalised Bangal peasant is borne in Tagore's poem. ".Sudhu bigha dui 
Chilo mor bhuin / Aar sabi gache wrine [ I had only two bighas of land, the rest was eaten up by 
debt] Rabindranath Tagore, Out Inglia .lamt (h'alha 0 Kahim). 
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bighas'". Buchanon Hamilton found that in Dina.j|)ur out of a total cultivated area 
of 6.6 million bighas, 3.3 million bighas i.e. 50% of the abadi (cultivated) land were 
held by peasants holdings between 15 to 30 bighas of l and" . The report of the 
O)llector of Jessore in 1776 stated that average holdings of the more influential of 
the raiyats wa.s 15 bighas'^. In Jelassore pergunnah of Midnapur the average holding 
was 20 bighas''^. In N4urshidabad inl771 those cultivating between 10 to 100 bighas 
of land were called 'inferior' raiyat in official l i terature ' ' . In Burdwan in a village 
of FcrguniKili Bislinupui, the total ratyati land amounted to 25 bighas shared bj' 
five families (village Parralea). In another village 13 families shared 130 bighas. 
W hereaij in Ptrgunnah Bhursut there was only 99 bighas of raiyati land (number 
of families not mentioned)'^. Contrary to general assum])tions, the khamar land in 
these villages were not large in size but ranged from 3 bighas to 64 bighas only"^. 
The terms of raiyati jott were«ither perpetual or subject to annual or fixed term 
{I'atyatt) arrangements. The term together the area of holding were embodied in a 
patta or lease given to the cultivator and a kabuliyat or arrangement deed kept by 
the zamindar. 
'"Firminger (ed) 51 h Report II p 179. 
"Buchanon Hamilton op. cti p 906. 
'^Hunter, Bengal Ms. Records Vol. 1 p 52. 
•3PCR Burdwan Progs, dt. 6th June 1774 
•''CCRM Progs, dt. 19th Dec. 1771 f 111. 
•*PCR Burdwan Progs, dt. 16th June 1774. 
'^PCR Burdwan Progs, dt. 28th Sept. 1774. 
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However, in Hishnupur, one of tlie oldest zaaniidan of Bengal, evidences from 
ptrgunnah Barahazari and Bentali suggest that the raiyati paita in general did not 
specify the area held in cultivation, neither the rent was regulated by such estimated 
area. The raiyat was thus almost a tenant at will ' ' . 
There were different kinds of heriditary teiuires that found mention in our soinces. 
The hozurt jotc holders paid their revenue directly to the zaniindnr and not 
through the tehsildar or (jusnwsiha. This was a priviledge granted to the |)rincipal 
tenants in a village by way of conferring distinction. In Bogra district (which was 
part of Rajshahx till 1821) \\\v jotr Pmdluiui tenure was in vo gutf.Hunter thought 
thet this tenure was a survival of the older system of collective responsibility of 
cultivation under the village community represented by the village headman'*. The 
tenure was granted to the later as a recompen.se for his services. Usually assessed 
at lower rates of rent than others, it consisted of choice fields. This form of tenure 
became means of bringing the headman under the control of zamindars. Till 1873 
most headmen in this didtrict held a small tenure of this kind'^. Pradhani jotes were 
also liuzuri jote, that is, they paid the revenue not to tehsildar but to the zamindar. 
This was thus a privilege granted to the principal tenant in a village. In Malda 
district this form of tenure existed under the name of jote Mandali, mandal being 
' West Bengal Dtst. Record, New series, Birbhuvi. Letter received from assistant on deputation 
to Collector John .Siierborne, dt. .5ti) August 178!S. 
'^Hunter, Stattsttcal Accounts of Bengal Vol. Vlil p 23.5. 
'^ /6irf. p 234. 
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the term for village headman. 
A corrmion form of holding popular in northern Malda and in the daira mahals 
in the west and south of the district, especially in Chanchal estates (where till 
1814, pergunnah Hatanda and pergunnah Gaurband was ascertained to be entirely 
occupied under these holdings) was the Hal Hasila tenure mentioned in the records 
of our period^*^. The peculiarity of this tenure (analogous to tiie standard Mighal 
arrangement) was that the tiller paid rent only for such lands as lie might have 
cultivated d"uring the year and the rate was proportionate to the kind of croj) raised. 
There existed no written agreement, but the tenant was recognised to have a claim 
to cultivation without full right of occupation. The land actually occupied, and the 
rent varied each year. In 1873 it was still the headman of the village and not each 
individual peasant with whom the annual agreement and partition of cultivation 
strips was made by the zamindar.- "The land to the ea-st of the village is cultivated 
for one or two seasons, while the land to the west lies fallow and is used us a grazing 
ground for cattle. After two years, alternate arrangements were niade'^'. 
In north- eastern Bengal, the power and influence of the village headman was 
thus considerable. It extended to their distinctive status e.xemplified by the kind of 
tenures they held and by their influence over land distribution. In western Bengal 
we do not have here enough evidence to suggest a distinctive status given to the 
headman. But his influence was present, as exemplified by the prevalence of Majhi 
^"Report of H. R. Reily Manager under the Court of Wards, Chanchal estates, 1873. 
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jolt found chieily in Saiilal \illag('^''. Tlic lieadinan of tlie village, called manjhi 
entered into a settlement of his village, for a specified term from the proprietors. 
He sublet it in strips to others and derived a profit thereby. Hunter writes that this 
tenure was not based on any recently created rights'^ "*. Differentiation then was a 
salient feature of even a tribal society. 
Characteristically, the status of the headman in the agrarian society was such 
that atleast he was more pros])eious tliaii most of tlie small peasant proprietors. 
His influence was strengthened by the general tillers" paucity of resources to carry 
on cultivation or even subsistence in lean seasons. In Burdwan. for example, the 
Mon(/a/supplied the poorer sthaniu (resident) cultivators with loans on their crops 
to be raised, for their immediate subsistence^''. With the famine ans susequent 
changes the role of the Mandal underwent crucial mutations. This will be discussed 
in a later chapter. 
The common forms of permanent tenures prevalent in widely diverse and dis-
tant areas as Rajshahi. Mymennsing. Bogra. Malda. Burdwan (including modern 
Hooghly) and Birbhum were Istamivri ^ml iiwurasi jotes^^. The tenures are gener-
ally classed as kaemi (established) jotcs. In eastern Bengal it was referred'to Kaimi 
^^Reference to majht jotes are found in tau:i bundle 32 (1769) Birbhum district Collectorate 
Record Room. Suri. 
"Hunter op. ctt Vol. IV p 71. 
^••PCR Burdwan Progs, dt. 6th May 1771. 
^^Ibtd. dt. 24th Sept. 1773. 
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liarsha, as in Bakliargaiij'^''. 
In Bakharganj most of the tenures were of lieritable and perpetual nature, be-
cause here the area under jungle was greatest, (though the land was very fertile with 
regular alluvium deposits), an insecure tenure would not have induced peasants to 
undertake forest reclaimation. 
Isttmari jolt implied a transferable hereditary tenure not liable to enhancement. 
Mourastjot.es were hereditary permanent teinires, (the literary meaning of mowasi 
being hereditary and is from the same root as iiiiras (inli(>rited), so often found in 
early documents'*'. Hunter however wrote that in Hirbhum the rent rates of mourasi 
tenures were not nece.ssa.ril\- [\\i'(\ in perpeluity^*^. In Hajsahy the right of transfer 
^^H. Beveridge, The district of Bakhargaiij: Hs History and statistics, p 184. 
^'^Mtrast jo/es are referred to in Rtsalor i- Zirrat cited by Z. U. Malik op. ctt is also referred in a 
sixteenth century Bengah text Chandi Maiigal. The poet Mukundaram Chakrabar t i wrote in the 
Atma kathar (self- introduction) part: 
Shahar Selimabaj (bad), iahaie sajjai) •raj, nibase Stogi Gopiuath/ Taliar tahikt host, Daminyae 
chash choslit/ Mints purusk choy saat. 
Translation: Gopiuath Neogi is a descent person living in Selimabad town. We in Daminya (a 
village in Burdwan) which is under his taluq cultivate the land holding it in mtras for six seven 
generation. 
Thus it appears tha t the tenure was of hereditary and pernianent nature. 
It is interesting to note tha t the term uiotirasi palla (literally the \ease paper of a mourasi tenure) 
in colloquial Bengali is used idiomatically in the sense of established right. 
2«Hunter op. ctt., Vol. IV p 367 and Vol. VIII p 71. 
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was questionable and tlierc were inslaiiees of tlie rent being declared liable to en-
hancement. 
Mukarrari jot.es were generaliy held by sanad on the basis of mukarrari agreements'^. 
A revenue document of village Burrough, pergunnah Swarupsingh, district Birbhum, 
referred to the Makormroli rniyal as those hxed by holding a sanad for six months'"^. 
Hunter wrote that this tenure was dependent, on the terms of agreement and 
unless duly registered were liable to be voitl. Upon the sale of the parent estate to 
which the tenure belonged". 
The other forms of iirn/adi (time barred) holdings were those cultivated by raiyat 
having thika (contract) on Sanjlia (share) pattas. 
A document froni Hurdwan suggest that the Sanjlia (share) raiyat paid lower 
rents and held their tenure "in form of renewable agreement^^. They were not 
entitled to remission. The evils of Snnjha as Ranajit Guha pointed out. were more 
palpable because the invariability of the quantity of produce due as rent made the 
cultivator quite defenceless in the face exigencies of the sea.son^^. The ruin of crop 
^^Aditi Nag- Choudhury Zilli however implied that the word mukarrary means unalterable, The 
Vagrant Peasants, p 68. 
^"Birbhum Collectorate Records, Encloeure to letter issued to President BOR (Letter dt. 16th 
August 1787). 
^^Hunter, op. ctt., Vol. IV p 367. 
Aditi Nag- Choudhury Zilli, op. ctt., p 68 refers to this without citing the document 
^^Ranajit Guha, Intvo. to West Ucngal District records Neiv Series Burdtuan letters issued 1788-
1800 p XV. 
Guha thus contradicts the report of th*- Mr. Hesilvidge, the a,ssistanV on special duty on the plight 
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due to drought or inuiKlalioii woulfl lead him either to desert or surrender further 
to the userer. 
Other than the sthaniya i.e. resident raiyaf, who were known by different names 
like hari, mirasi or khndkasta, there were different types of non- resident raiyai. 
Generally referred to by the term pakikast, there were however intricate variations in 
their rights and status according to the specified time, for which they were a.ssociated 
with tilling a particular area. 
.A document of 1175 Bengali year (i.e. I 7()f)- 70) list<>d the types of non- resident 
raiyai as follows"^': 
Neez Ganj or nee: Gaon (own village)- raiyai of the village for twenty four 
months i.e. two year. 
fleer Gird- ratyaioi neighbouring village tilling for eighteen months. 
rt of neighbouring provinces, not lesident for twelve months. 
Mukarrara- raiyat holding sanads for six months. 
Aditi Nag Choudhury Zill is however of opinion that Neez Ganj or Neez Gaon 
raiyat in post famine days weic the inondol or village headmen, who with the help 
of pahikashi labour obtained possession of deserted land in their own villages and 
reclaimed them^. Those who committed their resources to the reclaimation of waste 
land in other villages came to be known as Baze Gaon pahikashi (a term previously 
of the Sanjha ratyat. 
^'^ Btrbhu Dtsirtct Records, op. cil 
35 Aditi Nag Choudhury Zilli, op. cti., p 48. 
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used for the migrant pahikashi raiyai. In the post- famine decade both Ncez Gaon 
and Baze Gaon raiyai ])aid a lower rate than the resident raiyai. 
The khudkashi raiyat pais Rs. 5 As. 13 pice along with abwabs according to the 
rate of 1768 whereas the migratory pahikashi entering new territories paid only Rs. 
4 and 8 annas per bigha. 
It appears there were quite a variety of non- resident temporary tillers. In Birb-
hum it was a constant headache of the Nagore Raj (i.e. the Pathan zamindar family 
of Rajnagar) to settle new peasants in Banjar (fallow) lands, who who needed all 
possible incentives in the form of favourable tenures. One of them wa^ the Kharij 
Kharida joie- which Hunter described as a holding settled at quite- rent in consid-
eration of a specified sum of money being paid to the granter^*'. But in the sanad 
issued to the speichlaal and five raiyai for five bighas of Khariji Banjar land for abad 
(habitation the stipulation was that for three years no revenue would be levied, only 
from the fourth year was payment to be levied if it became abadi (habitable)"'^. 
In the sanad to Raicharan Ghose for four bighas of Banjara land on terms o.f khos-
bash raiyai. It was acknowledged that when Banjare land was granted to Khosbash 
raiyai for his habitation and maintenance, it by custom paid no revenue. The rate 
of Khariji land if given to a Khosbash raiyai was one half of the established revenue. 
^Hunter, op. cH., Vol. IV p 367. Reference to h'liartj Klianda jote in Surul Natiit Sangralia 
(Viswabharati Mss Collection) Doc. no. 7 f.l, 1186 B.Y.- 1780 A.D. 
^Viswabharati Mss. Collection, Doc. Ace. no. 63 f a B.Y. 1203 (1795) 
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In the fourtli year it, paid full revenue. It thus appears tliat Ix'hoshasfi lioldings were 
priviledged holdings. A k'abalapatra of 1203 Bengali year i.e. 1796- 97 .shows that 
Khosbash tenures were alienated through sale, but the right of the subtenants over 
the soil remeined in fact. The document stated that Viswanatli Harujya and Kasi-
nath Barujya, son of late Kalicharan Barujya, sold 3 bifjha 8 katlui l\hof<b(ish jniinn in 
village Krishnanagar, pergtinnah Barabaksingha for rupees thirty hv<\ Interestingly 
the subordinate rights of four families of lialbasat praja (liteially. residcMit cultivator 
subject) were also trausferied to the buyer, Paban Chatto|)a.(lliyaya .son of Pariklisit 
Chattopadhayaya resident (Sakin) of surul. From other documents ol the same se-
ries it appears that Khosbash tenures were generally granted in a festive occasions 
to Brahmins or others as a mark of favour'^ ''*. The alcove mentioned document also 
highlights the existence of subteimrials holdings. 
Another form of tenure which is widely referred to in the Surul .\atht was the 
Moshahat or Mushahai tenure in documents belonging to B.Y. 1186 i.e. 1780''°. 
But details about the nature and conditions of the holding are unfortunately not 
available. 
Miadi or jotts for fi.xed periods were common in north- eastern Bengal. In 
Rajshahi and Bogra we find reference to an interesting variety tenure called Zar-
3»/6irf. and also Doc. Ace. No. .56 f in B.Y. 1202, 1794 A.d. Hukuwsud. 
'*°Ibid. Surul Nalht Saiigiaha Doc. no. 7, 11, 12, \:i. 
The terii} Moshalial in Persian inean.s mea.sured lands. 
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i peshgi*^. It Wcis miadi or temporary lease granted on the receipt of an advance 
{peshgi) from the lease. The proprietors right of regaining the holding at the expiry 
of the term was contingent on repayment of the advance. The deed constituting 
the form of lease usually slated the amount of the advance in terms of rent for a 
stipulated period (viz. the rent of two or three years.). The term ~ar- i- peshgi 
(money advance) was properly applicable only when the tenure was given on an 
advance of certain amount of stipulated JUUIIIKI. When the tenure was given as 
security for the re|)aymeiit of a definite sum of money, borrowed upon the usutruct 
of the land, then the tenure was called ddfsadi (the burden of int(>rest )''^. ']'he later 
form was basically a mortgage while the former was a holding conditional to advance 
payment of rent for the stipulated time by the Karfa jott, superior cultivator who 
had a right of occupancy, could sublet a portion of his holding, in Malda these 
tenants had to pay a definite number of maunds of produce per bigh<i. irrespective 
of the actual amount of produce reaped. He thus had to shoulder all the risks. 
It thus appears that the period of early colonial impingement, the agrarian struc-
ture of Bengal represented a stratified society. Tlie stratification wa.s further en-
hanced due to macro- level occuring in the seventies of the eighteenth century- the 
drastic demographic changes of the post famine period and the enhancement in the 
rigour of surplus extraction. Production of high value and capital intensive crops 
could not be easily raised by small peasants since they were unable to maintain 
''^Progs. BOR 1774 Appendix. 
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themselves during long duration of turnover i.e. completion of an entire harvest 
cycle relating to given crop rotation'*'^. Such peasants are often to take usurions 
loans even for carrying out grain- production, especially before harvests. 
Another factor inhibiting the raising of market crops by the poorer peasants 
was tax- rent system., which, based on the concept of crop sharing, imposed higher 
money- rents on land where the more valuable crops were raised. 
The land employed in the cultvue of nudberry plant (to feed the silk worms) 
recjuired much lal)oui'. lime and cNpcnsr; yet llie peasant was allowed no remission 
on his rents'*''. Colebrooke's compntation of I 7f) I showed that tlie all Bengal average 
rate of cultivating a bigha. of land .sown with the following crops'*^: 
Grain Rs. 2. 
Tobacco Rs. 2. 
Mulberry Rs. 2. 
Not to mention the variation in comparative costs as affected by the quality 
of the soil. In the rocky laterites of Birbhum. the cost of cultivating cash crops 
was five times that of food grains'"^. The long gestation period of each cash crops 
43 Mughal emperor Akbar made (lie agricultural year official by declaring 10th Sept. 1555 the 
begining of 963 fasit 
**Burdwan Distrtct records. N.S. Letter received. Extract from the Progs. Committe of Circuit, 
Cossimbazar, 25th August 1772. 
"^Colebrooke, Op. cti. pp 62, 65, 75. 92. 
''fRanjan Gupta, op. ctt., pp 49, 61. 
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also made this cultivation difficult for peasants with really limited resources. This 
was espacially true of mulberry''^. The tax for cash crop growing lands were also 
generally very high, compared to grain lands. In pergunnah Mergodah, Jelasore, 
high lands with an output of three cash crops a year were rated at Rs. 10 As. 3 
gondas 10 as compared to paddy growing fields being rated at rs. 3 As. 6 gonda 10 
per bigha"*^. In pergunnah Moinachura in Midnapur the established revenue rates 
were as follows"*^: 
Categories of soil Rate for high value Rate for food grain 
Crop lands lands 
A 
B 
C 
Rs. 6 
Rs. 5 
Rs. 3 
Rs. 3 
Rs. 2 As. 8 
Rs. 2 
"•^ N. K. Sinha, Economic History of Bengal Vol. 1 p 105. 
"•^Progs. PCR Burdwan dt. 23rd May 1774. 
*^Ibtd. Progs, dt. 30th May 1774, 
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In Birbhum the average rent mentioned in the Nirick (rent survey) of 1175 B. 
Y. i.e. 1768- 69 was as follows"'"; 
A S A M l T Y P E O P L A N D 
Khyne hoir (product ion rice wi th 
A crop of o th r r grain) 
S n i l u M f i t l i (Ground of yearly 
rice crop) 
Zo le ( Jola) (Ground a j situated to 
be inundated and retain the water. 
generally more productive from the 
d e l l i t u ^ wagtied dowtt 
Soonah (high lands producing an 
AUtuinn crop of m is paddy 
and cold weat l i r i ( l o p of pnl.-e.-
dnd oil- >eeds ) 
/ t ^y Onppnt t (cot ton ground 
o td i i ia iy ) 
D o 0«p|>**s (Two Clop* of cot ton) 
D o O o k h lA crop of sugarcane) 
T o o t OnppnH (Mu lber ry and 
Cotton g iound) 
Ufiittu (residence, usually 
high lands ) 
O u d Bnstu (F^nclosute for 
catt ies) 
T*»rk»r fy (Vegetables) 
S«i '»he ( M ustar d Seeds) 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B 
C 
A 
n 
( • 
A 
H 
C 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B l 
C 
R E N T P E R B I G H A 
R< 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
A> 
M 
7 
6 
i 
12 
10 
09 
12 
10 
09 
12 
10 
0 9 
0 
2 
2 
2 
6 
8 
8 
8 
10 
10 
Here we find that the rents from cash crops growing lands were 25% to 37%, 0.5% 
higher than the rents for best paddy fields. Even for the necessities like (market) 
vegetables, the peasants paid a rent which was more than double of the padddy 
fields. 
True that the profit merge was high for cash crops. As Colebrook computed, 
whereas the cultivator who produced grain was left with about 8.75% of the value of 
the produce, after meeting all his financial requirements, in sericulture i.e. mulberry 
plantation he could retain as much as 44.04%^^ But grain cultivation provided the 
^°Btrbhum Disirtcl records N. S. 
Letter issued Collector to Jlioii Shore, President BOR dt. 16th August 1787. 
*'Colebrooke, op. ctt. p 63. 
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tiller his subsistence as well as a security of enterprise "in the face of any short run 
cycle of instability"^^. 
The issue of instability brings us to one of the recurrent themes in peasant history 
viz. rural usury. The peasant's susceptibility to fall for credit for his subsistence 
as well as for carrying out the production was hinged around hiatus between the 
production time for paying of rent instalments. 
In Karjpatra (debt deed) of 1761, one Panchu Raj raryat took seven rupees hve 
annas from Sree Ganpananda Tliakur (a Brahmin) to pay his rent list, in h'artik''^. 
He promised an interest of half an anna per rui:)ee per month. He had to pay up 
within a month, or an default he had to pay in rice in the month of Paush (mid De-
cember) just after the harvest. Here we find the classic ca,se^xploita.tion precipitated 
by the hiatus between the time of harvest and the paying off rent instalments. Not 
only was the peasant charged with a high rate of interest, but also by forcing him to 
pay by rice in harvest time. He was actually made topay more (As the price would be 
lowest just after the harvest and hence the borrower had to pay more in kind to ' 
meet the money debt, exploitation persisted in the colonial period is amply borne 
out by another document of 1809^''. The intensity of extortion in fact increased. 
One Haromohan Roy took rupees one hundred and fifty, from Ramgovindo Sarkar, 
"/6irf. pp 66- 67. 
" T h e karjpatra bears the date Chobtsha Karitck (24th Kartick) 1168 BY. Viswabharati Mss 
Doc. no. 328/125, Surul Afat/u (unclassified) 
^"^Ekrar (harar Paira) dated 121.') BY. Viswabharati Doc. No. 329/429. .Surul Naihi 
(unclassified). 
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a member of Surul Raj family. The ekrar (agreement) stated that he had to pay 
back in l<ind, l)y Potish, rice worth rupees eighty one, and the rest of the principal 
with interest, in form of ^urh (unrefined sugar made from immediate processing of 
sugarcane) in the month of Phalgun (February- March). This even when the peas-
ant opted for a cash crop, the grains from it only went to meet his debt. It thus 
failed to become a 'surplus accumulator' for small peasant enterprise^^. Apparently 
the entire jjrodure of an individual peasant might become hypothe'-cated, before 
harvest, forcing sale at harvest price, immediately after liarvest. It also induced 
him again in the viciovis cycle of indebtedness during the lean sea.sons, for sheer 
subsistence. Occasional drought and inundations aggravated the situation. This 
made many peasants, resourceless themselves, entirely dependent on the advances 
from the rent- receivers usurers. 
In Nadia. for example, it was i»eported in 1771^'' that land remain untilled "from 
the suspense the raiyat are in to know from whom they are to receive advances to 
enable them to go through the buisness of cultivation. 
It is to be noted that this was the year following the famine. But it also demon-
strates the crucial importance of the.se loans. Agricultural operations would come 
to a halt without them. For those who took seed loans, the mode of payment was in 
kind and apart from the high interest demanded, they were also cheated in weight. 
"For a discussion on the condition albeit similar prevailing in Gorokhpur in late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century, see Shahid Aniin Sugar cane Sugar Production tn Gorokhpur. 
**Progs. CCRM dt. 23rd May J 771. 
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Those who borrowed from zaniindari offlc\?t\s, petty makajans or even sannyasis and 
fakirs operating in the countryside'"., the rate of interest ranged between 24% to 
35% per month in addition a salami to the lender at the time of repayment and 
this was to be paid in cash^*. To pay the rent the peasant had to sell at least fifty 
percent of his gross output^^. In Burdwan the village headman who advanced loans 
to resident cultivators, had to paid back in kind, estimated at the highest and arbi-
trary rate of iuteres!'''^'. in Dacca tlie more affluent cuh ivators, oiteii storing a year's 
stock of grain usually lent the surplus to their needy neighbours, l-'or eacli mound 
of grain thus received the borrower had to repay 1 maund 20 seer i.e. 50%,'''. The 
situation was pari passu prevalent all over Bengal. 
This also reflects the existence of a sort of patron- client relationship. No doubt 
patronage was but the other face of the exploitation, though the very existence of 
the small peasant was dependent on it. 
Buchanon Hamilton's survey in Dinajpur (1807) showed that out of a population 
of 3"million. 1.63 million were menial, ja/rtc/trt/, (whose water is defiling) i.e. 54.2% 
*'For tlieir involvement in credit transaction, see Alisli Dasgupta Fakir and Sannjiast Raiders 
in Bengal. 
**BOR extracts from Misc. Progs. 1772- 76. Progs, of January 1775 folio no. 104- 11, 130- 31. 
"Computed by John Shore in his minute of 18th June 1789. Firminger (ed) 5th Report Vol. II 
p 27 para 109. 
^°Progs. PCR Burdwan dt. Hjth June 1774, 
^'Taylor A sketch of Hit topography and statistics of the Dacca Dtsiritt pp 297- 298. 
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of the population was of low caste^^. Agricultural labour was, therefore, easily 
available. Ranjan Gupta has also pointed out that in Birbhum in mid- eighteenth 
century, land was tilled by aboriginal labour employed on wages*^ "*. In a document 
from Birbhum which gives the expenditure on munish or labourer engaged in reaping 
and arranging harvested crops in bundles, we can have some idea about the mode 
of payment^. In 1166 B.Y. 1759- 60 such a labourer was paid one gonda or 4 patsa 
as khoraki (subsistence) if they are reapers {Dlianya Katan Munish) and 2 paisa, if 
they arranged only the crops in bundles {Dlianya eten Munish). Over and above 
the Khoraki the expenditure on these labourers was three annas plus one anna as 
price of liquor. Each of them also got 6 pans of straw. In exchange of this payment 
the reapers had to cut the harvest of seven jotes i.e. around 126 bighas of land [1 
jote= 18 bighas] each while the others had to work on 10 jotes or 180 bighcis each. In 
cidentally this also appears from this document that among the menials, agricultural 
operations were attr ibuted according to the status of their subcastes. The reapers 
were dams (scavengers) and the burden of their work was accordingly heavier. But 
those who arranged the crops in bundles in the husband man's granary, the Bauris, 
though also of the defiling ja/ac/ja/ (whose water is polluted) caste, were of a higher 
sub- caste status (basically bauris are low caste agriculturists) and hence they were 
allowed to come in proximity of the husband man's homstead^^. (The individual 
"Hamilton op. ctt.. Book III Appendix C 
^^Ranjan Gupta op. cii. p 55. 
^''Viswabharati Mss Collection, Doc. no. 5971/1134 (unclassified). 
®*Risley, op. cti., pp 78- 81, 250, says that agricultural labour and palanquin bearing are 
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granaries are generally located around the homestead land to check theft). 
Two documents of 1132 i.e. 1725- 26 of mouza Jhorhat (modern Howrah district) 
and. mouza Ramchandrapur (in Burdwan) shows that a Brahmin family gave their 
tenure in Bhag (share cropping) to low caste tillers named Ananta Bagali (Bagal= 
cattle hearders) and Maniram Kaora (a sub caste of llaari- a menial and scavenger 
caste of Bengal)*^* .^ They themselves held the tenure as a muknrrnri jote (fixed 
tenure). Considering the fact that there was a taboo on Brahmins touching the 
plough, as exempHfied by the derogatory term. Bainun Chasa (a Brahmin who 
tills)*^", it was but natural that the low caste tillers should be used by them. 
There is a populai- saying in rural bengal 'Chasi Dukher Katha / Kaboki naba 
byatha / Aranye rodon stje i.e. the plight of the peasant is not new pain, but 
the speaking of it is like crying in the jungle. The colophon of Bengali Puthi Su-
damacharit n written in 1162 i.e.* 1755- 56 may be cited to underline the peasant 
plight in 18th century Bengal''**. It was an year of drought 24 .seers of rice was 
supposed to be the original occupalion of tlie Bnuris, majority of them were under ratyat and 
landless labour. A large proportion of the dotns were nomadic cultivators and landless labour. 
"^Viswabharati MSS. no. 154, folio 88c, 88d. The private accounts {htsab) of the family of 
Haridev Sharma, son of Krishnaram Sharma of Jhorhat The folio is found inside the handwritten 
manuscript of Rajmangal Kabya composed by the former in 1128- 36 B.Y. In the Atmakatha the 
author states that they were a resourceful family living in a multistoryed mud house. 
^^Ranjan Gupta, op. c»7., p 23 writes about the derogatory use of the term in Birbhum. Cf. Jan 
Breman, Patronage and txplotiatton Changing Agrarian relations tn south Gujrai Chapter 4. He 
refers to the use of hah menials by the anabil (unpolluted) Brahmins of Gujrat. 
^*Viswabharati MSS. Collection (uncia.ssified). 
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available for a rupee, but it was scarce. Most people were sta ;ing, they went to 
other villages in search of work but in vain. The employers probably thought that 
if it rains by kartick (mid- October) then t h e y will go back to their own villages to 
sow cotton. In other villages the headman likes a lot of flattery to do anything. In 
some villages the headman cheats on the land^'^. [Kudakheko literary one who eats 
up landsunder the kuda measurements). The tahsildar (collector) Tarachand, the 
talukdar Narayan Poddar, the guviastoh Narayan Chatterji all will become friendly 
with Manick Mandal (the headman) during liie month oi Pans (i)eing harvesting 
time it is also the time for the rent kisl) and will pounce on the |)casants. 
What w&ii the physical condition of tlie j^eople is borne out in the text itself: 
"Gatro bate dari / toilabhabe doijab ange lire Khari" their (i.e. peasants) body 
is so emaciated that it is like a rope. Paucity of oils give their skin a perched 
look^^. In another chapter we will^ee how macrolevel developements like the famine 
and consequent depopulation brought changes in the agrarian relations. But before 
we move on to that we will discuss first another important component of agrarian 
relations in Bengal viz. the revenue apparatus and the revenue service gentry. 
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Chapter 3 
THE SERVICE GENTRY IN 
THE REVENUE APPARATUS 
In the early colonial period, the Mughal revenue apparatus was used for the collection 
of revenue. At the same time since the grants of Dexoani the English followed the 
settled objectives of maximizatiofl of revenue and economizing on the expenses of 
collection. Both the objectives necessitated the interception of revenue dissip ting 
at the intermediate level. To achieve this, a rigidity and exactness in the method 
of collection, according to the stated jama- i- malguzuri^ was sought to be ensured. 
On the other hand the retrenchment of the revenue- service gentry and abolition of 
many of their perquisites including perK s in lands were initiated to reduce collection 
costs. 
Under the nizamat the Subah revenue- service hierarchy consisted of Dewan, the 
sadr Qanungo, the Ray Rayan and the munshis under him. At every territorial 
unit down to the smallest zamindari, the apparatus had an appropriate level of 
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officialdom. At the village level the Qonunijo and Ray Rayuu were represented by the 
Patwariawd mutsuddis, &nd at zamindariAevel by naib &nd gumoshia. Besides, there 
were numerous officials embraced under the umbrella terms Karmachari or amla, 
who were not necessarily revenue officials but assisted in different administrative 
capacities, and who enjo^'ed rent, free or low icnted lands as part of their service 
perquisite. These tenures were known as chakran lands. The amount of revenue 
alienated through fhis type of rent fee holdings is borne from a document from 
Kasimbazar^ It states that the class of the tenure standing under the denomination 
of .S'e7T?/yfl7»/comprehend 18,867 ijighas of Ian 'held by lOM service holders. 
These tenures were mostly from the western division of Rajshahi. Similarly in the 
province of Dacca, 67131 bighas were alienated as chakran land. In five pergunnahs 
of Jeelaulpoor, Rajnagar, Buzurg Gomedpur, Chunderdeep and Edelpoor in Chakla 
Jehangirnagar as late as Bengali year 1178 i.e., 1771- Tl^. 
' P rabab ly from tlie Bengali word cliakrt- job. 
^Progs. Commot te of Circuit Kassiiiibazar 16tli Ju ly 1772 
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The /xiyuiuiah wise breakup is as follows'*; 
Name of the pergttnnah Chakran land 
Bigha Hatha Chatak 
Jalalpoor 
Rajnagar 
Buzurg- Gomedpoor 
Chuiiderdeep 
Edeipiir 
12589 
34158 
2195 
1694 
3285 
9 
16 
7 
5 
11 
2 
3 
3 
In Burdwan 31856 bighns were held by 33032 servants in 1770''. In Birbhniii in 
1770 an area of 143852 btgkas were held b\' 12649 ofhcials\ The size of the each unit 
of chakran zamin, varied according to the status of the servant and nature of duly 
performed, once the administrative apparatus was a fairly stratified organization. 
^Ibid. Dacca 8th October 1772 
"^Ibid. Progs Select coinniittee dt. •28th Oct. 1768 
*Progs Select Committee dt. 28th Oct. 1760. 
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For example in Burdwan: 
Nature of duty 
Rajrfs house hold 
Gaurds of thanas 
, forts etc. 
Revenue officers 
in pergunnahs 
Revenue officers 
in villages 
Percentage of total 
number of servants 
14.7% 
14.9% 
8% 
62% 
pe "centage of total 
lands 
•22.4% 
23% 
10.6%) 
44% 
Other than Chakran in different parts of Bengal, higher reveinie officials, enjoyed 
perquisites like nankaroi nijj()lt^\ 
A branch of the rcvemie service was formed by the qanunijos, whose office was 
established for conducting and regulating the royal revenue. In Bengal, at some 
stage, a hierarchy of these officials was established. .An English document of 1771 
bears the following description of the office and its growth' : 
" One Mucka/i Roy was appointed with t/ie exclusive power o( {loiiniiatirig inferior qanungoes 
conferred upon liliii and his discendents, in whom it has ever since continued without alienation 
and is at presented vested in the person of Jaggenant Roy residing at Moorshidabad, who by virtue 
of his superiority is entitled to a certain commission on the amoluments of the inferior qanungoes. 
The original benefit accruing from this office was a Russom or Oomnii iwioD of 5 goudas per 
rupee of the revenue of each district in which they officiated. But it too frequently happend that 
they were unable by the nature of their appointment to extend their advantages beyond their 
*Progs. Committee of Circuit Dacca 3rd Oct, 1772, folio no. 15. 
^Extract of a letter from Walter Wilkins, Collector at Dacca dt. 5. 9 . 1771 to the CCR 
Murshidabad. 
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original limits as seems to have been the case of the qaniingoes of these province". 
If we read this concurrently with the documents unearthed by H. R. Ghosal 
about the Mughal farmans relating to the appointment of Sadr Qanungo in Bihar, 
the picture becomes more clear*. 
The farman have the seal of emperor Aurangzeb and the relevant text runs; 
". . bestowed persuant to ancient custom . . . the office of the qauinigo of tiie wlioh> province 
of Bihar together with its sircars as particularized at the baci<, on Dliaraiieedliar. Jagat Ham and 
Roopram, sons of Dhanraj and Lalchand, heirs of Kesodhar. Lei them perform the duties of 
office .. . let tiiem t ransmit yearly a.s it is usual to th<> exalted registrar ofhc(>, geneological lists os 
families with account of the former and present, s tate of augmentation and decrease of population. 
Let them not expend or receive more than eight anna.s in the hundred rupees, exclusive of Dasloes 
and nanltar admit ted by ancient privilege and let them not consider the appointment and removal 
of their subordinate vested entirely on themselves . . .considered the above persons with their 
descendants from generation to generation, from heir to heir for ever and perpetuity, fixed and 
appointed to the office . . . they look upon themselves as preserved and shielded from all injury of 
dismission and charge." 
These two documents highlight how the Qanungo 's office became a post of power 
and position shielded by its heriditary nature and the right to appoint and dismiss 
subordinates. It is interesting to note that their actual emolument was not very high. 
*H. R. Ghosal, "Two Mughal Farmans relating to the appointment o{ Sadr Qanungoes in Bihar." 
I H C P 1958. Incidentally these farmans were produced to Shital Roy and John Shore to confirm 
the Badshahi grants, implying t ha t they enjoyed a service tenure. 
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The office of the qanungo was basically to have a check on the primary revenue collec-
tor, the Choudhry a.nd the higher officials in revenue collection hierarchy. However, 
this basic principle started to be flouted even in high Mughal days. We have a doc-
ument from 1687 A.D., the 29th Julus (i.e. 29tli regional year)of Aurangzeb that 
Gokul Chand Qanungo oi Sarkar Kamru]) being appointed as 6V).o?/,f//nrrj/kapasnama 
mahal oi thana Rangmati which had a jumma of Rs. 3601'^. The a])pointment of 
the same person as Choxidhuri and qamiixio signihed the person's well connected 
position not only in the revenue collection hierarchy but also in the upper eche-
lons of the Mughal Hierarchy. By the latest quarter of the eighteenth century the 
qanungots used his office to have a well entrenched position in tlie landed society. 
The sadar qanungo apparently enjoyed the power of fixing the nine- tenth of the 
zamindari servants and gumostas in each pergunvnh^^. Usually the laluqdars and 
choudhuris were able to secure i\w favour of the sadr qanungo aganist the interest 
of the government by means of br ibery" . I'he qanungots in Midnapur ennjoyCed 
taluqs at a very low rate, charging the deficiency upon other laluqdars and acted in 
collusion with the gomoshta of the zamindar and laluqdars to reduce the mufFassil 
assessment of the district^^. In Chittagong the qanungos held a priviledged tenure 
under the name Gurupanchky^^. It is staled thaff holders of this tenure did not 
^NAI Oriental Records Collection MS no. 25.51/2. 
'°R. Roy, Changes in the Bengal Agrarian Society p 135 f.n 13. 
11 Ibtd. p 138 f.n 25. 
'^Progs. Board of revenue 22 June 1787. Prog. no. 78, Collector of Midnapur to BOR. 
'^Pcogs. Committee of Circuit Dacca 3rd October 1772, folio no. 14- 15. Extract from Progs, of 
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possess any mjjote land (implj'ing iheiebv tliat others of tlie same rank held nijjott 
as well). The proprietors of this indulgence (i.e. Giirupaiicliky) paid a meagre rent 
compared to the revenues paid by the zammdars. 
Collectors' Cutcherry\\e\d at Islamabad 28th Sept. 1772 by Mr. C. Bentley Collector, Chittagong 
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The actual assessment madf^  1\\' the Verelst comparing what they paid and what 
they would have otherwise paid brings out the importance of income accruing to 
them from their priviledged tenure' ' ' . 
T e n u r e 
Total amount payable 
by qanungos 
to Gurupanchkij 
As assessed !:>}• Verelst 
Difference 
R u p e e s 
10,465 
35,288 
24,823 
Dewani 
Anna G 
6 
11 
4 
onda 
19 
7 
8 
Pai 
2 
-
2 
It is interesting to note that even t lie clcil<s of the qaiuuKjon i.e. the tnunshis also 
en]oypLGuru})anchky i\\e total rent paid by them being 1444 Dhakai rupees 10 annas 
17 gondas while Verelst assessed the due claims at 4617 Dhakai rupees 3 Annas 10 
gonda 1 pai'^. 
An English document of 1774 from Chittagong states that in that division qa-
nungos have no dues or perquisites under the denomination of rosoom or paolacky 
like other districts of Bengal, but had grants of land in the early settlement of the 
province^^. Here also the Gurupanchky tenure e.xisted. The condition of the tenure 
included exemption from future increase of rents and taxes'". But in 1788 collector 
Ubid. 
15 Ibid. 
'^H. Walter, Acting chief of Hastings, President Council of revenue 20th Feb. 1774; cited by H. 
J. Cotton Memorundum on the Revenue History of ChtUagong p 185. 
'^/6trf., The earliest sanad to this effect submitted to the acting chief of the division was issued 
by Hussain Khan dated the 15th year of the reign of Muhammad Shall. 
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Bird repor ted that, t h e qanunfjos enjoyed a ro>oom iaket of six gonda and one courie 
from the zamindar \x\:)on t he (ibsal jitnima of one rupee which appea r s on tiie whole 
(d i s t r ic t ) Rs. 1872, As 4 per annum'**. Interest ingly, the qaniingos of Ch i t t agong 
were not t h e inhabitantjof t h a t place hu t res idents of Dacca . T h e shensta daflarwas 
officially in t he n a m e of th ree bro thers R a t a n Ray, J o y n a r a y a n Ray, Adya Charan 
Ray (who were long dead ) . Tlieir descendent enjoyed perquis i tes of the office. Nine 
resident deput ies (ii(ub) collected the rot'Ooni on their behalf, from more than two 
t housands zamindar^ o{ Ch i t t agong . Hut all these iidibty were :ai»iiid(u> themselves 
a n d enjoyed the advantages of position lil<e any o the r zainiudar. Some of them 
possessed gurupanchky t enures also. In case of revenue disj^utes they also ac ted as 
amins^^. T h e combina t ion of the |)ower of the aniin and naib, qunungo and zmnin-
dar \n t h e s ame person implied that the Mughal sys tem of check and balance in the 
collection mechanism was jeopardised at t he local level^". 
By 1781 t h e inferior offices under t he qanungoes of C h i t t a g o n g were most ly 
farmed ou t . T h e a m o u n t t h a t the qaniingoet: received on th is account was called 
mirari^^. 
'^Letter issued from Collector S. Bird, 9th Feb. 1788 cited in Ibtd. pp 185- 86. 
'^Ibxd. 
^"Formally, if a qanungo had anything to do with the collection, a no objection certificate from 
the resident ratyais was required cf. Doc 25.51/25. The parwana to a qanungo ofCoochbehar who 
also wanted a qtsivai (position) of Cliovdhvitan (colleclorship). 
•^Committee of Revenue Frogs. 2lird April 1281 folio j68. 
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During the nizamat period, the higher revenue officials all tried to procure za-
mindaris. Laxminarayan, the Sadr qanungo held a vast zamindari at Rockanpur'^^. 
Darpanarayan qanungo secuved& zamindari m Malda. Raghunandan Maitra the col-
lector of customs acqired the Natore zamindari comprising large tracts in Rajshahi, 
Bhusna and Murshidabad, in the name of his brother Ramjiban^''. Other revenue 
officials also did not lag behind. Rajballav, deputy to the naib of Dacca and then 
the Roy liayaii. a Vaidija by caste, held his position on a heriditary basis. His son 
Gopal Krishna .Sen dispossessed many zamindai's by force or fraund and recorded 
those properties as nijtaluq in the name of his sons Pitambar and Kalishankar. the 
estate of Buzurg- Gomedpur consisted of nijtaluq Kalishankar nijtaluq Pitambar, 
and 47 zimmas comprising small taluqs and hoalas^'^. It thus appears the service 
tenures apart, the revenue service- gentry utilized their to create zainindaris o{ i\\e\r 
own. It would indeed be wrong to-think that this was cinfined to the upper echelons 
of the service- gentry, alone. 
In the 1770, for the first time the old zamindars started losing part of their 
estates to farmers for defalcation of revenue, it was their own revenue agents and 
officials who acted as securities (mal- zamini) for them. When the zamindar was 
losing his prime lands for want of money to pay off his arrears, his servants even 
^^Ibtd. Appendix to Vol. 30 folio 225. 
*^Abdul Karim, Mursind Quit and hts ttmes, p 218. 
- " •BOR Progs. Htli Oct. 1800 Prog. no. 21. Collector of Kalishankar .Sen's share of Pergunnah 
Buzurg- Gomedpur. 
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became guarantors for the outsiders, taking up the farms as shown by examples 
gleaned from the records relating to the zammdan of Nadia^^. 
N a m e o f t h e 
P e r g u n n a h 
Boroon 
Joypur( Autanny) 
M anij wah 
Plad«ey 
Talla 
Bahlquah 
Cowjjachi 
Shikreah 
Malrray 
Bauf;)<tnan 
N a m e o f t h e 
r a r m e r 
t h e H e c u n t y 
Mukundaram Singh 
Sambhu Roy 
Radliakruhna 
Chaierjee 
Durgaram Mulhck 
Ram D u l t a 
Durgaram Mullhck 
Duritaram Mulhck 
Akul Mukherje« 
R a m h a n Baner)«r 
Kiasni Chand Gho^ l^i 
N a m e a n d 
d e m g n a t i o n o r 
Kn^najiwan 
Mukhf rjf« 
Drwan of 
the Rajah 
Durg&charan 
Buxey Gumo<hta 
of th« 
Rajah 
Ramjoy Sing 
naih of ihe 
Rajah 
J 
K B 
91211 
10!.04 
3&720 
81098 
8698 
17981 
1632 
8966 
73572 
m i ' . 
till) m a 
A 8 
1 
4 
3 
a g 1 e e d To i 
G o n d a 
I<* 
16 
16 
r n i 
T 
2 
This is not an isolated case. In Hurdwaii ceded in 17(>0 to the ('omi)any by Mii 
Qasim, Bhawani Chaian Mitra. the Company's Dtwan was the second largest rev-
enue farmer ni the districf*'. As the ("ompany's Dcwan during and after the famine, 
he had succeeded in collecting the government's full demand. Bhawani Charan was 
surpassed only by Cokul Ghosal who served Verelst in collecting revenues from 
Chittagong when this district waS ceded to the Company. A Brahmin who served 
the Company's servants in both public and private capacity, and made a fortune 
through trade as well as landed property in Chittagong, he Burdwan lapds in farm 
offering a higher assessment than the Maharaja's family, and also managed Burdwan 
Pergunnah around the Raj family's residence in the heart of the zammdari. 
During the decennial settlement it was computed that the estate of Gokul Ghosal 
(then deceased) comprised /wr/Jayanagar (the principal zanundan), Hissa 5annas 
"Progs Committee of Circuit, Nadia and Kasimbazar, 22nd Oct 1770, lOR Range 69 Vol. 17. 
folio 62- 65 
^^Mclane, Land and Kinship p 217 Progs of 26tli Oct 1775, E.xaniination of Bliawani Charan 
Mitra 
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15 gonda of Ptrgunnah Selimabad, Hissa 8 annas of Ptrgiinnah Bunderkolah in 
Dacca; 5 pye division of Pergunnah Coondy (Nadia), tahiq Mominpur in Rungpur, 
<ur/Camarpurrah in Kismat Pergunnah Medumnal and Kismat Kolkatta, Sukchar, 
<U7-/Brajoballav and <ur/Bankat Buldar Khaun in Twenty four pergvnnahs^^. Of 
this taluq Mominpur was brought in the ficticious name of Jagannath Bhattarchya, 
Bunderkuleah was brought in tlie name of Bhawani Charan (tlie raashname accord-
ing to zodiac signs used for horoscopes) b\ Cokul Ghosa] and Sukchar was brought 
in the name of the nephews Jayanarayana, I^amiiarayana. Luxminaiayana and (Jan-
ganarayana. 
In Chittagong we find that that how the new service- gentiy were entrenching 
their position in revenue hierarchy. It was borne out in the list of farmers and 
their securities regarding the settlement of 1774. Joynarayan Ghosal, nephew of 
the Company's dewan Gokul Ghosal (1761- 64) acted as security for Gangadhar 
Mitra, while Santiram Qanungo uncle of Company's dewan Gourshankar (1790- 95) 
acted as security for his brothei Bhawani Prasad i.e dewan's fatiier'^'*. This intricate 
nexus imphed that the older Mughal practice of keeping a check on the revenue 
bureaucracy was totally destro^'ed. 
We now have to make some effort to identify what tenures can be brought by 
us under the term service tenure. Service tenures were basically denoted as lakhraj 
^^Progs. BOR Burdwan Vol 258, Enclosure to Progs Dt. 20th April 1798. Letters from the 
Collectors of Dacca, Rungur and Twenty four pergunnahs 
^«0p. Ctt. p 309. 
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i.e. lax tree. Wlieii this teiiuie was given in lieu of service then it is obviously a 
service tenure. But the question is wether tlie lands conferred upon Brahmins or to 
religious preachers will conform to the term service tenure, zamindars in eighteenth 
century liberally conferred rights resembling free hold properly on Brahmins and 
favourites and also on their own revenue- agents. But there were side by side huzoori 
or badshahi grants made by the emperor and his subordinate provincial officials. 
Mclane estimated that by the late eighteenth cenlury a fifth of BengaPs cultivated 
land was alienated with or witliout service obligations. 
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A document from Dacca showing the Bazt zamin (unsurveyed) account of chuckla 
Jahangirnagar for the Bengali- year 1178 (1772- 73) shows the following heads and 
the amount of lands entered under each land (the total represents the sum of Muhal-
lat hazoory a.nd Mohallat Nizamaf^. 
H e a d * 
D e v o t t a r 
LAnd« for maintanence 
of dut ic i 
D r a h n i o t t a r 
/ C h i i - g B i - i t t 
Land* given to the 
BrAhmU or to maintain 
lamp* at the crave yard*,mazr 
N a x r I m a m (In salutation to 
the head of the Muslim*) 
K a n n a h G o d a n (For pasture of 
cows donated to the Brahmins) 
Cheragi ( T o lit the lamp at 
the Kfave of Kreat men 
K h a i r a t ( D o n a t i o n ) 
/ E i i a i i i (prize) 
D u f t a r S e r a n j a i n i 
q a n i i i i g o of the 
office 
(sundry expenses ) 
C h a k e r a n 
service tenure 
Mahallat Huzuri 
Mahallat Nizamat 
Total 
Mahallat Huzuri 
Mallahal Nizamat 
Total 
Mahallat 
Huzuii 
Mahallat 
Nizamat 
Total 
Mahallat Huztiri 
Mahallat Nizamat 
Total 
Mahallat 
HUZUII 
Mahallat 
Nizamat 
Total 
Mahallat Huzuri 
Mahallat Nizamat 
Total 
B iKl ia s 
25450 
10178 
35628 
89140 
25345 
114485 
9063 
24 79 
1 1542 
6231 
30 
6261 
1344 
1344 
67131 
3716 
70848 
K a t h a 
10 
3 
14 
7 
2 
10 
1 
6 
7 
4 
2 
7 
19 
19 
9 
11 
C h a t a k 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
^®Progs. Committee of Circuit 8th Oct. 1772 Dacca, Range 70 Vol. 15 lOR. ff292- 311. 
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From this table we can have a picture of the heads under which the lakheraj 
lands were distributed. In Birbhum we find that the Pathan zamindar t\l\ 1770 used 
to distribute khairal lands whose annual income was Rs. 6154 for which he paid 
no revenue. 4666 Bughas 7 Kathas of land which on an estimation of 1770 could 
fetch RS. 7595 was kept Khaas by Md. Tuckee Khan in 1168- 1171 (1761- 64). It 
was distributed by Assud Khan to his dependents. The same person distributes 
13267 bigha 5 kathas in between 1172- 1176 (1765- 69) which by the same estimate 
could fetch Hs. 10405^". Tlic .Nadia Raj were well known for their patronising 
Brahmins and men of eminence through tiie grant of rent- free lands nishkar. The 
Taidad documents in Krishnanagar collectorate (Krishnanagar was the capital of 
Nadia Raj) bear enough evidence of this sort of land alienation. We can refer to the 
Mahatran grant of 278 Bigha 11 Katha in Pergunnah Pajnour (Chakhaha) to the 
Chief Physician of Raja Krishna Chandra, Govindaram Ray^^ 
Besides this, we have other references to service tenures such as the Pykan lands 
ostensibly given to the paiks or armed retinues of the zamindar in lieu of pay. This 
was widely prevalent in Rungpoor and Coochbehar^^. The mufassil revenue servants 
who were allowed ground in lieu of wages included Tuckdar (a man who collects the 
revenue.) Pa<«;a77( writer of accounts) Bosineah (head raij/aiof a village) Sirdar (the 
^"Birbhum Collectorate Records, Letter issued 5th Oct. 1770 from A. Higginson Supervisor. 
^^Govindaram Ray is referred in Bharatchandra's Anandamangal "Bodya madhye pradhan 
Govindaram Ray Jagannath anuj nibas Sugandha e" Govindaram is the chief among the physi-
cians. He is the brother of Jagannath and lives in Sugandha. 
^^LCB Vol. 1 Letter dt. 24th April 1770, Supervisor of Rungpur to Becker, Resident at Durbar. 
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man who collects the revenue on behalf of a Tuckdar). Park (the man who watches 
the conduct of the raiyat and helps to enforce the collections). Hall Manjhee (the 
man who brings the raiyat in the cutcherry of the mufassil). Huvryda or Harinda 
(the man who brings to collection after it is collected from the raiyats). If this 
was the picture of mufFassil arrangement in Rungpur, at the Sadr there was the 
Dewan, the ptshkai\ the tehsildar, the serishtadar, mohurees, moonshees etc., in a 
way replica of the niabat unit^^^. 
^^Progs. Committee of Circuit at Rungpur Vol. 10, Appendix to Progs, of 16tli Dec. 1772. 
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LIST OF MUFFASSIL SERVANTS ALLOWED G R O U N D IN LIEU OF SALARIES, NECESSARY FOR 
C O N D U C T I N G T H E B U I S N E S 8 OF COLLECTION IN THE C O U N T R Y IN EACH P E R G U N N A H IN T H E 
P R O V I N C E OF R U N G P U R FOR T H E BENGALI Y E A R IIT* (ITTl- 75) . ^* 
N*me of the 
Petgu nnah 
Ful lypore M A* 
Futtypoi« 2 A*-
Chargyhat Colcha 
Chargyhal Muaticoot 
Wood acacy 
(jor iatio 
Tepali 
B a n i t 
CacknaK 
B a m a n d a n g a 
P a u j a 
Somnarayan 
Chandro Kona 
Barbuti 
Holdibadi 
Abc«' Sudr 
Adam 
Cooddy 
Bagdabary 
Total ground 
alienated for 
each poat 
Dcaignation 
Tockedar 
Total no 
of «ervant« 
3 
2 
4 
A 
2 
15 
5 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
1 
16 
Lands 
given 
B-K-Ch-A 
1-14-2-0 
0-0. IS-O 
0-13-2-6 
0-3-6-fc 
0-12-17-2 
0-3-16-S 
0-11-11-13 
0-1-17-0 
0-1-lS-O 
0-4-11-4 
0-10-14-M 
0-3-12-4 
0-2-0-0 
1-4-0-0 
i -11-4-2 
Dcaignation 
Patwari 
Total no 
of servants 
47 
44 
6« 
11 
7 
9 
17 
116 
6S 
3 
49 
2 
13 
16 
42 
10 
1 
67 
Lands 
given 
B-K-Ch-A 
2-8-5-0 
1-0-0-15 
0 4 - 2 - 1 6 
0-2 .5 .12 
0 .3-10.12 
0-15-13-1 
0-5-11-9 
4 - 4 - 1 9 1 
1-9-7-10 
0 1 - 3 - 1 2 
1-5-8-1 
0-10-12-0 
0-8-12-9 
0-13-17-0 
1-8-14-14 
0-15-4-3 
0-0-10-4 
2-12-10-3 
24-0-17-3 
Designation 
Basin 
Total no. 
of servants 
19 
30 
70 
45 
4 
2 
29 
9 
110 
26 
4 
30 
13 
14 
17 
60 
15 
9 
59 
eath 
Lands 
given 
B-k-Ch-A 
0-11-19-8 
0-14-0-13 
7 5 - 0 - 5 
0-2-5-O 
0-0.5-0 
1-18-10-9 
0-5-0-10 
6-8-9-15 
1-1-12-15 
0-2-4-6 
2-12-9-3 
0-13-18-2 
0-11-8-7 
1-10-18-9 
3-7-9-2 
1 - 1 5 - 2 0 
6-5-7-5 
5-0-5-2 
35-8-6-15 
**Source: Computed from Enclosure No. 14. Progs Committee of Circuit at Rungpur 16th 
December 1772. 
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[tfOuWj 
Name of the 
Pergunn&h 
Futtypore 14 A«. 
Fut typore 2 A«. 
Chargyhat Colcha 
Chargyhat Muihcoot 
W o o d a « e y 
Goriado 
Tepah 
Banil 
Caeknah 
Bamatidariga 
Pauga 
Som narayan 
Chandro Kona 
Barbuli 
Holdibadi 
Abcer Sudr 
Adam 
Cooddy 
Bagdabary 
Total ground 
al ienated for 
each po«t 
Designation 
Sirdar 
Total no. 
of iervant* 
6 
6 
30 
36 
C. 
2 
30 
3 
1 
10 
3 
5 
11 
15 
13 
60 
30 
Lands 
given 
B-K-Ch-A 
0-3-7.330 
0-3-11-4 
2-5-7-9 
-
Q-14-8-10 
0-1-10-0 
1.3-13-14 
0-0-15-0 
0-11-9-15 
0-11-9-15 
0-1-8-10 
0-4-4-9 
0-8-5-5 
0-13-6-10 
0-10-7-2 
6 -4 -16- ) ] 
1-11-5-7 
16-1-0?1 
Designation 
Pyche 
Total no. 
of servants 
15-15-6-3 
19 
80 
57 
3 
3 
38 
6 
80 
14 
39 
33 
10 
9 
46 
50 
35 
300 
50 
Lands 
given 
B-K-Ch-A 
130 
6-10-11-2 
4-9-14-11 
1-3-0-0 
0-9-0-0 
o.r2-9-(: 
1-17-0-0 
27-4.8-0 
4-6-0-0 
10 -1514-0 
0-1013-1 1 
0-6-14-9 
0-4-5-12 
1-6-5-6 
1 1 2 - 5 - 8 
1-10-15-3 
24-1-0-5^ 
1-9-10-14 
37 -15 -9 -15^ 
Designat ion 
Halmanjee 
Total no 
of servants 
8 - 1 7 - 1 0 1 0 
102 
180 
180 
20 
17 
80 
30 
2U. 
127 
80 
60 
29 
50 
100 
70 
400 
160 
Lands 
given 
B-k-Ch-A 
2-7-19-3 
11-4-2-120 
0-9-6-14 
0-5-7-11 
2-J. 17-3 
0 . 1 3 5 - 0 
8.10-9-0 
3 12-8-7 
0-1- 17-6 
2-8-3-4 
1.10-16-4 
0 - I I - I8 - I I 
1-13-7-2 
3- i -O- l l 
1-4-3-9 
36-8-18-6 
t -2-3-7 
77-11-13-2 
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[C(>t1^<^J 
N a m e o f t h e 
P e r g u n n A h 
F u t t y p o r e 14 A* . 
F u l t y p o r e 2 A B , 
C h a r g y h a l C o l c h a 
C h a r g y h a t M u d h c o o t 
W o o d a < « e y 
G o r i a d o 
T e p a h 
B a n i t 
C a e k n a h 
B a m a n d a n g a 
P . u g a 
S o i n n a r a y a n 
C h a n d r o K o n a 
B a r b u t i 
H o l d i b a d i 
A b c e r S u d r 
A d a m 
C o o d d y 
B a g d a b a r y 
T o t a l g r o u n d 
a l i e n a t e d for 
'each p o d l 
D e s i g n a t i o n 
H u r r y d a 
T o t a l n o 
o f < e r v a n t « 
7 
3 
2 0 
1 
4 3 
n 
fi 
11 
c 
i 3 
L a n d s 
g i v e n 
B - K - C h - A 
0 - 2 - 1 0 - 1 5 
0 - 1 - 0 - 8 
0 - 1 0 - 2 - 1 4 
0 - 1 - 1 8 - 0 
1 - 4 - 1 7 - 3 
0 - 4 - 3 - 0 
0 - . l - I H . ( , 
O . i - 7 . 0 
3 - 0 - 1 1 - 5 ^ 
i - 1 6 - 9 - T 9 ^ 
D e s i g n a t i o n 
P o d d a i 
T o t a l n o . 
of s e r v a n t s 
1 
1 
1 
L a n d s 
g i v e n 
B - K - C h - A 
D a t a n o t g i v e n 
T o t a l n o . o f servant-^ 
in e a c h p g n . a p p o i n t e d 
for c o l l e c t i o n of 
r e v e n u e 
124 
2 1 0 
4 3 3 
3 6 4 
3 3 
3 3 
I f . i 
6 8 
6 0 6 
2 i 0 
4 3 
..>U4 
1 1 1 
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1 4 2 
2 6 9 
13.'. 
3 8 2 
4 4 7 4 
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PARTICULARS OF C H A K E R A N ZAMIN G I V B N T O T H U S E V E R A L S E H V A N T S O F T H E FOLLOWING 
P E R G U N N A H S OF E D R A C P O R E IN LIEU O F W A G E S A 
Pr rgu nnah.-
C^t T*luk 
Hoonchy 
Co»»y 
Cho ichoy 
SoohArgoosAry 
Bogdoar 
Pal ladoi t iy 
Ket lol l 
A x e m p o r r 
C o m a r d o 
Chatnagore 
Malgoom l«lampor« 
Edrakpor« 
Mo*ktipor« 
Belg&nt 
BAZetpore 
CohArpor« 
BogleAnpore 
SonAlolah 
Moi<por0 
SengAri«h 
B««nopore 
S i 1 d a f .-
a n d P y k e ? 
* t a t i o i i r d 
in P e r g u n n a h « 
H o d d a I S 
o r S h r o r t : ! 
l o r e x a n i i n i n g 
r u p * * e . 
- • 
P r o n -
.•r l A l i o n r d 
HI t l i r 
village* 
Daf ia iy 
in I h r 
P c r g u n n a h 
Cu tch*r ry 
Ki i l 
M u t g a r r ^ 
o r 
S « r v a n U 
1 6 " U 
B c a r r r * 
4»"0 
4 0 " 0 
3 9 " l O 
1 1 " 1 2 
1 3 l " 8 
6 0 " 
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IccTtHnutJ J 
PergunnAh« 
G&ng«nagor r 
Cooay 
Lolb«.[ry 
Woarig»«<y 
M e t t a h 
Hftyatpor« 
C a m n h o w 
Rai i ichui idf I p o i r 
Loar lund 
B a r a t 
B y c a n t p o r c 
B y c a i u p o r e small 
C h e a r y g o n g 
D o r m o d o d p o r t 
FuUharf y 
Sonia la 
Boyjagher 
.Sunearr 
B a r d o t r 
Noon to l l ah 
Toroph igh Uezole 
T o t a l LanJi i 
S i rdar* 
and Pykc» 
s t a t i o n e d 
in P e r g u n n a h * 
I 8 2 " l 6 
3 4 ^ 0 " ^ 
F o d d a r s 
oi Sh[off« 
(or e x a m i n i n g 
rupee* 
9'*1 
Peon* 
S ta l i oned 
in lite 
vil lages 
4 C " 
Daftary 
in t he 
F e r g u n n a h 
C u t c h e r r y 
^"'. 
Ki*t 
Mu tgare» 
o r 
Servant* 
I G " U 
Bearer* 
7 7 " 3 
S i " * 
« 2 " l 3 
4 : " 3 
4 0 " 
C l » " l 7 
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[Co-rtiytVejel J 
Pergunnahc 
Ca^A T&luk 
Hoonchy 
Cossy 
Chorchoy 
Soohargoozary 
Bogdoar 
P a 11 a d o." .•< y 
K e l l o l l 
Azempoir 
Coinaido 
Chalnanorc 
Malgoom Islainporr 
Edrakporr 
Moaktipottf 
Belgaitt 
Baze ipo ir 
Coh ar poi <• 
Boglranporr 
SoiiatolAli 
Moiiporr 
Sengatiah 
B««nopor« 
H a r r >' 
u " 
3 " U 
M " 
<" 
Kii r lu Inch Af io 
or turn who 
collrct 
rente 
7C."l(. 
if," 19 
(;3"lf. 
1 2 " l 3 
\"2 
7\" :•• 
8!," IT 
• 
1 M " 2 
M undal5 
or head in rn 
of thr 
vi l lagri 
32" "6 
TO" 11 
TO" 19 
49r"lO 
4 9 " IT 
io"o 
(.C"< 
130"0 
. H i " l 3 _ 
4?(<"lT 
2 M / ' | C . 
I 9 t " l ! , 
209 " l 1 
111"C 
4 3 " 3 
4 9 " 11 
KotwaU 
or Men who 
take (orce 
o( the 
country 
232"? 
7 9 " l 9 
358"4 
2 9 7 " l 3 
209"8 
3 l " 0 
4T"0 
2 1 8 " l i 
4 l " r 2 
1 H"K 
9 8 " 11 
17T"12 
2 2 9 " 1!, 
1 9 8 " T 
20 7"8 
2 0 0 " 13 
208"2 
2 3 3 " | T 
112"3 
6 2 " l 8 
62"7 ,• 
Pyke« 
i tat ioned 
at 
Muffaoil 
1 3 7 " l 6 
1 14"l 1 
l i ! , " 2 
6 0 " l 9 
14"2 
Total 
amount of landi 
given to 
the servant* 
of the Rajah 
816"« 
7 9 " l 9 
1 1 7 9 " l 6 
1 0 9 7 " ! 
1164"0 
7 i 6 " 
3 9 8 " 0 
9 S 9 " l 7 
1 1 0 " l 9 
123"3 
322"18 
9 0 2 " 1 
M 2 " 2 
1 0 i 0 " 8 
12 5 i " 7 
290"9 
691 "9 
1 2 0 8 " l 3 
1 0 e 7 " l 7 
284 " i 
260"7 
l i 0 " 7 
SO 
^Conh'Tii/eJJ 
PergunriAh^ 
Ganganagorr 
Coo«y 
Lolbarry 
Woariga««y 
Mettah 
Hayatporr 
Cam nhow 
Ramchunderporc 
Loarlund 
Barat 
Bye anlporr 
Bycantporr small 
Chearygong 
Dof m o d o j p o r f 
Fullbarry 
Sontald 
Boyjaghrr 
Suneair 
Bardor« 
Noontol lah 
Torophigh Bczole 
Total Landi 
Harry 
i " o 
74" l< 
Kurrumchari« 
or iHpn who 
collect 
rent* 
9 6 " 0 
3 5 " 17 
i s " l 3 
•y'o 
7 0 " 0 
6 4 8 " H 
M undaU 
or headmen 
o( the 
villager 
1»4"2 
4 3 " 
3 9 9 " " 
6 0 " 0 
233 " U 
9 7 " l 3 
',!,"H 
M " - . 
2 C i " l R 
2 0 " 1« 
1^7".', 
n 7 " 13 
Kr"M 
<. l"3 
1 2 0 " « 
"*»"!* 
t .3"l2 
. M " l i 
77" 13 
1 l " 0 
« 1 7 " n 
i 9 6 4 " l 1 
KotwaU 
or Men who 
lake force 
of the 
country 
17"13 
2 8 8 " 13 
3 7 l " l 3 
26619 
2 3 9 " 11 
105"9 
9 7 " 13 
6;,"13 
2 0 2 " 13 
2! ," 13 
199" l ( l 
ioi"r.i 
< • / ' « 
1 0 " l 1 
1 If." 13 
( i 7 " ' . 
3 9 " 9 
1 8 0 " 7 
9 1 " 13 
• . 7 " 12 
2 2 0 9 " H 
8 2 6 8 " 8 
Pykes 
s t a t i oned 
a t 
Muff a«»il 
1 5 0 " l i 
9 7 " l 7 
18»"l(; 
9 1 9 " l 6 
Total 
amount of landa 
];iveii to 
the detvanti 
of the Rajah 
! .77" l9 
478"lO 
1748"l 
696"3 
124 . ' / ' i s 
2 7 4 " l l 
248 "1 1 
i o i " o 
t ! , 7 " 7 
4 f / ' l l 
3.', 7 " 3 
20. ' ."12 
9 2 " 1 
8 3 " 14 
4 3 0 " 1 8 
34 7 " 12 
30<;"4 
1 0 ' / ' 1 2 
7 3 " 6 
1 0 2 " l 2 
6 8 i ! , " 9 
3 0 i 8 0 " l 3 
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In the eighteenth centun' interprofessional mobility wa.s (juite common among the 
service gentry. A typical example of upward professional mobility is characterized 
in the case of Brijmohan Bose ostensibly a Kayasth?^. Having risen from the post 
of darogha of Ramnagar Haut, to auinil and tehsildar of the Kliass Taaluq in 1175 
(1768- 79), he also acted a,s (jximoshia of Mr. Rookes, the supervisor of Dinajpur. 
Later he bribed the Mutsuddi and munshi of Mr. Lawrell the next supervisor to 
procure for himself the post of peshkar on the part of the supervi.sor to the Dinajpur 
Raj. He was also ready to pay a kickback of S. R. 5000 to the mutsuddi to procure 
a tahud for sezawalship of the pergunnnhs attached to the supervisorship. This is 
an eye catching example of the intricate mechanism by which the lower and middle 
class service elites procured their position and status in early colonial Bengal. On 
the other hand we find old service tenures being systematically engulfed by the 
zamtn<fari service elite, even if held by Huzori sanad. An example can be cited from 
Dinajpur"*^. A grant was made to Mir Syed Ali an old servant by a parwana of 
Nawab Jaffer Ali Khan, in the pergunnah of Haveli Pinjara. The estimated income 
of this tenure was rupees hundred per mensem. We find a petition to the Board of 
Revenue by one of his descendants, the widow of Mr. Muhammad Hussain, That 
RamkaE(^  Ray the naib of the zamindar is bent upon to make a claim on that tenure. 
Most of the revenue officials obtained considerable remission on their non- service 
^^The information about this man is available in letter of H. Cotlrell, 4t.li Oct. 1771 to John 
Cartier, Progs. CCRM dt. 8th Feb. 1772. 
^^Ramsbothum op. cti p 109. 
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holdings by virtue of their position. This was not confined to the iiigher rungs alone. 
The service tenurial grants fostered the formation of a localized elite whose social 
function placed them definitely above the actual cultivators. By virtue of their 
skill, literacy and caste status they occupied crucial position in either the zamindari 
administration or in the non- official realm by performing various social functions 
professionally i.e. as a priest or as physician. Among the local revenue officials the 
karmachari[\\\\o looked after the general management of rent collection) tlu" pahvari 
(who kept the account) and the Halsanah (who was emi)lo}'ed in measuring and 
marking out the ground possessed by each /•«/?/«/distributing new lands, and gather 
the zamtndars' share of the crop in case of rent in kind) were of acute importance'*''. 
These posts were hereditary irrespective of any change in their immediate superiors. 
Naturally with the kind of knowledge they had it wa.s very easy to manipulate 
the records to fit their own wishes. Exempting their own holdings from rent on 
the pretext that they had fallen out of cultivation, was as easy as striking off its 
jumma from the rent roll. These intermediaries were therefore able to corner a 
large portion of the available surplus. These strata held between 10.6% to 46.95% 
of the cissessed value of different :ammdari.<^^. The real surplus accrued by them 
lend to be greater because their own holdings were either undervalued or revenue-
free. Moreover they received indirect benefit from the collection, as about 20% 
^^Rajat Dutt, "Some aspect of Agrarian system of Bengal in late eighteenth century", Unpub-
lished MPhil. Dissertation JNU 1981 pp 34- 35. 
^Rajat Dutt op. cti pp 34- 35. 
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of the state's share was allowed to leniaiii in the localities as niuffassil strtiijami 
charges'*^ of this :amindari 's share was seven percent which left the intermediaries 
to the resf*". The concentration of these officials was below the pergunnah level, 
which allowed them to indulge in a free manipulation of accounts'*'. An example 
from Dinajpur highlights the universal practice of the Paiwaris of conniving at the 
reduction of the muffassil jumma'*^. The raiyat frequently relintiuished his land 
every year and held off from cultivation till the superior collectors solicit them at a 
lower rent than the preceding year, and a patta granted at accordingly. These patta, 
is called Cheet farakh in local dialect. At the approach of the harvest, however, 
his crop was indiscriminately attached, at the instance of the Patwari, reducing the 
raiyat to have no other alternative but to agree to the terms upon which he originally 
held the tenure. But the collection of the rent would be shown as specified in the 
Cheet farakh. These deceitful practice was not only the cause of frequent desertion 
by peasants but produced a chain of fraud which the able management could not 
detect. The middle- rung revenue elite, if the occasion permitted, were keen to 
take the zamindariov a ride. The ivazib- ul- ur~ on behalf of Birprasad Choudhuri 
(minor) son of Nurahari Choudhury (decea.sed) may be cited as an example''"'. By 
^^Firminger (ed.) Op. Cxi p 267. 
'•"Rajat Dut t , Op. ctt p 35. 
41 Ibid, p 5. 
^^Jbtd. p 5 
' '^Midiiapur Coilectorate Records. Enclosure to letter dl . lOtli July 1783 to the Kbalsa 
Departiijent. 
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inheritence the ten year old Birprasad Choudluui was the Sadr Choxidhurio( Chakla. 
Midhapur and zamindai^of pcrgunnnh Kunickpur (Kharagpur), Kedar and tuppah 
Bulrampur. Balram Bhumia, the Gvmoshin of pcrgiinnah Kedar seized the office of 
the niab of Sadi^ Choudhurihy force. Since tlie Sadr Choudhuri himself was a minor. 
He attached the russoom dustoor and iKinkar of the infant Raja. Not only that he 
made benami (fictitious) free holding tenures for himself by granting sanad in the 
name of Chinu Ghosh and several otiiers. for large tracts of inaUjuzari lands under 
the nomination of inahairan tenures^'. 
The lucrativeness of revenue- free holdings was considerable. I'robably this was 
the reason why we find in Nadia small zamindnrs who held chakran lands probably in 
lieu of some other services (other than rev<Miue collection)''^. Old zamindars^ inspite 
of their perquisites used their caste status to obtain revenue free holdings. The 
Brahman Maharaja Krishna Chandra of Nadia handed over to his second wife and 
son Sambhu Chandra (not the heir apparent) fifteen grants under the denomination 
''^The word mahatran is probably a coinparalivedegreo of tlie adjective mahal (great) in Sanskrit. 
mahaitara means greater or superior and the suHix un' being used for plural, involving the sense 
'to a superior person'. (Dwtttya bivaktt kannokarak). R, S. Sharnia 'Social Change in Early 
medieval India' (miineagraplied) tells us of a cltiss of village headmen in early medieval India called 
mahattarus. Mahattaratimight imply grants made to them. Ranjit Sen Economics of Revenue 
.Maximization in Bengal 1757- 1793 p 69. said that in Midnapur rent free lands were granted by 
all senior officers of revenue collection. But he unfortunately do not cite any documentary evidence. 
''^Jacob Rider, Supervisor's Statement of the husi- o- bad of Nadia in 177'2 in Progs. Committee 
of Circuit Nadia and Kassimbazar (Vol. 1- III) pp 77 <T 
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oi Britti, Brahmottar and Devottar which tonipiisecl 20,000 Bighas'**'. In Rajshahi 
Devottar \a.nds, valued at about one lakh rupees (at the rate of nine annas per Bigha 
was handed over to Shibnath, younger son of Raja Ramkrishna' ' ' . We can thus 
assume that while the zaviindari and its own perquisites passed down according to 
the laws of primogeniture, provisions for younger sons were made through transfers of 
these rent free holdings, the original purpose of which, as we have already discussed, 
were altogether different. 
Such was the system of interception of revenue hy the intermediary classes claim-
ing service status. They varied from nearest relations and allies ol the :(niiind<iri>, to 
their lowest agents who maintained immediate contact witii the primary producers. 
The English policy of economizing the e.xpenses of collection and maximization of 
revenue put a curb on their accustomed capacity. 
C. Palit, Tensions »n Rttrai Bengai, p 30. 
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Chapter 4 
T H E FAMINE AND 
CONSEQUENCES 
The famine of 1769- 70 popularly known as the Cluatwarer Manvantar since it hap-
pend in the Bengali year 1176, had such serious consequences for Bengal agriculture 
and population that there should be little need for justifying a chapter being devoted 
to it. Much had been written about this famine even since Bankimchandra set his 
classic novel Anandamath in the background of this famine, and even before, when 
Hunter drew a gruesome picture of it in his Annals of Rural Bengal^. 
'The causes and consequence of the famine is discussed in detail by N. K. Sinlia Economic 
History of Bengal \'o\. II. Chapter 3. 'Chtawattarer Mananvaniar' Itihas Vol. 9 and 10. 
Hunter Annals of Rural Btnfml pp 19ff. 
Amartya Sen Poverty and Famines. 
Rajat Dutt, 'Causation of Dearth and Famine in late 18th Century Bengal' SOAS Occassional 
Paper III. 
Urmita Roy " Implication of Food Shortages in the Economy of late Eighteenth Century Bengal", 
M. Phil. Dissertation (Unpublished) 1992, Burdwau University, 
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The contempoiarj' descriptions of the I'aniiiie showtnl t hat lailuie ol rains was its 
immediate cause. Around seventeen sixt\' nine Reza Khan had reported to Verelst 
about the extreme dryness of the season'^. Since then the drought continued de-
stroying the autumn harvest and the ruining the prospect of the winter one. 'Hie 
author of Seir Ul Muta- Qherin also said tliat there was not a drop of rain in Bengal 
and Bihar in 1183 Al- Hijri (1769- 70)^ 
In the Letter Copy Book of ilu Resident at Diirl)ar we are told of liie news 
favouring of 77ivlfnssil ^houi the ravages of the drought. 
"The drought with which it hath pleased (Jod to visit tliis and the neighliouring 
districts in the course of the last twelve months is such as by all accounts has not 
happened in the centurv". wrote one of them'. ".. . no produce whatever has arisen 
from the budding (Sic) . . . I\litire(j harvest, was completely burnt" wrote another^. 
The famine is described for u?» during its very course by Nanda Dulal Ray who 
lived in the village of KhandoKosh in the then Bardhaman*'. He was a petty tran-
scriber of religious ballads. The piece was written around the summer of 1177 i.e. 
1771. He writes, 
"It is the year eleven hundred and .seventy- six. There occured a great famine. 
^Reza Khanto Verelst CPC II, Letter no. 1596, dt. 18tli .Sept. 1769. 
^Seir Ui Muta- Qherin Ms. foho 795. 
''LCB Letter no. 36, 28tli Marcli 1770. Supervisor of Rajmahal to Resident 
V6irf., 13th Jan. 1770 
"The village KhandaKo.sli is situated near the .south- w<^ st bank of river Daniodar on the Road 
to Arambag Town. 
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There was drought. Crops failed only in tiie southern part of the province and in 
some marsh land areas there was scanty rain and hence a little crop was raised 
thereby . . . . 
Price of rice soared to twelve seer per rupee when only six and half pon (a 
measurement) rice was given as one seer. The oil .sold at two and half seer per 
rupee. Only one seer salt was available for a rupee. Pulse was sold at 11 seer a 
rupee. There was no vegetable or green s|)ioiits (Saak). .Almost nothing is availabh". 
A person aged seventy years says that lie has not heard about, this sort of calamity. 
Men died in huge numbers. Even the rich can not afford to cook meals (lit. to 
put the handi on the oven). The massive devastation went on till the month of 
Bhadro (August- September 1771) of 1177. But there was nothing left of rest of the 
(monsoonal) season (to cultivate) By Sravana (.July- .August) the price (of rice) 
had further soared to only 4 sttr^ rupee. People perished in huge numbers in the 
great famine . . . " ' . 
The severity of the famine and its coiise<|uent food price hike is borne out by this 
evidence. As this author said: " human memory did not have any record of such 
severe catastrophy. "^. 
Within the span of one year from 1176 to the Sravana (mid July to mid August) 
^English translation of thecolophon (Puslipika) of a lian.script of Chandtmangal h'abya. Viswab-
harati Bengali Ms no. 1580. The date of completion of tiie transcript is 27th Jaishta 1177 which 
means it was an eye witness report. 
One seer is one- fortieth part of a niauiid. 
•^Ibtd. 
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of 1177. The price ol" rice, the staple food, rose from 12 seer a rupee (which in 
itself was a crisis- year price) to 4 seer a rupee i.e. by three times. If this was the 
picture of Bardhanian (the Supervisor of Rungpur wrote to the Resident at Durbar 
in August 1770. that in Bliabanigunge (District Rajshahi) "which was the greatest 
grain mart under the Rungpur CoUectorshij^" the coarsest paddy sells at 8 to 10 
seer a rupee'^. 
The famine was then partly precipilatcd by food availability decline due to failure 
of the people to l)uUtli<> food at an unaffordable price"^. 
The decline in food production led to holding and manipulation, which hirther 
restricted the effective supply. Comte De Modave, a french man who visited India 
in 1773- 76, observed that it was the unlimited exports that exposed Bengal to 
such terrible famine". .A very candid letter from the Resident to the .Sui)ervisor of 
Birbhum, Chrles Stuart (written AS early as May 1770) confirms the contention of 
governmental hoarding for military garrison. The Resident wrote "As the present 
*LCB Letter no. 17 dt. 7tli August 1770. 
For a llieorelical perspective see Amartya Sen, ()}>. Cti wliere he develops the theme of failure 
of exchange entit lements (tlial bundle of goods which an owner can sell or exchange in lieu of food, 
is his exchange entilletnent) The famine ocurs when these entit lements fail to fetch the price by 
which one can buy the food. 
The enti t lement approacli however needs to be supported by empirical evidences. Any information 
about the lowering of mor tgage / sale rates of enti t lements, such as plough, utensils, cattle or even 
land is yet to be unearthed regarding the famine in question. 
" ". . . les exportat ion tUtiuties out quelquefois expose le Bengate a de rudes famines". 
i. Deloche (ed.) Voyage en hide Du Comte De Modave, p 03. 
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prospect ol the a])pioacliiiig liarvest is very unfavourable . . . I am alarmed lest suffi-
cient grains should not be collected to answer the high demands absolutely necessary 
to troops.''^. If the Company was responsible for an early diversion of supplies, the 
nizarnai officials were equally responsible for failure to stop hoarding and export in 
the high days of the drought. In August 1770, the Supervisor of Rungpur reported 
that the merchants were exporting grains very fast. Shitab Ray tried to bring grain 
supplies from Beuaras and regulate its price, to give some relief to the people in 
Azimabad (Patna). Heza Khan out of charity fed the poor. Some English and other 
European gentlemen of Murshidabad followed suit. But these measures were too 
meagre to alleviate the distress'^. The actuality of the situation was that in Mur-
shidabad there was a tendency by important subordinate officials and persons close 
to Reza Khan like Raja Amrik Singh to direct the supplies as and when these came 
by boat, engrossing for their personal interests' ' ' . English officers from the Muffassil 
wanted orders to punish the monopolisers and were aware of large hoarding. The 
issue was however not pressed by the Resident for obvious reasons'^. 
Huzarimall, a grain merchant of Murshidabad, complained that Reza Khan at 
the very height of famine stopped merchant boat loaded with and other provisions 
bound for Murshidabad and forcibly purchased from them rice at 25- 30 seer per 
'^LCB folio 118, Letter is.sued no. 1, To Charles Stuart, Supervisor, Birbhuni, dt. 28th May 
1770. 
^^Ser Ut Muta qhertn p 793. 
'Vftirf. p 794. 
'^LCB, Letter received no. 1, dt. •24th April 1770. 
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rupee . It was la ter retai led ou t at 3- 4 srcr per ru])ee. Yet lor these execrable deeds 
he was winked at by t h e super ior power" ' . .Xccording to Naiid K u m a r , the Khan sent 
his agents to t he ganjes in Dacca . .Jessore and Purnea even to seize seed grain and 
br ing it to his personal ma rke t at B h a g w a n p u r . He and his subord ina t e s sold rice 
for 3- 4 seej-per rupee which was b rought a t a rupee per m a u n d . T h e deinity Nawab 
also forcibly levied and collected large sum of money from Rajshahi to rec© veirhis 
apjiariut losses in rice t r a d e ' ' . However .Nand K u m a r ' s allegaiioiis were doubted 
by the C o m m i t t e e of Secrecy as his rivalry with the Khan was w<"ll known"*. The 
grain Merchan ts at Bhagwangola in Murs l i idabad . compla ined of fort ibie a t t ach ing 
of stock piled gra ins , or in t imida t ing t raders to sell a t d i c t a t ed price, while t r ader 
of Dacca , Dina jpur and P u r n e a were buying cheap and selling at inflated prices"^. 
Whi le the a p t i t u d e for cpiick proHt was the guiding force to Nizanuil odicials. the 
diversion of grains from Bakhargan j and C h i t t a g o n g (Eas te rn Bengal being out of the 
spell of t h e d rough t ) , for mi l i ta ry garrison to Munghyr , B e r h a m p u r e tc . a d d e d t o the 
mise iy of t he people^". W i t h t he first s y m p t o m s of d rough t , t he C o m p a n y responded 
'^Letter of HuzuriiiiaU to Company, lOtli October 1770. B. M. Ad. Mss. 29132 foho 380; cited 
by Rajat Dull '.Sub.sisteiict' Cri.sis, Markets and Merchants in Late Eigliteentli Century Bengal" 
Siudtes in Htslory 10. 1. 1994 p 90. 
''Ibid. 
'^Report of the Committee of Secrecy to Hastings, 28th August 1771, Francis Mss. Eur. 28. 
folios 99- 101. lOR; cited in Jbid. 
'^Secret Consultations, 22nd February. 7th April. 14th April, 5th May, 10th May, 14th May 
1773 lOR; cited in the lb,d. 
^"Select Committee Progs. Secret Consultation 24th December 1770. 
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by stock piling for six months. The thought of providing any relief to the affected, 
was subsidiary to the needs of army supply as well as revenue collections. 
Rajat Dutt thinks that Reza Khan was basically trying to save Murshidabad 
by keeping the lines of supply to the city under desperate circumstances, and wa 
forced to adopt coercive tactics that was lesented by local traders. According to 
him the complaints against Reza Khan show the structure bases of tension between 
the state and the merchantsas official intrusion was intolerable for tiie traders in a 
market of supply scarcity'^'. 
Scarcity tended to increase rural demand as producers now became net con-
sumers of grain. This is not to say that under relatively normal circumstances they 
were self sufficient. But their dependence on the merchants were intensified in times 
of scarcity. It was thus an artificial famine, as Hastings argued in 1783: 
' 'the first want was artificial proceeding from the expectation of a real want and 
from the natural inducement which it offered to the dealers in grains to withhold it 
from the market in the hopes of deriving a larger profit and this . . .which drove the 
proprietors into the destructive expedients for hoarding . . . prevailed as the principal 
cause of the famine which ensued .. . "^^. Interestingly Hastings laid the blame on 
the merchants' greed, but ignores the allegations that the Company's officials also 
profiteerd during the dearth. 
2'OP. Ctt 
"•^Minute of Hastings to the Council, 2()lli November 1773. Progs. GG in Council. Also cited 
by Rajat Dull Op. Ctt., p 94. 
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Though the .spatial distribution of the laiuiiie was not as destiuetive in all parts 
of Western Bengal, and eastern Bengal was virtually left unscathed, yet the spot 
price of grain in unaffected or little affected areas also showed a rising trend, as 
soon as the drought forced prices to rise abnormally in core area i.e. Burdwan. 
Birbhum, Murshidabad, Rajshahi, Rungpur, Purnea and other |)arts of Bihar. This 
was because merchants from Hughli, Burdwan and iiirbhuni carried off whatever was 
available in the marts of Midnapur^'. This a|)titude lor gulping the market reserve 
can be best illuslraled ijy the fact that tlicrc was a pliciiomenal rise in the food 
prices in the country side. The result was a flow of highlx pric(xl grain from urban 
to rural areas at the height of the famine. The Letter Copy Book of the Resident at 
Durbar of Murshidabad g^^ve ^^,mp\e evidence gram flow from Murshidabad to villages 
in Rajshahi and from Govindaganj, the principal mart in Rungpur, to its remote 
area. Ironically the severity of fanzine would have been far short lived if the artificial 
crisis was not precipitated at the very signs of early drought. 
Rajat Dutt is of opinion, that the amount of grain siphoned by the Company 
in either oflficial or private capacity, was an inconsequential proportion of even the 
restricted harvest of the famine days. a,s it wa.s les.s than even half of the average 
yield per pergunnah in normal years. It was the merchants who controlled the per 
capita food availability at localized level. It is they who had the power to escalate 
^^Firmiiiger (ed.) Mtdnapur Dtstnct Records Vol 4, p .'33. Letter dt. 7th March 1771 
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the prices even in direct contiavention of the will of the state's niachinary'^"'. He 
had not only absolved the colonial government of its motivated designs, but had 
also given benefit of doubt to Reza Khan by saying thai he allowed the country to 
perish but tried to save the capital. Basically Dutt 's contention is that the famine 
was the outcome of particular situations operating in a commercial economy and 
"it was precisely this commercialisation which influenced the availability or absence 
of food in the province"^^. However, Dutt tends to neglect the influence of the 
new colonial set up on the revenue api)aratus, and the rigidity ol their revenue 
collection mechanism which not only influenced motivations ol artificial scarcity 
and consequent price rise during natural calamities but also pushed down the value 
of the 'exchenge entitlements' of the common man. who a.s we have already seen, 
generally belonged to the subsistence sector or even below that . 
This would be amply clear if we analyse the impact of this catastrophe on the 
rural agrarian set up. Let us keep in mind Bankim's Anandainath which begin with 
the appalling spectre of death and flight in the wake of the famine. Hunter had also 
drawn an equally terrible picture. 
Regarding demographic loss. Hunter had given us an estimate of almost one-
third of the population, as against (Jornwallis' estimate of one- fifth and Mackintosh 
Jones' one- sixth. The highest estimate was the most contemporary one, that of 
•^ "•Rajat Dutt, "Rural Bengal, Social Structure and Agrarian Economy in Late Eighteenth Cen-
tury" Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, Univecsity of London 1990 p 260. 
-^Rajat Dutt Op. Ctl, Studies tii History 10, 1, 1994 p 103. 
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Comte De Modave, wlio ol)scrved thai this horrible famine consumed more than 
two millions i.e. half the poi)ulation'^''. 
Kingsley Devis has an interesting proposition that since most perished were 
generally old or infants, the population could normalize it.self within a few decades'^'^. 
However, even if we do not (and we can not) test the validity of this conjecture 
by the actual evidences, it would logically ap|)ear that the general adult or teenage 
population were thoroughly emaciated to have longi vity of life or normal procreation 
rate. The result ofcourse was great ia.l^our scarcity. 
The effects of the famine would liax'c been cushioned, if the Company's govern-
ment had relinquished some of its fiscal demands. Instead, however the collectors 
of Burdwan and Midnapur- Jelassore were congratulated for collecting without re-
coursing to any deficit balance'^*'. In other parts of their territory, the Company's 
government forced to squeeze oufas much a.s they could from the emaciated peas-
antry. From most of the muffassil tlie general cry was that the zamindars were 
unable to pay balance due to death and desertion b\' the ranjnP^. There werealso 
^^Hunter, Op. Ci7 p 20. 
Cornwallis' minute of 18th June 1789 .Appendix to Firminger (ed.) 5th Report Vol II 
M. Jones, Hastings in Bengal p 256- '.7 
I. Deloche (ed.) Op. Ctt p 63. 
^^K.Davis, Population of India and Pakistan cited by B. B. Choudhuri, Op. Ctt p 236. 
"^^Mtdnapur District Records Vol II p 152. Letter received 12th September 1769, Resident to 
James Alexander. 
^^LCB no. 14/80. Letter received dt. 10th April 1770, Supervisor of Nadia to Resident. 
Hunter y4nna/iS Appendix B, Burdwan Raj's Deputatiorr to CounciJ. 
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natural contraction in tlie area undoi cultixatioii. In Naclia those raiyat who previ-
ously cultivated 20 bighas were now unable to cultivate more than five bhighas for 
want of resources''". But the valuation of the province appeared to be continued at 
the same rate without any deduction being granted, which implied that an extra 
severity was exercised on the roiyal to pay off"''. In Dinajpur, Raja Baidyanath, the 
zamindar, reported that for want of seeds and implements of cultivation vast part 
of the zamindari was remaining wast(>'*''. 
^"LCB Letter received 26/87, dt. 25tli May 1771. 
PP ^'Progs. Committee of Circuit to Nadia at Cossimbazar pp 69-70. 
^^LCB Vol. I, Enclosure XXVI. 
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Some data collecloJ by tiie ("oininittee of Circuit (Kassimbazai) from Rajshahi 
District bear out the contempoiaiy estimates of the grave demogra]>hic consequences 
of the famine"^^. 
N a m e o f 
t h e T n i n f 
R a j d e v p u r 
PanchkAlia 
B h o r U 
Raip i i r 
T o t a l 
N o . o f 
F«int l ios 
1 175 
( 1 7<1K- « H ) 
J M 
1 M 
M>i 
3«< 
I0 7f. 
D e c i e a a i ! in 1 1 7 0 
( 1 7 0 0 - 7 0 ) 
Uy Hy 
D e n t i l DeHortioit 
4 i 
2 
4 7 
N o . o f 
rnmi l i ea 
R e m a i n i n g 
2 1 4 
I H 
3 1 9 
3 8 2 
1029 
D e c r e n i t e in 1 1 7 7 
( 1 7 7 0 - 7 1 ) 
B y B y 
D e a t h D e s e r t i o n 
140 18 
73 i 
148 40 
1464^ 9 0 ^ 
! ,07^ I M i 
N o . o f 
Families 
R e m a i n i n g 
i t 
3 6 
1 3 1 
1 4 6 | 
3C9^ 
^^Committee of Corcuit Kassimbazar. Enclosure to Progs, dt 25th August 1772. 
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From the above table it appears that the number of families declined by 60.63%. 
More than 50% (507 | out of 1076) of the families were known to have perished 
presumably within the tnraf itself. Of the deserting families it cannot of course 
be known as to how many of them (hed of starvation, as they moved out, so that 
it is probable that total mortality was much above half possibly two- thirds. Hut 
the statistics from four other tarnfs of the same district, show a far lower rate ot 
mortality'^''. 
P e r g u n n a h L u s k e r p u r : l i i r o i ' m n t i o n o n t l i e r«mirit .s oT iiiiilt>t.M-|-y tMlltivBt o r s . ( T h e tnrMfM rncinioricd . u r >pr t i inen t-iiliics ) 
NMI I I *? of 
T H i-n f 
Olipur 
Arraiiiiy 
Kaj pur 
N e t figures 
for pergunti f ih 
Liumkerptir 
N o . o f f n i n i l i e K 
nt t l u ' closf* 
o f 1 1 7 0 
( A i ) i i l 1 7 7 0 ) 
280 
7»0 
1 14 J 
1 IS 7!, 
l)«-ci-<^«««' h y < l e « l h 
i l l 1 1 7 7 
( 1 7 7 0 - 7 1 ) 
31 
IC.K 
1 6 ) 
M!, 
D e s e r t e d i l l 
1 1 7 7 
( 1 7 7 0 - 7 1 ) 
.IS 
107 
209 
1 f i c n i H i n i i i K 
1 
217 
S7 
11341 
1 
^^Ibid. folio 166- 167. 
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This gives a rale of 4.5% only lor death and desertion, probably because as 
commercial crop growers these families were better subsisted to cope with the ravages 
of the drought. Yet in these very tarafs there was a shrinkage in the amount of land 
devoted for mulberry cultivation"^^. Here we see fifty percent contraction of land in 
P e r g u n n « h Luskerpui - : i iiroi-innt ion oi» t h e raniil ieit oT n iu lbe i ' ry c u l t ivBioi-n. (The tf>i"Bf« nirnl ioncd &ir .Hpecinien enltir* ) 
N a m e or 
T « i*« f 
Olipur 
Arraeiny 
Ra] pur 
N e l 
figute 
in 
I^U5kr r pur 
Lni id ill 
Ct i t t i v n t i o n 
B Y . 11T« 
(iroo- 7o) 
llif^hn Kftthn 
g»5 17 
19<i 7 
H 2 7 13 
21499 9 70 
D e c r e s s e 
d u e t o 
d e a t h Mild 
d e s e r t i o n 
U . Y . 1177 
( 1 7 7 0 - 71 ) 
MiKhii KiithK 
107 18 
711 10 
638 10 
134 79 14 75, 
O e c r e a a e 
ill D . Y . 1 1 7 8 
( 1 7 7 1 - 72) 
KiKha K a t h n 
3 7 
1(.2 12 
I n c r e a s e 
ill D . Y . 
( 1 7 7 1 -
IliRha 
!> 
8 2 
21 
1 013 
11 78 
7 2 ) 
K a t h a 
12 
3 
4 
7 ,'. 
N e t ai-e« 
u n d e r 
tittaf^e 
1 IliKha K a t h a 
280 4 
1317 
810 17 
123t;3 1 
cultivation of one of the most important cash crops of Bengal. 
35 Ibtd. 
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Silk worm rearers, who persuiiiahly did not lia\e grain- lands, on whose produce 
to fall back upon also died and deserted in large numbers^*'. 
Statement ahowiiig decrease in the rearers of silk worms in LiiHkcrpur perguniiah. (The tarars art specimen entries). 
Name or 
Tarftf 
Olipur 
Rajpur 
Arrinny 
N>t 
figure 
(or 
L u r kp r p 11 f 
F'rrgu n i ia l i 
N o . o f 
f a m i l i e s a t 
t h e c l o s e o f 
B . Y . l i r a 
( 1 7 6 0 - 7 0 ) 
145 
i 7 0 
771 
'jc.;'.(; 
D e c r e a s e 
in U T 7 B . Y . 
( 1 7 7 0 - 7 1 ) 
by 
D e a t h | D e s e r t i o n 
18 16 
161 62 
144 67 
-.t2(<i; ISC. 1 
T o t a l 
D e c r e a s e 
34 
223 
21 1 
'.14 7 
D e c r e a s e 
in 1 1 7 8 
( 1 7 7 1 - 7 3 ) 
13 
47 
107 
«12 
I n c r e a s e 
in I t 7 8 
( 1 7 7 1 - 7 2 ) 
7 
(.3... 
T o t a l 
108 
300 
460 
4:. 12 
^^Ibid. folio 186. 
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In neighbouring district, of Nadia, the shrinkage in the area of cultivation was 
also evident. The hust- o- bud for the new farming system showed almost 50% 
shrinkage in cultivable lands. The amount of maUjuzari lands was 2178950 Bighas 
and 2 Kathas. But the cultivable lands agreed for, less waste 1010908 Bighas and 1 
Hatha was only 1168041 Bigha and 1 hatha. In other areas the jumma entered in 
the hust- o- bud would fall short, as the revenue of the deserted land wa,s still kept 
on the rent roll. The amount of deficit from several jx rguniuihs ol Bengal is listed 
in the next table. 
N n i i i e o f t h e 
P e r g u n n a h 
Twenty (our (Sicca Kt.) 
M u h a m m a d A m i n p u r ( S R ) 
(Hooghly ) 
N a d i a ( U k h r a ) 
M u h a m m a d S a h i ( S K ) 
J e * i i o r t ( S R ) 
Hij i i ( A r c o l R u p « « ) 
B i r h h u m ( S R ) 
n i - * h i i u p u r ( S R ) 
P a c h e t r ( W a z i r i R s ) • 
R o k a n p u r ( S R ) 
F a t r h S i t i g t i 
( M u r t h i d a b a d i S a n a l ) 
J a h a n g i r n a g a r ( S R ) 
L a « k h a r p u r ( S R ) 
R u n g p u r 
( N a r a i j a n i R « . ) 
Saidpur (S R) 
J t i i i m t f i o T 
S u r v o y e d 
lnn<l»( 
( 1 ) 
1 3 , 5 6 . 6 4 6 1 
2,76.0<'.2 
1 5 . 8 5 , 7 9 8 
. • j e , 04 ,09 
4 , 8 3 , 3 8 8 
2 , 9 4 , 9 4 5 
1 1 , 4 4 . 8 2 5 
5 , 1 8 , 7 3 1 
1 , 5 4 , 4 2 3 
3 . 6 5 , 0 9 0 
1 , 0 2 , 6 3 3 
3 , 6 3 , 5 7 0 
2 , 9 7 , 8 4 6 
1 6 , 5 0 , 6 5 5 
1 , 1 9 , 5 8 0 
P n i n t nkft o i ' 
r e v t H i i i e o f 
( A I U I H d e n e r t e t i 
l i u t m i l l k e p i 
o n t h e I ' e i i t ix i l t 
( 2 ) 
6 2 , 6 8 8 
1 3 . 5 8 2 
2 , 4 i . 8 4 / 
3 8 . 7 4 4 
8 7 , 0 8 7 
2 » . i 7 i 
4 . 11 <• 1 • 
.'7 > 1 » 
4 ' . ' .673 
2<. ,77-' 
21.<. 5 1 
1 . 0 4 . 6 2 ? 
3 0 , 3 3 8 
3 . 7 1 , 6 7 5 
1 9 , 1 9 1 
( 3 ) . . % 
o f d ) 
46 2 
4 9 1 
1 •. .'. 1 
10 18 
18 01 
•:• 5 8 
'.', 9 
' 4 6 
,'2 1 
• . \4 
13 3 
1 28 1 
10 19 
2 2 5 2 
1 
1 6 , 0 4 
The longterm impact of the famine was thus shrinkage in laboin- supply, followed 
by shrinkage in area under cultivation. It is in this context that the rural agrarian 
relations in post famine Bengal are analysed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
AGRARIAN POST FAMINE 
BENGAL: 1771-89 
Post-famine Bengal posed a serious chaliange to revenue authorities with two-third 
of province allegedly lying waste and almost one-third of the cultivating population 
either removed by death or no longer able to cultivate the land. Moreover during the 
seveinyears following the grant of the Dewunt. the structure of the Dual government 
maoe the formulation of a unified land revenue j^olicy almost impossible. In fact 
it was almost crippled by motivate<l and short-sighted actions as Ranajit Guha 
had pointed out*. But it turned out that replacing the double government with 
assumption of full power by the Company would not improve matters. 
Even before the region could limp back to normalcy the new system of auctioning 
the estates to the highest bidder was introduced. The basic aim was thus to enhance 
the revenue by any means without caring for the actual problems in the conditions 
'Ranajit Guha Op. Ct< p 13. 
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of production. 
The proposed enhancenieuls in live years is given in the following tables. It 
shows that within the turn of a single year after the famine a nine- to eleven- percent 
increase in collection was expected, and the collection machinery was required to 
secure such an enhancement. In Dacca alone witiiin a span of five years sixty percent 
appreciation was expected while in Baharband ptrijunnahoi Rungpur it wa« high as 
eighty one |)ercent. In t he Rungpur (ollectorate. within a span of five \ears t here was 
an annual increase of si.\ to eighty one i)ercent of revenue. In Hanganiatty ptrgunnah 
where the highest alteration is made, eighty one percent increase was affected in a 
single year. 
•Jriiridl Ah^UdCi of Sei i le inent of Landi in Dacca CoHecior*hip 
B V I ire- »3 (April 1771- 1777) 
P l a c e 
Dacca 
Luckypur 
Chi t tagong 
(payable at 
Sandwip) 
1 I 7 B B . Y 
( 1 ) 
S . R . 
}66969« 
3267«6 
6 3 7 9 i 
I ITS U . Y . 
( i ) 
S . R . 
2970 i03 
3S6<70 
70<17 
J u i i i m n r e v e n u e t o b e 
% or 
increMse 
111 27 
109 08 
110 43 
1 1 8 0 B . Y . 
( 3 ) 
s.a. 
31S70S8 
3564 70 
77974 
paid c l e n r o r 
1181 D . Y . 
( 1 ) 
S . R . 
32063«7 
385922 
77974 
nil o t h e i - clin 
1 1 8 2 D . Y 
( 5 ) 
.S . l l . 
3208472 
386339 
77974 
•ge« 
J 1 18.1 n . Y . 
( 0 ) 
1 „„. 1 1 3209514 
386339 
77974 
1 1 
1 % o r inci 'e«a« 
b e t w e e n . 
I1T8 B . Y . 
a n d U S a B . Y . 
157.7 
11S.22 
122.23 
1 1 
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P r o p o i t d Sc l l l cmcnl of LAndj in HiinKpur (jollrclorship ( l I 7 9 - « 3 B Y ) April 1772 lo Apiil 17 
Pl«ie 
Rungpur 
B«h*rland 
Rangatiathy 
Edrackpore 
Sultanpur 
Bobunpur 
Pal&«*i bari 
Roleypar 
Sukchar 
Average 
Inc rea«e 
i i r o (I ) 
894 350 
97803 
i r i i 
163933 
1853 
5563 
3961 
3793 
3263 
1 1 8 0 ( 2 ) 
978856 
97802 
3100 
174922 
2053 
59 )9 
3172 
4031'. 
3742 
1181 ( 3 ) 
1043186 
105303 
3100 
180422 
2153 
5919 
3172 
403« 
3742 
1183 ( 4 ) 
1105381 
112804 
3100 
180422 
2153 
5919 
3172 
4 036 
3742 
1 1 8 3 ( 5 ) 
1108381 
123575 
3100 
185922 
2153 
5919 
3172 
4036 
3742 
( S ) ns % o f ( 1 ) 
123 95 
126 35 
181 18 
1 13 42 
<16 3 1 
10641 
106 4 1 
IOC.39 
114 68 
121 67 1 
1 
Along wit.li this increase in re\enu<\ resnmption of Chakran or service lands 
took place and the revenues were appended to the hisfbaiidct of the lanners. The 
situation as stated in the petition iVoin the farnieis (ijaradars ) ol Haveli Pinjerah 
in the Dinajpur is worth quoting''. "The servants of these resumed {chnkeran) lands 
had perished in the famine, and the grounds which have remained for some years 
uncultivated, became quite desolate and waste ( and yield ) no resources for the 
payment of revenue. Besides in our Doiul paita the revenues from several fines 
are included. These are now demanding from us over and above our rents. We 
could not exact fines of adultery from a desolate village . . . . By these unjust and 
exorbitant demand we are reduced to utiriost distress . . . . became deeply indepted 
to merchants. Therefore unless these articles are abated we can not possibly pay 
the government reveue." 
n 
The increase in the revenue due to resumption of Chakran and Baze zamin pur-
gunnahs under the Raja of Birbhum alone amounted to Rs. 12,3,575 dislodging 
''Enoclosure to Progs. CCRM Progs, dt.. 20tli April 1772, Arjee dt. 13th April 1772. 
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12,649 servants family who were formally fed from these r en l s \ The increase in 
pressure of revenue and rigour in amount of the collection was coupled with the fact 
that the old znmindars position in the rural society was undetermined due to the 
intrusion of the ijaradars. Naturally old zmnhidars like Rani Bhowani of Natore or 
Raja Krishnachandra of Nadia tried to save their estates by taking the ijara them-
selves or some times in the name of their children and relations. In Nadia out of 
45 lots given in ijiira (consisting of big units comprising of 4 pi lyunnahs to small 
units one iaraf) Sombhuchand. the younger son of the liaja, farmed 4 jx rgiuiuaks 
and three tarafs: iJirchand, 1 par(j(Lii, chote ranee, 3 taraf. and Balaram Chatterjee, 
Sreebans Ray, Sadashiv Roy and Durpanarayan Roy all of the Raja's family, one 
taraf ea.ch. Only the six lots were farmed by the Dewan, Munslii, Peslikar, Mohoit. 
Cutchtrry jamadar unci "doctor" of the Raja'\ This phenomenon may have Iwo 
opposite kinds of significance. Firstly it may be tiiat the Rajah himself was offering 
bids in fictitious names (as was practised by Burdwan Raj before and after FVrma-
nent Settlement). Or it might be that land was changing hands, but was revenue 
service gentry who by their knowledge about the condition of the lots and mehals in 
the Muffassil a.n6 their power of manipulat ing the |)apers at the suddtr cuiclifrry 
held an edge over the old zamindars. 
^Ibtd. Progs, dt. 8thOctober 1770. 
^Mushidabad collectorate record.s - Settlement, made in the Province of Nuddea by Muliam-
madamin it naib sezawal Dt. 22nd October. 1770 
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The same observation holds true legaicliiig the Natore Kaj. i.e. Rajsahi janiin-
dari v/eie the Tili Dtwan Dayaram Ray curved a niche for himself and formed the 
Dighapatia zamindari a.t the cost of the Natore i^aj' . Ratnalekha Ray contends 
that the change in proprietorship in zawindaris and laltuis, the transfer of titles 
after 1793 was "merely on acceleration of a process which had lieen going on in a 
rapid pace from 1700"^. It is true that the acquisition of zamindari rights by the 
Brahaman, Vaidya and Kayashtha officials of the Mughals and the Niabat was a 
time honoured practice exemplified in the creation of the zonu'iidari of Nadea by 
Bhabananda Mazumdar. or the natore Raj by Raghunanda .Moitra. But it was in 
the post - famine Bengal that the enhanced revenue and rigours in the collection, 
left no breathing space for zamindars and the jjrocess esjjeciall}' accelerated. A pe-
tition of the Raja of Nadia, Dt. 23rd Dec , 1781 amply brings out the desperate 
at tempt of the traditional zaviindars to adjust to tlie new >et up. The Raja claime<^ 
that the threat of the auction of parts of his lands was an insult "the like of which 
never happen to this zamindari which has been in the family for twelve generations 
If you settle the payment of my balance for a jjart in ready money and part 
to be carried into my settlement for the new year I shall be able to discharge the 
whole and preserve my credit I will give a responsible security . . . if you can not 
accede to this terms, I beg my masohara may be witheld and my khamar and the 
like may be attatched to pay the balance of the government I request that at 
^Rajat Ray Palasliir Skarojantro 0 Sekaler Saiiiaj p 295ff 
*Ratna Roy, op. cii. (> 25] 
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all events my lands, my name (title) and reputation may still remain my owrr. The 
committee of Revenue however deemed this proposals as " absolutely inadmissible 
and resovled they may be rejected^'". In a like manner, the zamindaris oi Rajshahi 
and Birbhum gradually collapsed. The zamindars also tried tlieir level best to slid 
the burden enhanced exaction on the peasants through diflferent means. The raiyats 
of Moinachur complained that the Raja's mother was charging an increase of Rs. 1 
and Annas 8 above the assessment entered in their |)attas'". liesides the manynn 
was increased from 1 anna •5 corra to 1 annas per ru|)e(' and liiough it was paid in 
kartik (autumn) it was again demanded in tlie next Baisakh. The poolbundy WAS 
also doubled and other mathaoths were re-imposed". 
^Calcutta Com. Rev. Progs. 3rd March 1782, f 127-129, 130-132 Eiiclo.-Trans. 
^°PCR Burdwan Progs. Dt. 30th May 1774 Petition from Shyamdas and other raiyats of 
Moinachur (received on 28th May 1774) 
'^Ibid see also the complains of Chaturbhuj Patra. Hari Patra. Midnapur collectorate Records, 
Letter received 30th May 1774 
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Side by side the rents of tlie raiyafs also showed galoping increase as is seen in 
the petition from the raiyats of Meergodah in Jellesore '•^. 
Distinction 
of the land 
Colla Basal Bary 
(homestead) 
Colla Mahaba Fasli 
Calla Fasit 
•/a//(Marsh land) 
Jail patii 
(Marshland w^^ .ste) 
R a t e Increase in (Rs . per bigha) 
B.Y. 1172 (1166) 1 B.Y. 1178 (1772) | B.Y. 1181 (1776) 
3 
2"8 
1"4 
•2 
1 
4"8 
1"9"12 
1.17 
4 
2-10-
13 
2" 13 
5 
10"10 
4-10 
^^Ibid, Progs, dt. 23rd May 1774. Petition from the rfl»j/«'« of Murgodali (received on 18th May 
1774) 
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Other petitions whicli coiiu^ liom Midiiapur also testified the increased exactions 
of ^fl-H . -, P . 
imposed on tlie raiyats. The ;Y//?/rt/>."Bowanchor in the.of Gopi Satpatti comlained 
that the naiboi the taluqdar acting in connivance with the amin Haro Dutt increase 
the rent by 2 annas per ru|)eo ovei' and al)ove tiie qarar potln. They even sold the 
raiyat's seeds for this. They imposed rent on waste lands and charged in the inferior 
soils the same rate as of the first grade. They also imposed a mathaot of 2 anna a 
year for every carriage - bnllock ])osses(xl by a raiyai^'K 
In the Post-famine era the riglit of the raiyats was thus heavily affected. There 
was burden of najay i\U(\ jal i)al((l over and above i other ahwahs and niathaots. 
There were cesses levied on all resident cultivators for areas of the rent of those 
who had deserted and cultivable land lying fallow. This was levied to make up the 
due rent irrespective of the actual clauses. The old system, while not averse to 
physical torture, had largely protected the rights of the Kluid khasl raiyats. But 
now raiyats who did not perish in the famine were driven to a situation when they 
had to free from their homestand to avoid the.se e.xcesses. On the other hand tiie 
zamindars were at a loss: "where so much land lies waste and so few hands are left 
for cultivation, the peasant must l)e coiuted to undertake cultivation' '"' . In this 
situation, migratory peasants had to be enticed by offers of rent rates lower than 
that levied on a resident raiyat. In Birbhum, for example, they paid fifty percent 
'^Ibid, Progs, dt. 6th June 1774. Petition from ratyats o{ EoviAwdiot, Jellesore (received on 1st 
June 1774) 
•''Minute of Philip Francis 5th November 1776; quoted in Hunter, Annals p 59 
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less ahwah tlial the Kliud kashr' . For tlir icsidcnt raiyals. tlieir occupancy status 
became curse. They had to pay higher rents than the 'non-resident' cultivators. The 
pretence of incapacity did not help due to tiie extortive cesses. Nor would they find 
migratory raiyats to offer helping hands because the latter were enticed directly by 
the zamindars. The Pnhi Kasht were granted the same quality of land as enjoyed 
by the Khud Kaatti^mi at a far lower rate. In Birbhum, the h'liud h'asht had to pay 
Rs. 5 .^nnas S and 3 per bicjlui along with (ibwabs according to the rate of 1768. 
Whereas as the Pahi Kasht would pay onl\- Rs. 4 as 8 per bi(jlia^'\ Thus due to the 
dra.stic change in the land - man ration pre(i|)itated by the famine, the previleges 
of the Khud Kashts were radically rex'ersed. In e\er\' part of the sjiboh there were 
cultivable waste lands called loksan jot. Under the peculiar conditions, the Khud 
Kasht raiyat from one region were attracted by the nominal rates as an incentive 
for desertion. Aditi Nag Choudhuri - Zilli had shown how the resident raiyat pf 
depopulated districts like Birbhum. Burdwan and .Nadia, emerged as Pahi Kasht 
elsewhere, and were welcome as reclaimers of soil and offered easier terms''^. It was 
this situation which made Hunter remark that tlie.se were the people responsible 
for large scale desertion and fftrmed the ciiief obstacle to zamindars realizing the 
revenue demand of the government "*. Hunter apparently assumed that the famine 
'^Birbhum Collectorate Records. Letter Issued 16th April 1789; Particulars of PaAi Kaslit raiyats 
'^ iftjrf Letter Issued 16th August 1787 
'^Aditi Nag Choudhuri - Zilli, Op. Cit pp 43fr 
'*Hunter Bengal Ms iiecorrfs hitroductioii (Historical Dissertion) p 58ff 
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changed the status of the resident raiyats who bettered their position and 
bargaining power vis a vis the zamindars by deserting the other areas as migratory 
raiyats. According to him, in post-famine Bengal, as in medieval Europe, desertion 
improved the condition of the peasantry'^. He thought, however, to have distin-
guished between different strata of the peasantry. There were previously privileged 
Khud Kasht raiyats who owned their implements of production, who now as mi-
gratory peasants set to cultivate abandoned villages and succeeded in getting lower 
rates. They could and would desert if the rent was enhanced^". Hut side by side 
there existed less privileged palii kasht who were labourers who work with hired 
implements like cattle and plough. They found emmigration more difficult. The 
khud kasht who emerged as pahi kasht for lucrative rent terms are described in con-
temporary documents as nijgaon or nijghari pahi kashts as opposed to the bazegaon 
pahi kashts. The wealthy khud kbashts who were mundols in their commune con-
trolled the migrating pahi kashts, in more senses than one. As money lenders they 
had anough power and remained more or less unscathed by this famine^'. Both 
Ratnalekha Ray '^^  and Ranjan G u p t a " think that the zamindars overburdened with 
revenue demands turned to this mundols who embarked upon reclaiming deserted 
2°GGC Minute of 12tli November 1776. O.C. 
^'For mundols acting «u> money- lenders, see the cimpter on peasants. 
22Ratna Ray Op. Ctt pp 8ff. 
"Ranjan Gupta Op. Ctt pp 38- 39. 
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villages and lands witii their capital and man powers, riicy conipelled the zaiuindar 
to grant them tenancies at low rates. The compulsion was the threat ol desertion of 
the raiyat they controlled. They even took the harvested crops witii them on leaving 
for other districts. 
Ray extended her observations about the bargaining power of wealthy ixihi kaslits 
to put forth the postulate, that the |)ost- famine Bengal saw the rise of a class of rich 
peasants who usur|)ed the power and control of the rural society from the zainindars. 
She used the term jotedar or 'lord of Soil" for them as op|)osed to zainnidar oy 'lord 
of the Territory". She refers to this class as village oligarchs who hold actual control 
over the tillers^''. Ironically the concept of jotedar in the sense of a rich peasant 
can not be attributed to eighteenth century Bengal. Basically a joi( in rural Bengal 
meant a field that can be plough by one pair of cattle and could be approximately 
equal to 15- 18 bighas^^. Hence technically a jotedar is at most middle peasant. It 
is only the fifties of the present century, after the zamindari abolition that the term 
jo/e<far assumed a semantic connotation ecjuivalent to a landlord. 
Ray did not also show how this so called village oligarchs were left with so much 
financial reserves even after the great famine, when the zamindar themselves had 
become greatly improverished. 
The basic problem in post- famine rural society weis that the colonial government 
was not ready to accpect a shrinkage in the revenue outflow to allow deserted lands 
^•^Ratna Ray Op. Ctl p 8. 
^^Report of the Land Revenue Covnntsston tn Bengal 1940. 
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to be properly reclaimed. The zaniindars wanted to entice the peasants to carry on 
cultivation, for otherwise they themselves could loose their rights and even for de-
fault. The traditional zatnindars depended on their officials, dewan, naib, gumoshta 
or the amla for rent collection. This people had intricate knowledge about the qual-
ity of the soil and the harvest, as well as previous accounts and had a tendency to 
usurp part of the collection and pass the blames on the pea.sants. These members of 
the .service gentry who in connivance with other officials ai,so took to ijoras during 
the auction. The government whose only aim was to get the revenue, naturally sided 
with them. This is borne out in case of Birl)hum. 
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Lala Raiiinath tlie zamindar's di wan petit ioiicd llie goveriiineiil, tliat the farmers 
and the rentiers had held paj'inents since the pnlii kasht rniyat had not payed their 
rents^^. The balances due were: 
Pahi Kashts from Rajsliahi 
Pahi Kashts from Burdwaii 
Pahi Kashts from Murshidaliad 
Total 
l\s. 9670 As, 8 to 9 
H-s. 7509 As. 12 to 1 
15217 As. 17 to 1 
l^.s. 32397 As. 5 to 1 
The enhaiiceinent in the rent rate of t lie I'alii kiislil was also exorbitant as shown 
in the following data from Birbhum. 
Dis tr ic t t o wliicli 
Pahi kasht 
b e l o n g e d 
Rajshalii 
Murshidabad 
Burdwan 
O c c u p i e d land in 
Dirbhi i in 
Biglia 
19679 
30128 
11759 
1 Juiiitna of 
B . Y . 1192 
( 1 7 8 5 - 86) 
R s . 
11846 
17524 
6464 
J u ruin a of 
B . Y . 1195 
( 1 7 8 8 - 89 ) 
R s . 
18365 
29078 
11454 
j R a t e of 
increase 
in 
% 
55.03 
151.67 
77.19 
26 BOR Progs, dt. 18th March 1790. Enclosure. 
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The Governer General in Council instructed the collector of Birbhuni to ask the 
zamindar ''to attach their (i.e. raiyats) crops^"". The zainindar's dewav went a step 
further and issued a parwana that those peasants who would not pay at the enhanced 
rates, would not only be debarred from cultivating the land but their ploughs will 
also be attached^^. 
In the report of Muhammad Imam the Amin deputed to Rajshahi for investi-
gating the claims of the zamindar o{ Birbhuni upon raiyal residing in Rajshahi, it 
is stated that one Ram Chand Choudluui, aiiild on behalf of d( iriiii Lala Ramnath 
enhanced the juinmabundy oi the palii kdshtf: raiyat in such a manner that "where 
one rupee used to be paid, two and half rujiees are now demanded^*^" (i.e. one hun-
dred and fifty percent increase). When the raiyat could not accede to this demand, 
the farmers collected the rents according to the rates (nirlckli of the former year 
but inserted the enhanced amouirt in their account a-s balance unpaid. The raiyat 
of mouza Chaulchack revealed to the Amin thai they were never told about this 
new jummahundy till the collection of 1195 B. Y. was almost closed^. When the 
gumostha made the demand for an increase, they declared themselves unable to pay 
and revenue was accepted according to their tkrar patta and received given, for they 
" G G C Minute dt. 18th Marcli 1790. 
^*Birbhum Collectorate Records. 
^^Birbhum Ck)llectorate Records. Translated copy of the order of the dewan of the Raja of 
Birbhum dt. 28th Jatsliitia JJ95 i.e. JStli June 1790. 
3°B0R Progs, dt. 30th April 1789. Enclosure to Progs, no. 35. Excerpts of letter dt. 6th April 
1789 from Collector of Birbhum to BOR. General Abstract of Pain kasht Raiyats of Birbhum. 
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could not be made to pay twice i\\c same year'^'. 
The same argument is put I'ortJi in the petition of raiyai Shaikh Khyrullah, 
Shaikh Monsah, Shaikh Razi of mouza Khuttia pergxinnah Futtepur (Murshidabad) 
who were pahi kasht of Nau|)aia in Diibhum, to the Collector of Murshidabad^^. 
When the Collector wanted to i)robe the accounts of the amlas himself, Deximn 
Lala Ramnath send a representation to the Board of Ilevenue charging the Collector 
"obstruding tiie execut ion of the purposes of the (iiiiiii's deputation" i.e. collection 
of revenue"^. 
From the above testimonials it is clear that the whole account of non- payment 
and desertion by the pnhi kaskf was a flimsy e.xcuse offered by the -fnnMtr/aj-/officials 
to hide their malpractices of embezzling the accounts that led to default. Coupled 
with this was the fact that the Company's demand was too high and the zaviindari 
had no resources to fall ii|K)n and could only meet it by rack- renting the raiyai. 
Where do Ratnalekha R a y s wealthy village oligarchs fit in here? Were they ac-
tually khud kasht raiyai in their native villages migrating to other areas enamoured 
by the offers of low rates to reap a quick gain? Were they able, by threatening 
to remove the crop and go home, to obtain lower rant rates? The leading villages 
which opposed the B.Y. 1195 enhancement of rate by the Birbhum zaviindari were 
^^BOR Progs, dt. 5tli April 1790. Enclosure to letter from the Collector of Rajshahi. 
^^Murshidabad Collectorate Records. Letters issued Collector to BOR leltr dt. 27tli March 1790 
enclosed translation of the petition of the raiyats. 
^^Extract of the petition of Lala Ramnath BOR Progs, dt. 10th January 1790. 
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Bishenkunda and H&itia oi peiyuiinah Futtcpur, Mmshidabad; (lliarya. Ekrampur 
and Karballav of Rajshahi and Danspulsal and Govindpur in Biirdwan. Of these 
villages it was said: "The lands on which they reside are in general merely villages 
filled with houses without a biglia of extra land attached to them They can nei-
ther graze their cattle or in many places obtain water drink, but through the favovur 
of zamindar of the district"''' '. Naturally enough they could not have exercised any 
bargaining power vis a vis the :amiiid(ir. 
This seems enough to suggest a rcscruil iii\- of the iiypothesis about, wealthy Ptihi 
fcas/i/. accjuiring positions of advantage and authoiity. Ratnalekiia Hay's coutcMitiuu is 
based mainly on Buchanon Hamilton's tracts on Rungj)ur (which covered Rungpur, 
Dinajpur and parts of Purnea)"*^. But it also be borne in mind that Hamilton's 
survey was undertaken as late as 1S07- 8, i.e nearly 15 years after the Permanent 
Settlement. Ray was thus simply interposing an early 19th century situation on the 
post- famine Bengal. Even Buchanon's description of the tenurial arrangements in 
the districts of Dinajpur and Rungpur circa 1S08 never refers to the specific term 
Jotedar. Ray had also included the eastern Bengal under her hypothesis of rising 
jotedar. But eastern Bengal was not ravaged by famine and consequent depopulation 
to the extent endured by its western neighbours. 
The other premise of the points of view noted above (Which came as a corollary 
^••Particulars of Pahi kasht raiyats for B.Y. 119.^, Birbhum Coiiectorate Records Letter issued 
16th April 1790. Enclosure to BOR Misc. Progs. (19- 30th April 1790). 
^^Rajat and Ratna Ray "Zamindar and Jotedar in MAS 9,1 (1975) pp 8dfT. 
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to the domination of the jotedai^\vi\.s tlic iiiarginality of the zaniindar in the rural 
economy. The limited involvement of the zamindar in the actual organisation of 
the cultivation partly explained some limitation of their powers. However the no-
tion that the zamindari was not a unit of production need not be overstressed (as 
Benoy Choudhury has rightly pointed out)^**. Though the famine had undoubtedly 
weakened the authority of zamindar by deranging their finances, the structure of 
rural society nevcrthless ensured the durability of the zamindari as an institution"^'. 
This ])artl\ explains the concerted at tempts undertaken by the Company which 
culminated in the Permanent Settlement of 179vi. 
The perfidy of a section of bureauecracy at the same time, contributed immensely 
to the weakening of the zamindari control. They were not only the crucial cogs in 
the collection machinary, but performed a major role by overseeing production and 
by granting leases to the peasante. This was not only the zamindari officials but 
also those working in the Collectorates in various capacities, as also as dewan to 
the collector or as close confederates of the men in the central revenue authority 
(which was called by a variety of names, "Comptrolling Council". "Committee of 
Revenue". "Board of Revenue" etc.) who were among the actual gainers in the post 
famine Bengal. 
' ^B. B. Choudhuri "Rural Power Structure and Agricultural Productivity in Eastern India: 1757-
1947" in M. Desai et al. (ed.) Agrarian Power and Agricultural Producttviiy in South Asiap 85. 
^^Rajat Dutt "Agricultural Production, Social Participation and Domination in Late Eighteenth 
Century Bengal: Towards an Alternative Explanation", JPS 17, 1 (1989) p 73. Sirajul Islam The 
Permanent Settlement in Bengal A study of its operation pp 33- 40. 
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The rise of the new almost naturally implied the fall of the old. One of the classes 
disadvantaged in the post- famine were the land- grantees. They were compelled 
gradually to alienate lands, since they failed to cultivate them or i)ay re\enue, once 
the Baze zamin a Regularization of 1788 came into vouge. Touching the plough for 
brahmin was insulting, if not defiling.as exemplified by derisively used word Bainun 
Chasa (cultivator brahmin) in local dialect. Naturally the option was to sell away 
the lands. 
Who were the purchasers? in Birbhum tlu^ Khoshasli (lands donated on some 
happy occassion). Khunat (charity) and Brahiiiotlar lands w<"re niaiidy purchased 
by the Surul Sarkar family of Bolpur. Starting his career as a yumosliia of the Com-
pany's resident at the aurung of Sonamukhi ensuring the Company's control over 
the weavers; Srinivas Sarkar, the founder of this family, transferred his abundant 
earnings into landed propert}''^**. hi Nadia. ninlinttaran and dfrottar lauds in I'khra 
belonging to the family of Ramsevak Singlia and Haridev Singha. (officials of the 
Nadia Raj) came to be owned by the Narail zainindari of Jessore who in actuality 
was Kalishankar Ray, naib dewan of Raja Ramkanta of Rajsliahi^'^. Interestingly, 
Kalishankar was accused of embezzling the collection of the zainindari which led to 
^For details about the anticedants of the Surul famity and the way their status was ritualized 
through upward social mobility, see "Compradore to Zamindar, the making of the Surul Raj" by 
the author in IHCPb3rd Session, Warrangal. 
^^Devottar &nd Mahatiaran grant papers of Raja Krishnachandra in Taidad Registrar and Bundle 
no. 1 in Krishnagar Coliectorate Record room Nadia. For details on the acquisition of the Narail 
family, see Sirajul Islam Op. Cit Appendix 6. 
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its dismembii-.nnent. Similarly, Brahmoitar grants by Rani Bliowani in Belgachi at 
DihiSajjadpur to eminent scholars of ethics (Nyayik) of Navadwip, were all acquired 
by Ramlochan Banerjeeand his nephews of Telenipara, Hooghly"*". Ramakanta, the 
brother of Ramlochan, was the Dewan of the Raja of Nadia and the Rani had com-
plained that he was instrumental in the dismemberment of the Nadia zamiiidari'^K 
Other new entrants into the landed aristrocracy included Hastings' close confed-
erate Ganga Govinda Singha and Kanta Babu; Manikchand the riglit- hand man of 
the collector of Dinajpur; Jaynarayan Ghosal, nephew of Gokul (Miosal, dcuHiii to 
Verelst in Chittagong; Darpanarayana Thakiir bdiiKin of a member oi the Goiiimitlee 
of Revenue. 
All these land transfers also implied a brisk o])ening of a land market. While the 
opening of land market was partly a result of distress sale of estates of defaulting 
zamindars. perpetuated by the high pitcli of revenue demand and un])recedented 
strictness in collection, the willingness of moneyed persons to acquire land and 
old landed interest to increase the extent of their holdings provided the buj'ers. 
True, there was considerable imperfections in this land market especially due to 
the restricted intercourse between buyers and sellers, in the sense that private sale 
Wcis not in vogue. Moreover, there was also the problem of effective possession, 
which the sale- deed did not necessarily confer; while failure to collect and pay up 
the revenue (due to the perfidy and resisteace from old local interest) woud mean 
^°Ibtd. Taidad Registrar Vol. I, II. Grants made by Rani Bhowani in B.Y. 1163- 71. 
"•'Rani's Petition to Lord Moira, 15th January ISH, cited by Sirajul Islam Op. Cti p 174- 75. 
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loss of the right. The price trends prevalent during this jieriod reflected this rather 
indesicive mood of the purchasers just as it also reflected the imperfections of the 
market itself with sales occuring only through auctions. Moreover, there were local 
manipulative influences on the land market which worked successfully till the middle 
of the ninteenth century which had been candidly detailed in the works of both B. 
B. Choudhuri and Ratnalekha Ray'*'^ . 
From a survey of random land documents of pre- Permanent Settlement period 
it may be possible to study not only the growth of this land market and also the 
revenue realization in real terms by computing the price- revenue ra t io ' ' . It would 
be seen here that since the purchasers did not e.xpect large net inconu- compared to 
the revenue (jama) even a 1:1 ratio for price: revenue seems to iiave Ijeen rare. 
The documents explored cover the districts of Nadia. Burdwan. Madinipur (Mad-
inapur/ Midnapur), Twenty four {'Bist- wa- chahr) pergunnah and Dacca. The places 
concerned fall in the modern day districts of Murshidabad. Hooghly in West Bengal, 
Jessore in Bangladesh, Balasore in Orissa and Munger in liihar. 
The information which we gather from this documants concerns the amount of 
the revenue {bakeya jama) due, the price at which the lot was auctioned, the date of 
''^B. B. Choudhuri "Land Market in Esustern India" lESHR 12/1,2 (1975) and CEH pp 97- 111. 
Ratnalekha Ray Op. Cti passim 
ian bduad Registrar XXI (WBSA) folio no. 24-222. Copies of deeds of posses.sion granted 
by the Board of Revenue of the Company's government in India with approval from tiie Governer 
General in Council, to the auction purchases of laluqs, malials and lots sold for arrear of revenue 
from 20th April 1789- 22nd April 1793. 
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auction accoidiiig to Cliristiaii aiitl Bengali d a ; and the lota) jama of the land. Some 
times the name of the purchaser and the defaulter, the conditions to the auction 
{shart- i- nilam), the iqTflr (agreemant) to pay the regular quisibandi (instalments) 
of revenue, and the actual right to be inver1(>d with the purchaser are also provided. 
The evidence is tabulated district wise. 
Dacca: Chakla Jehangirnagar quisnial pcrf/iiiinah Seiimabad- the price of the 
land at the auction was 61.86% of the recorded jumma^'^. 
Nadia: The sales show an (Mratic swing of i)rice. Perfjunnah Palasi was sold at 
280.10% of the recorded /a7;)m«. while pi rijuiniah Rajpur, diki Kali|)ur, the property 
of Sambhu Chandra Ray (step l)roth<M- of tiie then Rajah of Nadia, and younger son 
of Raja Krishna Chandra) was purclia.sed at a nominal 16.60% of the jumma by 
Tejchand Ray, the zamindar o( Burdwan'^. 
Midnapur: Qismatperguiwa' Kassijora. lahiq Kalhasold at 53.28%i of JMm77)rt'"'; 
pergunnah Shivpur sold at 88.8% of the jtnnma*': pergunnah Bhunia Muta and 
Tarkachaur at 173.07% of the ^mrnrt^**: ;(?o«r« jotrobi in C7ifl)t/rt Jaleswar for 71.4%. 
of the jumma^^\ pergunnah Narajol at 71.5%. of the jummn^^, and taluq Roshi 
''"Doc. no. 106PSRXXI. 
"•*Doc. no. 190, 205 Ibtd. 
••^ Doc. no. 39 Ibtd. 
''^Doc. no. 72- 73 Ibtd. 
''®Doc no. 53 Ibtd. 
''^Doc. no. 189 Ibtd. 
*°Doc. no. 75 Ibtd. 
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and tahiq Kolagliat in imrgunuah Prala|)blian at 62.2% and 157.9% of the jumma 
respectively^'. Quismat pergunnah Qutubi)ur however was sold at a meagre 4.3% of 
the jumma^^. 
The price- revenue ratio in this district shows a wide range from 157.89% of the 
jumma to only 4.3% of the jumina. It is interesting to note that lots belonging to 
the eminent z(imindnrio{ Narajol and Kasijora went to the doc on 20th Marcli 1789 
i.e. even before the deceinial .settleinenl was |)iit to practice in the district. In 1802 
the collector of Midnapur while analysing tiie statistics of sale from the item of the 
Permanent Settlement, found that in largest zainindaris like Kasijora the average 
price of land had been little more than the Jllmma^^^. Considering the fact that a 
qismat taluq of Kasijora fetched around -53% of the jumma 1789 we find that the 
land price had been more or less static between 1789- 1802. 
Prof. Benoy Choudhuri attributes this to the "imperfectness of the land market", 
where, the sale of estates or part thereof, due to default, increased, effective demand 
for land as a secure form of investment. was yet absent'^''. 
Bistwa Char (Twenty four) Ptrfjunnah: The documents listed in the twenty 
four pergunnahs belonged to some places of modern- day Hooghly district of West 
"Doc . no. 77- 79 Ibtd. 
"Doc . no. 89 Ibtd. 
"Parliamentary Papers 1811- 12 Vol. iX p 341. Answer by the collector of Midnapur, 24th 
February 1802. 
" B . B. Choudhuri, lESHR Op. Ctl p 12. 
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Bengal and Jessore (Jashohai) in Bangladesli. The clocunicnts cover numerous per-
gunnahs including Shahpur, Magura, Aziniabad, Mahakali, Khaipur, qismnt Mad-
hogarh, Hatiagarh, Kolkatta, dihiPancwan (Panchunnogram = 55 villages which 
were around Kolkatta) and Bharchee. Most of the property of Raja Narasingdev 
Ray zamindar o{ Bharchee, which was situated in pergunnah Hatiagarh and pergiin-
nah Bharchee went on sale. The sales in this pergunnahs occured in between August 
1791- July 1792, when settlement of the lands with the owners was almost becoming 
a settled fact. The interesting feature was tiie high price fetched i)y some lots in 
proportion o( juimna which perliaps showed a rising trend in the movement of land 
prices. 
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A look at llio i)ri(e- revenue ratio in different pergunnuks will strengthen this 
assumption. 
pergunuah A z i i n a b a d ^ ' jnouj« Sarjukhli price 69.42%of the junima 
Do Huda Ramkri-shnapur price 38.42%of the ji/nnna 
Do Mouza Jai thandipi ir price 69.32%of the j«i;i?(ia 
Do Huda Madhopiir price 80.87% of the juinina 
pergtinnah Magiira ' '^ ' mou:a Sakrigah 11 .d07(. of the juiiivia 
Do Ktsmat Mouza Majhikliali bS.(iS% of t\w j inn via 
Do mouza .Srirampur (on the back of kaptaksh) 10.14*X of the juinma 
Do mouza Kul 48.66% of the j?()/i;iifl 
Do Srtrampnr taraf \fi~Ab% of the juinma 
Pergunuah S h a h p u r ' ' ' '.iO.:i% o{ ihe jnviiiia 
Pergunnah Mahakali*** Tarn/e Kaclaibadia 9.11% of lU(' jumvia 
Pergunuah K h a r p u r * ^ mouza Raipur price 566.66% of the j a m m a 
Pergunnah Sak in Satgaon'^^ price 83.3% of the jumma 
Pergunnah H a t i a g a r h ^ ' tarafe Govindpur price 52.6%. of the jumma 
"Pe ry .nnaAAzin iabad , Doc. no. 219- 21, 243- 44, 222, 235; Ibid. 
^Pergnnnah Magura, Doc. no 160- 61 , 182, 185, 208- 9, 253- 5 Ibid. 
^''Doc. no. Ibtd. 
5*Doc. no. 214- 16 
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Do tarafc Galirpur pric<- 1();)/11% of tlie jtiinma 
Do tarafe Dewangaiij 
Pergunnah BliarchetV 
price 157.25'X of (lie jutnnia 
Tarafc Ut tarpaia price 42.45% of the juinma 
Do tarafe Ranikrisliiiapur and Brahinanpura price 14,72% of llie jumina 
Do tarafe Bislianpur price 29.2%i of the jumvia 
Do tarafe Kalikapur 
Do tarafe Kakori 
Do tarafe Koilalia 
Do tarafe Raniliari 
Do tarafe Rajapur 
price '.\'^% o f (l ie jiiiiiiiia 
price .'(5.1()'X> of I lie jtniniia 
price l;i:i. I0%, of tl ie JIIIII1IUI 
price 42.02%. of t l ie jinntiia 
price 39.1)2%. of the ]utinna 
62 
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The interesting feature of the sale in Twenty four ptrgunnahs is the siniuhaneous 
low and high rate prevailing in the district. The sales of pcrguniiah Bharchee and 
Hatiagarh occured at the expense of zamindar Narsingdev Ray. While his lots in 
Bharchee fetched a general low rate (excejit taraf Kodalia) his lots in Hatiagarh 
fetched quite a high price. This might have reflected the indecisiveness of the pur-
chaser, because, perhaps it was expected to be difficult to convert the lots within 
Bharchee into effective jjossession. We also know from tliis sale that, the Uttarpara 
/a7-a/had nothing to do with the illustrious Mulslierjee family iu pre- Perniaueut 
Settlement days*^ ^^ . Their acquiring of tins territory was totally a post-Perinauent 
Settlement phenomena. 
Another interesting feature was the sale of the same lot, iavaf Sriram])ore, in 
Magura twice in between 1789 and 1792'^''. While at fir.st it fetched 10-2.14% of the 
jumma, later when the qwner Shi.vchand Chakravarti defaulted it was again under 
the hammer fetching a higher price which wa.s 1.57.4.5% of the jummn. This definitely 
shows the brisk opening of the nascent land market even though the investirient bwas 
risky, but that did not stop it from being lucrative. 
B U R D W A N 
Among the six documents pertaining to the district three belonged to pergunnah 
Bishanpur (Bishnupur) which was one of the oldest and virtually autonomous za-
mindarisof Bengal, dismantled during the colonial rule due to default and postrated 
®^ N. Mukherjee: Joy Krishna Muklierjee and liis times passim. 
"Doc. no. 182 and Doc. no. 253-55 PSR XXi. 
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legal battle among the descendants. In the letters from the Collector of Birbhum 
since 1789 the revenue defaults of the Raja of Bislinupur finds repeated niention^^. 
The pergunnahs^*' sold were- BaroKazari (luit e a fertile area in the lower part of the 
province at a meagre 17.67% of the juiniua, penjunnah Karisunda at a high price of 
191.37% of the jumma and pergunnali Muraroi (Mamula pg barohari) whose jumma 
was not stated. Maharajdhiraj Tejchand Bahadur, the zamindar of Burdwan was 
the purchaser of pergunnali Fiarohazari which formed nearly half ol the Bishnupur 
zamindari. Hence distress sale of one zainiiiddii led to the enlargement of another. 
Joynarayan Cho,sal nephew of Cokul (Ihosal tUaum to Verelst in Chittagong (who 
owned Chandrokona in the orbit of Burdwan zamindari) however was frustrated in 
his at tempt to take over the Bhittorjofc mahals*". 
It thus appears that the local landed aristocrats had the intricate knowledge 
of the country side and hence a maiiipulat itive power over the nascent land mar-
ket. This is borne out by the sale of Mandalghat pergunnali which was also under 
Maharaja Tejchand himself. The pergunnali had a massive jumma of sicca rupees 
2,10,749 gondas 13 couries 2'^. In went on sale on 15th of June 1789 when it 
^^ West Bengal Dtstrtct Record (new stnttl. Birbhuiii (ed.) Aslrok Mitra, Letters issued 23rd 
March 1789 p 28; lOtli Nov, 1789 p 53. and passim. 
^^Doc.no. 167-69, 174-76, 112 PSR XXI. 
"Board of rev. Progs, no, 40, 2.11.1787 and no. 19 25.3.1788. Petitions of Joynarayan Ghosai. 
Contrary to R. Ray's contention Joynarayan Ghosai was not only a big capitalist but his family 
had since 1760, enormous properties in Chittagong, Sandwip, Dacca and Burdwan. 
^«Doc. no. 103 PSR XXI. 
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was collectively purchased by Guruclas Sen, Jaginohan Marr, Raja Ganapat Ghosh, 
Haracharan roy and Thakuidas Marr at the relatively low price of rupees 66.200 
only, the price being a meagre 32% of the jumina. The same lot again was auc-
tioned due to default on 3rd July 1791 and sold for just Rs. 5,200 i.e. only 2.47% 
of the jumma^^. Incidentally one of tlie former collective owners. Raja Ganapat 
Raypurchased the whole lot. Perhaps some underhand arrangement worked here. 
Prof. Benoy Choudhury has an interesting proposition on this issue'**. Mandal-
ghat was highly assessed but the yield was low as t lie production used to suffer due 
to regular inundation. So the Burdwan Raj allowed it to fall in arrears by with-
holding the payments of qist instalments. Whatever he acquired from the pergunnah 
was invested in buying more prosj^erous mahals or lots. The pergunnah changed 
hands frequently leading to a critical dro|> in the price in proportion to the annual 
revenue demand. Ratnalekha Rayhas also cited this rather ingeneous way in which 
the Burdwan Raj sought to preserve and eidarge his zamindari'^. Raja Tejchand 
made over the Burdwan zamindari to his mother Bishnukumari (who could not be 
imprisoned being a woman) and hence ionUX defy the colonial legal proceeding to 
consolidate his position. 
An analysis of the above sales reveals that the opening of the new land mar-
ket was mostly because of the government Company's, though a newly organized 
^^Ibtd. not stated. 
^°B. B. Choudhuri Op. Cti pp 16. 
^'R. Ray Op. Ctt pp 118-19. 
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district administration of resident Collectors pressed imicli more firmly on the local 
tr ibute collecting system than the Nizamat could have effectively done. However, 
no particular territorial pattern of price trend can be established as the documents 
are highly randomized and there is virtually no information about eastern Bengal. 
The information about the comparative production of different mahal, put to the 
dock, could not be gleaned out of the sporadic data about the pergunnahs available 
to us. But we have seen that many factors, not necessarily economic, shaped the 
price trends. 
Pre- Permanent .S<Mtleineii1 Bengal thus saw drastic changes in the contours 
and dimensions of the agrarian social structure and had intrisic influences on the 
institutional basis.rural set up. 
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TABLE 
Folio («) 
D o c . N o . 
305 
190 
117 
227-229 
72-73 
39 
78-79 
24-25 
75 
82 
89 
103,165-66 
174-76 
167-69 
162 
112 
100 
106 
N a m e o f Z i l a / C h i t k l a 
N a d i * 
not ment ioned 
not dec ipherred 
in d o c . 24 pg i . ment ioned 
not ment ioned 
Mednipur 
Mednipur 
Mednipur 
Mednipur 
Mednipur 
Mednipur 
Burdwkn 
Burdwkn 
Burdwan 
Burdwaii (Cl iakia) 
Burdwan ( C h a k i a ) 
M a d h o = Malda 
Chakia JehanxirnaKar 
N n i n e o f p e r K u n n a h 
Raj pur 
Palat i 
Kolkatta ( C a l c u t t a ) 
Kol ikata ( C a l c u t t a ) 
Pargana Sivpur 
Kitprat Kat ikhowa (Kat i jora ) 
Pra tap bhar 
not «tated 
Narajol 
Pargana Khalna 
Q u i u b p u r ( K u t a b p u r ) 
Mandalghat 
Pargana (Gar i<end) 
inutalika, Pargana B i ihnupur 
Pargana Barahazari 
mulal lka Pargana B i shnupur 
Jew 1 a 
Mur.iiol inainbla pargaii.) 
Bare hare aiiila 
Pargana Bi shnupur 
Taluq Gaur 
Kiirnat prrgunnah Seliiriabad 
P r i c e - r e v e n u e r a t 
16.6 
280 .20 
1 
could not be ca lcu la ted a< | 
j u m m a it not dec ipherred 
19.89 
88 .87 
53 28 
6 2 . 2 0 
2.99 
71.5 
94 4 
4.3 
2 47 
191.37 
17 67 
could not hr ca lcu la ted At 1 
juinina n not dec ipherred \ 
I could not be ca lcu la ted as | 
junitna i« not dec ipherred 
106 83 
1 61 86 
Folio (b) 
D o c . N o . 
53 
189 
177-78 
101 
154-55 
156-57 
158-59 
160-61 
149-50 
145 
146 
138-39 
136-37 
142-43 
185 
140-41 
222 
235 
314-16 
217-18 
N a m e •of Z i r a / C h a k i a 
zila not «tated 
Chak ia Ja le*war /Mcdnipur 
C h a k U Jalcawar 
M u h a m m a d A m i n p u r 
B i i t w a c h a h r pergunnah 
Biatwachahr p e r g u n n a h . 
B i i t w a c h a h r pergunnah 
Biatwachahr pergunnah* 
Bi«twaehahr pergunnah 
B i t twachahr pergunnah 
Bi<twachahr pergunnah 
B i t twachahr pergunnah 
B i t t w a c h a h r pergunnah 
Bi«twacl i*hr y t g a a a a t 
Bi*twachahr pergunnah 
Bi« t wachAlLr-pcxcumta h 
Bi«twachahr pergunnah 
Bi<tMrachahr p e r g u n n a h 
B i t t w a c h a h r pergunnah 
Bi* lwach«hr pergunnah 
Biatwachahr pergunnah 
N a m e o f p e r K < i n n a h 
B h u n i a / m u t a 
Tarkachour 
-
Muaalfapur a m i a Pergunnah 
Sahapur 
Bharchi 
Bharchi 
Bharchi 
M a g m a 
Bharchi 
Bharchi 
Bharchi 
Bharchi 
Bharchi 
Bharchi 
Pankora ( M a g m a ) 
Bharchi 
A z i m a b a d 
Ax imabad 
Mahakali 
Kharpur 
1 P r i c e - r e v e n u e r a t i o 
173 075 
71 40 
62 20 
30 30 
42 45 
14 72 
29 2 
11.9 
39 00 
31 10 
32 29 
21 50 
42 0 2 
133 .40 
1 58 .68 
26 4 0 
6 9 . 3 2 
80 .87 
9 11 
566 .66 
(94) 
(contd.) 
Kolio (€•) 
D o c . N o . 
219-21 
Not 5 lated 
182 
19& 
199-201 
202-O.T 
208-9 
211-13 
239-42 
243-44 
253-55 
257 
N a m e o f Z i l a / C h a k l n 
B i o w a c h a h r pergunnah 
BUtwachahr pergunnah 
Bi*twachahr perguni i«h 
B i t lwachahr pcrguanah 
Bi<lwachahr pcrgunn*h 
B u l w a c h a h r pergunnAh 
Bi f lwachahr pcrgunnah 
Bi«twachahr p e r g u n n t h 
B i i twachahr pergunnah 
B i d w a c h a h r p e t g u n n a h 
B iXwachahr pergunMah 
Bi t twachahr p e r g u n a a h 
NaitK! o f p e i ' g u i m n h 
Azi i i iabad Kiamal 
N4adhogarh 
M a g m a 
Hai iagarh 
Hatiagarh 
Matiagarh 
M a g m a 
Hanchaniia 
B h a i c h i 
Az imabad 
M a g m a 
Nol <latrd 
P r i c e - r e v e n u e r a t i o 
95 25 
51 24 
102 14 
5 2 . 5 9 
457 25 
103 41 
48 6 6 
81 84 
39 0 2 
38 42 
157 45 
83 3 3 
(%) 
Chapter 6 
THE COMING OF THE 
PERMANENT SETTLEMENT 
The changes in the structure and constitution of land relations and pioperly ri.ghts 
in land, under the revenue experiments in Bengal, culminated in the permanent 
settlement. 
The idea of permentaly settling the land revenue obtained fr t / (ion in 1790 when 
the decennial settlement was concluded with the Zaniinders and taluqdars, that the 
assessment would continue as a fixed figure, subject to approval by tlieC*>urt of 
Directors the approbation from the court in 1792 enabled th** settlement to be 
declared permanent in 1793. 
In looking for causal analysis of the situation which led to the permanent fixation 
of revenue - we need first to study the problem of net collection. In spite of the fact 
that the company had regularly tried to enhance the revenue, both by a steady 
increase in demand and applying rigidity and exactness in collection, there was 
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always a shortfall between the deniaiicl and actual net collection. On the other 
hand, rigidity in collection implied greater collection expenses. 
For example, a residency was maintained in Mid Miapnr at an expenses of more 
than Rs. 75,000'. However, the net collection from the zamindari oi' Midnapur was 
reduced from Rs. 1,11,797. As 8, Gondas 8 to Rs. 60,00 by 1783- 84^ The nearby 
zamindari oi Kassijora also failed to yield the expected revenue. 
The early colonial period, saw the marginalisation of the zamindari as a unit of 
rent management. The extent of the zaiumdar's control was continuously curtailed 
by stripping the zamindarof his judicial anti magisterial rights. On the otiier hand 
arrear in revenue also cost them lands, which tiiey lost in default. The relentless 
resumption of the lakheraj lands by which the zauiindar maintained his retinues, 
or assumed a position of patron in the local society, implied that the status of the 
zamindari lis an institution was being constantly marginalized. All these also created 
a situation when it was vain to expect any stable atmosphere in the agrarian society. 
The aftermath of the famine in fact saw a very turbulent situation in the country-
-side. This was evident in the*'proto- jacquerie'' of the Sannyasi and Fakir groups. 
Fakir leader Maznu Shah, interestingly, upheld the status of Rani Bhawani ( who 
herself was in great distress because of the dismemberment of her zamindari for 
default) as against the English. The support received by Musa Shah and Pharagul 
Shah from the raiyats, symbolized the at t i tude of the agrarian population against 
^Midnapur District Records Vol. I p '11. 
""Ibtd. 
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the extortionate regime"'. 
In the Rangpur Ding of 1783 fought against the opperession of the izaradar 
of the Company, Devisingh (whose contumacy with the local English officials was 
well known), the folk literature involved the age old concept of Rajdharina in an 
inverted sense''. Rajar pape praja Noshto (It is due to sins committed by the king 
i.e. the Company and its collaborators that the subjects are spoiled i.e. they become 
rebellious) so runs the proverbial line in j<i>jtr gaon. This imi)lied that the rebels 
were fighting against the changes that belied the conceiJt of just rent. 
The zamindar oi Itabaria (Fathejiur) Uaja Shivchandra and Hani Jaiduiga ol 
Manthana actively supported the diiKj not only because the izanidam encroached 
upon their traditional rights of revenue, but their financial di.sgrace and loss of 
control over lands was detrimental to their social position. 
In pergunnah Bhaluka. and Tala in Raimangal under the zamindan of Nadia, 
the confrontation between the Company's officials and the zamindar \>\vo\,ed around 
The term 'proto-jacquerie' is coined in tiiis context, by Barun dc in Ills forward to Atish K. 
Dcisgupta, The Fakir and Sannyasi Uprtstngs. 
Though the land holding and money lending activities of the Sannya.sis and the coercion by the 
Fabirs put them in albeit ambiguous relationship with the Zaminders as well as the tillers, it is to 
be noted that they had a support base among the villagers. Dasgupta has shown that they were 
particularly aggressive against the new zaintndars responsible for collection of enhanced revenue 
for the company Ibtd p 76.. The support that they received from the peasants is evident from 
Dinajpur District Records Vol. 1 p 161 
^Jager Gaan (The song of awakening), Rtingpur Sahitya Prisliad Patrika B.Y. 1315, reprinted 
in Narahari Kaviraj A Peasant Uprising in Bengal 77^5 Appendix. 
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the question of the right of the laboiinM- to exercise his option as a tiller or as a 
malangi (salf- worker)^. This was at a time when part of the Maharaj's estate 
wa5 threatened for default in payment of revenue, an insult the like of which never 
happened to the zamindari which was in his famil}' for twelve generations. The 
2amm(/ar issued a parwanuh ordering the naibs of the said perfjuimah not to allow 
his subjects to work in the Company's salt Khalaries. Interestingly, the recruiting 
season for the malangis clashed with the harvesting time of the main crop aman 
rice (December- January). For the zainiiidar. paucity of man power might lead to 
delay in harvesting and consequent delay in paying the revenue qisl, thus running 
the risk of dismemberment of the :aiuin<l(iri on default. On the other hand, if 
skilled malangis are not allowed to migrate, clandestine production of salt could be 
organised. The romn?(/a7-never considered it illegal to rent his own lands to his own 
subjects for private Khalaries. At the .same time the traditional ethos of the rural 
society made him sympathise with his subjects, who, if forced to migrate to the 
Sundarban for the Company's manufacture would live and die like captive animals 
in jungles. 
For the raiyats, the zamindar's parwana served as a legitimate sanction for 
protest. The result was sporadic out burst, when Company's officials sought to 
force a dadan (advance) and indent them for work. The Company's salt as well as 
the dadan money was looted and the Wadedar (Supervisor) abducted and beaten 
For a detail study of the incident, see tlie author's article "Resistance aganist the agency 
systemof self production in Raimangal 1789" IHCP Delhi 1991- 92. 
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up. 
When the English officials arrested the ?iaib on charges of instigation, there was 
a pitched battle and troops had to be called. Apparently this incident looked like 
a mere case of arson. But this amply proved that dual role of the Company as the 
highest authority in revenue collection and as the monopolistic investor, led to a 
destabilizing effect on the country side. 
'Social banditry' was a phenomenon am|)ly noticed in this chaotic condition-s*^. 
On one hand, raiyats had been forced by the consequences of the famine to indulge 
in robbery as a means of subsistence'. On the other hand, there existed definite 
links between the zamindars and the bandits'^. The zainindar oi Baikunthapur gave 
countenance to dacoits for which the committee of circuit in Rungpur recommended 
his disposession in 1772^. Even in 1779 the sezwal of the Company Kishan Kinkar 
Das was intimated of murderous assault by this zamindar, as he was to investigate 
the affairs of his zaniindari. Similarly, it wa,s rei>orted from .Jessore that Srikant 
Ray, zamindaroi Yusufpur was in league with the robbers, as abettor and protector 
^Ranjit Sen Social Banditry in Bengal passism. 
^CCRM progs. Vol. 5 p 63. Letter recieved from Supervisor of Natore, 19th April 1771. 
^e.g. the loot of the factory at Malda (Jagganathpur) in 1785 or in the salt factory of Midnapur 
in 1790, Dtnajpur Dtsirict Records Vol. I p 14. Letter received from Charles Grant dt. 20th March 
1786. 
^CCRM Progs. 23rd December 1772. 
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of depredations' '^ Tlie salicnl feature of the rural scenario thus was one of utter 
lawlessness, and this was as common in Lakhipur or Bakharganj in East as well as 
Birbhum in West, to Rungpur in North and Midnapur in South. 
The zamindars indulgence in this sort of criminal activities can be explained as 
their desperate a t tempt to cope with the twin pressure of enhancement and rigidity 
in collection, coupled with curtailment of their perquisites and scopes of patronage 
distribution. .A.11 these affected their social standing. 
For the Company, the situation presented manifold problems. Fhere was a,s we 
have already said, a fall in net collection in spite of enhancement and rigidity. The 
collection expenditures and maintenance of peace led to expenditures which were 
eating up their profits. It was under this context that the new experimentations in 
revenue fixation was carried out. 
Once the Company had decided to stand forth as the Dewan, it was duely stressed 
that the revenue was beyond doubt the object of the Government: "that on which 
all the rest depend and to which all the rest depend and to which every other should 
be made subservient"". 
By 1777 some of the members of the Governor General in Council, lik e Fran-
cis and Clavering, objected to the practice of ensuring an intermediate security, 
the maljamint. They were thought to be "an additional burdain to the country 
'°LCB Vol. II p 7. Supervisor of Jessore to Resident at Durbar 29tli August 1770. CCRM 
Progs. 23rd January 1772, Enclosure Arzee of Prankrishna Ray. 
"Progs. Committee of Circuits at Kissimbazar, 28th July 1772. 
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and contrived for no other purpose than lo disposess the raiyat, by degree of their 
property"*^. These members gave a simple logic, that "land itself is the natural and 
proper security for the government". Hence, sale of land must answer 
ultimately for non payment of rent'^. 
At the same time they supposed that the re nts should be such as the lands could 
justly pay. .\s against farming out the land to the highest bidders, they thought 
that "the land should be restored to tlie zamindar whose unalienable proi)erty they 
are, upon a reasonable jumma"'"'. riie\' were convinced that "immoderate and 
unreiisonable demands not only create the necessity of future remissions, but furnish 
the land holder with pretence of paying less than he ought"'^. 
Hence their solution wa^ to take an average of the net collctions of the last tliree 
or five years and fix the net jumnui of the present year (1777) at that amount. To 
Francis and CI avering. the jumma of 7 776' was arbitrary and unrea-sonable as it 
was the highest of the last five years"^. 
The Governor General Hastings had a vague formula of a "rent adequate to the 
value of lands'". This however, left unspecified, the proportion of the net produce 
'^BOR Progs, dt. 16th July 1777. Enclosure no. 4. 
''Ibid. 
'^Ibtd. 
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to be kept for the support of the proprietors'". 
The zamindars were either dispossessed or forced to engage at ruinous terms by 
the revenue experiments under Hastings. Already in 1775, Hastings had issued a 
circular letter to the members of the Provincial Councils of Revenue, inviting their 
respective opinions as to the effects of the farming system. All of them replied that 
it caused total devastation'*. 
The farming system, famine and dearth, and also an acute silver crisis; (which im-
plied marketing problem for agricultural products and hence had its obvious impact 
on reducing the payment of cash rent) all these contributed to the rising embarras-
ments of the zamindars. Being responsible to the Company Government for a tax 
equal to nine- tenth of the expected rents of their estates, they were hardly left with 
any surplus to compensate accidents'' ' . 
The Court of Director, on r2th April 1786, sent a directive that laid down the 
guiding principles of a durable and permanent system of revenue administration, 
abandoning the policy of arbitrary increases of reveiuie^'^. But it also emphasized 
that though the future assessment should be niodereate and fixed, no plea should be 
allowed for abatements and remissions^'. The idea of Philip Francis was thus tried 
'«IOP, HMS Vol. 206 folios 147- 207. 
'^Sirajul Islam, The Permanent Settlement in Bengal: A study of its operation J 790- 1819, p 
12. 
-"COD's letter to (i. (i. in Council, 12tli April 1786. 
'-^Ibtd. 
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to be given a proper shape after another decaxh^ of experiments. 
With these experimentations, the concepts abont tiie landed property embeded 
in the term zamindaria\so under certain refinement. The zainindari was first seen as 
a conditional office, annually renewable and revocable on defalcation. Grant main-
tained that "Sovereign ruler through out Hindoostan is the sole virtual proprietor 
e 
of the soil, in right and fact the real acting landloard'^^ Hence the soverigii (i.e. the 
Company) can assess rev<'iuie as per as its wish. In contrast Shoic argued that "the 
so v'ereigns right" is to be restricted "to a |)roportion of the re\euues ol all lands, 
not alienated by his sanction from the rental of the government" : a principle which 
rendered the property right in land to be dependent on the e((uity and moderation 
of the governing power^''. Shore also thought that the Company's government by 
limiting its demands to a precise amount "'will leave to its subject a competence 
which due care and economy may convert into affluence"''. Howe\er Shore wanted 
that the new principle should be introduced by degrees rather than establishing it 
at once which was what CornWallis intended^"^. 
-^Grant, Analysis in Firniinger (ed.) Op. Ctt Vol II p 93. 
^^Ibtd. Appendix, Minute of Jlion Shore, 2nd April 1788. Cf. Ray rayan's answers to questions 
from Jhon Shore on the position and rights of zaintndars (in Persian), BM. Additional Mss. 6586, 
folio no, 104/106 to 110/112. 
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The ideas behind permanently settling tlie revenue of Bengal, had undergone a re-
freshing scrutiny in the monograph of Ranjit Cuha^''. Guha saw in the deliberations 
on the revenue experiments of the Company, the reflection of the conflicting notions 
of landed right that were shaping in Europe. That the Company's officials had been 
influenced by the current economic thought in Europe can hardly be doubted. But 
to look at the Permanent Settlement as a product mainly of theoretical develop-
ments would be a rather myopic inference. Rather, the new ideological trends were 
absorbed by the colonial officials. becaus<' the "foot htted the shoe", i.e. a system of 
private property seemed prima facif to be convenient for the ('oin|)any s objective 
and interest. In his minute of 3rd February 1790, Corrwallis had frankly defined 
these objectives and interest as follows. 
"We have by a train of ino^forlunaie events olttaiiied the dominion of one of the most fertile 
countries on the face of the globe, with a population A miid and indusirioo.-s iii'iabit>,iits, perhaps 
equal to, if not exceeding in member, that of ail other British pos.sessions put together 
Its real value to Britain depends upon the continuance of its ability to furnish a large annual 
investment to Europe, to give considerable assistatice to the treasury at Canton, and to supply 
pressing and extensive wants of the country."-' 
The main aim of the Perman«Jt Settlemer»k ma> therefore to maximise as well as 
stabilize the revenue income from the province. The colonial statesman understood 
thatthis sort of settlement could secure an extra revenue for the Company in lieu of 
^^Ranjit Guha, Op. C'i<passism. 
^^G. G. in Council Progs. 7th January 1790. 
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grant of private property, which could now be fixed at a fairly high level. 
Cornwall is settlement struck a demand on the average collection of past three 
years, with some necessary changes, which for all practical purposes meant the 
demand of 1196 B.Y. i.e. 1789- 90, the highest the country was ever forced to give. 
Along with this, the system of monthly sale of defaulter's estates immediately 
before and after the settlement, implied that there was no c|uestion of moderating 
the ferocity of the collection a.t the level of assessment now established. 
The rules and stipulations laid for the land holders implicitly suggest that the 
main driving force behind this regulation was the desire to maximise the income 
from land. This is indicated in tlu' salient piinciples of tlie settlement viz.. 
P a y m e n t of revenue shall not be wi thheld or delayed on account of 
any c ircumstance at all, including natural ca lamit ies . N o part of the land 
included in the s e t t l ement could be appropriated for religious charitable 
or o ther uses whereby became e x e m p t from public finances. Lands ac-
tual ly held e x e m p t from public revenue i.e. any denominat ion of lakheraj 
were now to be assessed as malguzari^'^. 
On the face of it, it may seem that fixing the revenue permanently would imply 
that smooth collection rather than maximization was the ulterior motive. For, the 
settlement negated the eaerlier trends in t 'ompany's revenue experiments, like peri-
odic augmentation of the tax demands and uncertainity of the Company regarding 
revenue collecting agents. 
^^Harington, Analysis of Laws and Regulations pp 251- 258, cited by Islam, Op. Cxi p 13. 
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It appears that (ill 1770. tlic main problem was to make regular collection, and 
the absence of local knowledge generated suspicion, of faithlessness on the part of 
the tradi tional local revenue agents. 
The coercion remained, oblivious of the conditions of production, as was shown 
during and after the famine. The <pinpany systematically did away with the native 
revenue servicemen at the level of superior management as exemplifed in the dis-
missal of Reza Khan. But at the local level tliey could not put new men. Nor could 
they do aways with the perquisites of the local revenue collecting bureaucracy lor 
the fear of drop in coll<x;tion^''. It was these men as well as some new people who 
joined their position as collaborators and confidants of the Company's servants who 
started speculating in revenue farming. One of the major objects of the Permanent 
Settlement, was obviously to free revenue collection from any adverse effect of spec-
ulation, that had so far dogged tlx^ effort to maximise collection through auction of 
revenue rights. 
In 1777, the Collector were advised to settle either with old zamindars or with 
a people from the locality-^. If this policy was couched in the rhetoric of inducing 
a private property in land among its rightful owners, the basic aim was to stabi-
lize collection, through people who had intricate knowledge about the topography, 
production as also methods of rent collection. 
If Franci' s had anticipated the formulation of the Permanent Settlement, he 
2^see Chapter III 
^Midnapur Distnci Record New Series pi. U. 
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probably saw in it not, a duplication of English land ownership, but a satisfactory 
system of collection. Cornwallis envisaged that the settlement would entice landown-
ers to improve land, as a fixity in the revenue demand would make it lucrative for 
the zammdars to enlarge the productivity capacity of their land. 
The exact Permanent Settlement plan differed from Francis', ideas in more re-
spect than one. Francis was vocal for a moderate assessment adjusting the demands 
to the actual needs of the time. But cornwallis' .settlement was subject to the intense 
pressure to increase reveiuie which heralded the ruin of tiie old zamiiidnrs. The dis-
memberment of the zainindari of Birbhum. Nadia, Bishnu|)ur, Rajshahi, iiharchee 
(Jessore) and Dinajpur was the immediate result of such a burdensone settlement. 
Most of the lots of the dismembered zamindaris were bought by the old zamin-
dari service gentry or the new colonial native service gentry. For the first group 
establishing their position as zarhindars was not difficult. That the latter could 
also effectively entrench themselves in the rural set up showed that the British 
regime wa.s breaking down localism in its own interest^'. It of course, helped the 
outsiders that they had been involved with land management for years, and they 
unlike the old zammdars had practical knowledge about the property they bought 
or owned"'^. 
^^This goes aganist the consistent revisionist postulates that British rule could not decisively 
impinge and transform the existing agrarian social structure a.s it lacked the intrinsic potentialities. 
The pioneering argument was from R. E. Fryckenberg Guntur District 1788- 1848., A history of 
local influence and central authority. 
^^eg. Ganga Givind Singh tiie founder of the Kandi zaintndart was well versed in land laws and 
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But if this phenomenon is seen as a mere continuity of tlie okl order because 
old men and old status oriented land right continued, we would tend to ignore both 
qualitative and quantitative changes that had occured in the colonial period"'''. 
The dismemberment of the old zamindnris certainly variegated the composition 
of the landed society. But it was limited change, because only few dozon more 
families who were connected with land management or Company's revenue admin-
istration came to the fore front' ' . 
The parcellized sales of estates and the hist for land by new |)ur<liasers. their 
tendency to manipulate the sales in a way that they could get rid of improfitable 
mahals and buy lucrative ones at low prices, brought into being new elements in the 
ranks of zaviindars. more concerned to look at land as an investiment yielding them 
increasing returns. 
Naturally the homogeneity of'the old type of zamindaris was lost. Most of the 
new zamindars had scatterd estates because they bought in parcels as opportunity 
arose^^. This created the ground for absenteism in later years. 
Dewan to the ('oinmiMe«> of He venue I77"2, Though his family fortune came from the money lendiiiA 
buisness in silk he .speculated in land a.s guardian of the minor l laja of Dinajpur Similarly Gokul 
GhosaJ fouDdrr of ihe Bhukailash estate, started as Dewan of the salt dep*rtn*»«t of Chi t tagong 
bu t acquired land rights in Sandwip while helping the survey of Chi t tagong land«. Cited by B. B. 
Choudhury in CEHIVoX. II, pp H I - 112. 
^^For the Continuity thesis see Ratnaleklia Ray Op. Cil 
^''Sirajul Islam Op. Cti p 254. 
^^Ibtd. Appendi.x IV to XIV. The estates purcha.sed by Kandi family of Murshidabad. Banerjees 
ofTelenipara, Narail family of Jessore, Manik family of Dinajpur, Abhoy Charan Dut t of Calcut ta , 
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Another importanti change that came in land relations as a result of colonial 
revenue settlements was a change in the character of right in land. Land right which 
was previously in local legal parlesice a sthabar property, (sthabar literarlly means 
residual i.e. immovable) due to heriditary control now gradually became astkabar 
(i.e. movable) as and when the owner failed to pay the revenue in time. Revenue 
right in land also became a collateral for acxumulated debt^*'. 
The Company's revenue experiments thus brought a structural change in the 
contours ol landed i)roperty and land management. I'lie changes occured as a direct 
result of the colonial reshaping of the rural order of i^engal. 'Hie period 1 7()0- 1792 
represented its crucial formative phase. 
Tagores (senior branch), Palchoudhuris of Ranaglial, Danishmand family of Murshidabad Holders 
of Noapara and Dwarakanatii Babu of Singpiir. 
^^Surul Sallu sungnibu V'iswabliarati Mss Doc. no. 78 folio 1. Karjapatra dt 2nd Jaishtha 
1204 B.Y. (i.e May 1793). The :m of Birbhuni Muhammad Zaman Khan giv«> Huda Krishnagar, 
Huda Serandi, Huda Manoharpur and Huda Sansal in pergunnah Barabaksingha to Ramnarayan 
Sarkar of Surul against sicca Rs. 10836 As 14 Gonda 18 in cash which was to pay for getting 
pergunnah Bhrukundaout of mortgage from Ramnidhi Mitra of Calcutta. Incidentally the jumina 
of the lots in Barabaksingha is Rs. 5418 As. 7 Gonda 9. The mortgage price- revenue ratio being 
two hundred percent. 
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English d o c u m e n t s and Manuscr ipts 
W . B . S ta te Archives 
Proceedings 
166 
1. The Selection C'oniniittee -I Jamiarv - 7 November 1758 1766-70. 
2. The Controlling Committee of Revenue 1771-72. 
3. The Committee of Circuit 1771-73. 
4. Revenue Board consisting the whole council 1772-74. 
5. Revenue Dept. Governor General in Council 1775-1815. 
6. Revenue - Saytr 1790-1805. 
Revenue- Rhalsa 1776-1780. 
7. Revenue Proceedings (Extracts ) 1772-76. 2 volumes. 
8. Controlling Council of Revenue at Murshidabad .July 1770- September 
1772. 
9. The Calcutta Committee of Revenue 1773-81. 
10. Provincial Council of Revenue at Decca 1773-79. 
11. Provincial Council of Revenue at Murshidabad 1773-80. 
12. Provincial Council of Revenue at Dinajpur 1774-80. 
13. Provincial Council of Revenue at Burdwan 1774-79. 
14. Chittagung Records - Letters Received 1771-85. 
15. Committee of Revenue 1781-86. 
16. The Board of Revenue at Fort William 1786-1822. 
17. Board of Revenue (Judicial ) 1790-93. 
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18. The Controlling Coinmillee of Revenue at Murshidabad. 
Old Record R o o m , T h e High Court , Calcut ta 
Court Proceedings 
A. Inventories of deceased |)erson's estates sworn to in the Mayor's Court, 
Calcutta, 1758-76. 
B. Proceedings and (•o|)i<'s of wsills - 1721-7-1, 1774-79. 
C. Inventories of deceased person's estates sworn to in the Mayor's Court, 
Calcutta, 177.5-79. 
D. Sadar Dewani Adalat Proceedings. 
Government Publications 
W . V . Hi'.nter : A Statistical .\ccount of Bengal, 20 volumes 
A.C. Sen : Agricultural Report on Decca District. 
J.C.K. Paterson: Bengal District Gazetteers - Burdwan 
L.S.S. O'Malley Bengal District Gazetteers - Midnapore 
W.K. Furminger (ed.) Bengal District ecords. 
Dinajpur2 vols (1786-88) 
Midnapur 3 vols (1764-74) 
Rangpur 2 vols (1770-82) 
The Letter copy Books of the Resident at the Durbar at Murshidabad. 
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West Bengal District Records New Scries 
Burdwan Letter Received 1788-1802 
Letter Issued 1788-1800 
Birbhum 1786-91 (Letter issued and received) 
Midnapur Letters Received 1788-1803 
Murshidabad Letters Received 1789-180:5 
P a r l i m e n t a r y p a p e r s 
5th Report of the Select Committee on the Affairs of tlie East India C'om|)an\-
Sess. 1812 Vol.VIL 
N a t i o n a l Arch ives of I n d i a 
Microfihns of Home Miscellauous series. 
B O O K S A N D A R T I C L E S 
Ascoli, F.D. Early Revenue History of Bengal and the 5th Report (1917). 
BanerjeeD.N. Early Land Rexenue System in Bengal and Bihar (1936). 
Early AdministratiNf SN!4«m of the East India Company in Bengal V'ol.l (1943). 
Barwell Richard - Letters (1765-1780) published in Bengal Past and Present 
(VIII-XVIII volume). 
Bayley, C.A. New Cambridge History of India, Vol.2.1 Indian Society and the 
making of the British Empire 1987. 
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Bhattacharya, S. The East India Company and the economy of Bengal, 1964. 
Boulger, D.C. Maharaja Debi Singh, 1914. 
Bruce, J. Anneals of the Hon'ble East India Company (1810). 
Calkins, F.B. - "The Formation of a r<?gionally oriented ruling group in Bengal". 
Journal of Asian Studies, Vol.XXIX 1969-70. 
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